6830552 CAN YOU BELIEVE IT? 30 Years of Insider Stories with the Boston Red Sox. By Joe Castiglione. Takes you inside the world of the Red Sox like no story has before. Castiglione, the voice of the Red Sox, not only takes fans behind the microphone and into the broadcast booth, but in the locker rooms, hotels, and back rooms of all the places no media member or fan can go. 16 pages of photos. 261 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

5684811 THE CAT WHO CAME BACK FOR CHRISTMAS: How a Cat Brought a Family the Gift of Love. By Julia Romp. Once quiet and withdrawn, the author’s autistic son found a new ray of hope when he met an adorable stray cat in the garden. For three years, George and Ben were inseparable, until Ben suddenly went missing. But just days before Christmas, a call from more than 50 miles away could change everything. 274 pages. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

5849555 JAY’S JOURNAL OF ANOMALIES. By Ricky Jay. This history of bizarre entertainments includes armless calligraphers, mathematical dogs, tightrope walking fleas and assorted quacks, flirtlammer and charlatans of spectacle. This volume will baffle, instruct, and, above all, delight. Well illus., some in color. 202 pages. Quantuck Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $6.95

5756641 GREAT KITCHENS: Design Ideas from America’s Top Chefs. By Ellen Whitaker et al. An intimate tour of the cozy kitchens of 26 chefs, who share their secrets of making a kitchen a great place to cook, relax, and enjoy the best of food and company, displaying a remarkable range of styles, and including their favorite home recipes. Fully illus. in color. 232 pages. Taunton. 9½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95

6917593 COMET’S TALE: How the Dog I Rescued Saved My Life. By Steven D. Wolf with L. Padwa. Tells the story of a friendship between two former winners, whose remarkable bond and faith in each other will make them winners once again. One is Comet, an abused greyhound racing dog, ditched by her owner. The other is Steven Wolf, ditched by the partners in the company he founded. 257 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $23.95 $3.95

6935427 WORKING WITH TILE, REVISED: Taunton’s Build Like a Pro. By Tom & Lane Meehan. Leads you through the process of designing, choosing, installing, maintaining, and repairing tile anywhere in your home. It’s your guide to choosing the right tile for your needs, planning and installing a backsplash, tiling around your fireplace, and much more. Well illus. in color. 232 pages. Taunton. 9¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $3.95


5933528 MUSHROOMING WITH CONFIDENCE: A Guide to Collecting Edible and Tasty Mushrooms. By Alexander Schwab. A slim, handy manual that focuses on the tastiest and most common mushrooms that are a delight to cook and share. From the common field mushroom to the pretty purple amethyst deceiver, you’ll know exactly what to pick and what to avoid. Well illus. in color. 174 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

6730949 STAYING PUT: Remodel Your House to Get the Home You Want. By Duo Dickinson. Offers suggestions on how to get the home you want from the house you have. Shares a passion for saving money without sacrificing good design and offers up cost-saving options and smart solutions to make older homes better fit today’s lifestyles. Fully illus. in color. 265 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

5942741 ROOMS OF HOME: Our Journey to a New Old House. By Russell Versaci. An architectural feast and a field guide for creating new old houses, this volume traces the development of today’s homes from the earliest colonial styles to the present. Learn how to create a new old house with timeless character. Well illus., in color. 266 pages. Taunton. 9½x11. Paper at $45.00 $4.95
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Current titles are marked with a ★.
**Interior Design & Decorating**

[4344427] **ENGLISH COUNTRY HOUSE INTERIORS.** By Jeremy Musson. Photography by Paul Barkier and Country Life. A renowned historian explains the history and decoration of fourteen great country houses of England. For the first time, houses known worldwide for their exquisite architecture, including Wilton, Chatsworth, and Castle Howard, are shown as they have never been open to the public before. 176 pages. CICO Books. 10x11½. Pub. at $35.00 $39.95

[5962846] **ROMANTIC ENGLISH HOMES.** By Robert O’Byrne. From Devon, Devon and Old World, this book takes you to the Cotswolds from Kent and London in the south to Northumberland and Staffordshire in the north, this lavishly illustrated volume reveals a unique collection of 14 houses, the majority of which have never been open to the public before. 272 pages. Rizzoli. 10x11. Pub. at $39.95 $6713270

[6920967] **OPEN CONCEPT APARTMENTS.** By Francesca Zamora Mota. With thirty-nine unique apartment designs, including suggestions to eliminate doorways and walls, this is the ultimate resource for open floor plans to create a larger combined living space for entertaining. Fully illus., most in color. 256 pages. Gestalten. 9¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $26.95

[6919685] **TWENTY FIRST CENTURY COTSWOLDS.** By Pipa Paton. A celebration of Cotswold Country architecture and how they have been transformed for life in the 21st century through the work of multi-award winning interior designer Pipa Paton. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Gestalten. 8½x11. Pub. at $30.00 $26.95

[5749204] **EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE: Storage for Stylish Homes.** By Rebecca Wainwright. Ordained by nature, well-ordered homes in the house can be improved through a canny choice of storage solutions that balance form and function. While storage is inherently practical, it also holds huge potential for decorative impact. Wainwright considers storage by room, interior and by style, from minimalist to rustic and beyond. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $29.95 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

[6763707] **HOUSE BEAUTIFUL–BLUE: 350 Inspiring Ways to Decorate with Blue.** By Lisa Cregan. Filled with hundreds of ideas that professional interior designers have used successfully in their own rooms, this is a complete guide to decorating your space with any shade of blue. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Hearth. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

[5940818] **LIVING WITH WOOD.** By Alex Sanchez Vidiella. A celebration of a classic palette of what wood can offer the home, both inside and out, it is a must-have for all who love architecture, handmade houses, and inspired homes. 200 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Pub. at $39.95 **$11.95**

[6696635] **THE PAPERED WALL, SECOND EDITION: The History, Patterns and Techniques of Wallpaper.** Ed. by Lesley Hoskins. 272 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $43.95


[5911389] **ART DECO INTERIORS.** By Henry Delacroix. Dover. 10½x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

[6730310] **COLOR IDEA BOOK.** By Robin Strangis. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 185 pages. Taunton. 9x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


[661857X] **VICTORIAN & EDWARDIAN FURNISHING & INTERIORS.** By Jeremy Cooper. 683 illus., 74 in color. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $39.95


[6665353] **LIVING MODERN: The Sourcebook of Contemporary Interiors.** Text by P. Richardson, photos by R. Powers. 368 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8½x11. Pub. at $60.00 **$12.95**

[6651127] **THE ANATOMY OF COLOR: The Story of Heritage Paints and Pigments.** By Patricia Bay. 351 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00 **$31.95**

[5736552] **LARS BOLANDER’S SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN.** By Heather Smith Maclsaac. 192 pages. Vendome. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00 **$18.95**

[6697833] **SANDS ECO HOUSES: Living Green in Style.** By C.P. Benitez & A.S. Vidiella. Filled with helpful floor plans, from houses that are made of local materials or recycled structures to residences with reduced heat and electricity consumption due to the use of natural light or cross ventilation. A showcase of how good design can transform ordinary homes into environmentally sensitive home. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 420 pages. Universe. 8x½. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 **$14.95**

[569977X] **MODERN SHOESTRING: Contemporary Architecture on a Budget.** By Susannat Sirefman. Eighteen residential projects are presented here and include the goals of the owners, the site, and the most in the design and the collection of materials. It prove that building a contemporary house can be affordable, and that constraints can actually stimulate the creative design process Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Monacelli. 8½x11. Pub. at $40.00 **$9.95**

[5939314] **HOUSEBOATS: Aquatic Architecture of Sausalito.** By Katherine Shaffer. Presents a collection of the refreshing, inspiring forms created in the free-thinking spirit of houseboat architecture. Displaying in gorgeous photos over 100 houseboats, inside and out, it is a must-have for all who love architecture, handmade houses, and inspired homes. 200 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Pub. at $39.95 **$11.95**

[6568386] **THE HOUSE WITH SIXTEEN HANDMADE DOORS: A Tale of Architectural Choice and Craftsmanship.** By Henry Petropoulos. When Petropoulos and his family moved to retreat in coastal Maine, he immediately found himself fascinated by its unusual construction. Here he shares his investigative journey to answer his many burning questions—an architectural whodunit that includes Bunny Williams, Carolyne Roehm, Matthew Smyth, Robert Coutier, and others in the verdant setting of Connecticut’s Litchfield Country. Color photos. 176 pages. Rizzoli. 9x11½. Pub. at $45.00 **$8.95**

[5986184] **FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT’S HOLLYHOCK HOUSE: The Illustrated Story of an Architectural Masterpiece.** By Donald Hoffmann. Documented in over 120 photographs, floor plans, elevations, and sketches, one of Wright’s most imaginative and controversial residential structures is assessed for the first time. Wright’s own words about his design, his clients, the site, and the constraints can actually stimulate the creative design process Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Monacelli. 8½x11. Pub. at $40.00 **$9.95**

[6731358] **150 BEST TINY HOME IDEAS.** By Manel Gutierrez Cool. Showcases a wide selection of urban and rural homes from around the world that exemplify tiny-home living. Designing world-renowned architects and designers, these innovative, elegant abodes are captured in stunning photographs, accompanied by comprehensive layout illustrations and informative descriptions. 479 pages. HarperDesign. 7¾x7¾. Pub. at $29.95 **$21.95**

[685057X] **LIVING MODERN: A Biography of Greenwood Common.** By Waverly B. Lowell. Planned and developed between 1951 and 1957 by the architect William W. Wurster, Greenwood Common is an enclave of eight distinctly independent homes located on a wooded hillside in Berkeley, California. Clustered around a common green, these homes related sensitively to each other and to their sites, and have become a landmark of regional modernism. Well illus., some in color. 173 pages. William Stout. 8x½. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 **$6.95**
**660275X STORYBOOK STYLE: America's Whimsical Homes of the 1920s.** By A. Geliner & D. Keister. With their romantic evocation of faraway lands, these whimsical homes were created by architects with a flair for theater and a love of fine craftsmanship. Presented in this captivating volume are the homes that were born on the backlot of Hollywood in the 1920s. When Americans became fascinated with these settings, architects and builders were quick to capitalize on this enthusiasm. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**6861970 INSPIRING TINY HOMES: Creative Living on Land, on the Water, and on Wheels.** By Lloyd Kahn. Making the choice to live small is becoming increasingly popular in our eco-conscious world. Herz presents houseboats on the water, trailers in the countryside, micro-apartments in the city, and tree-houses in the woods—all providing comfortable and sustainable accommodation for their pioneering owners. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. CICO Books. 7x9¾. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**6731406 TINY HOMES–SIMPLE SHELTER: Scaling Back in the 21st Century.** By Lillian Ahern & Karen Gies. Ahern and Gies show how to make the most of a narrow lot, how to use every square foot of living space, and how to breathe new life into old houses. Includes adaptations of small homes from around the world. Fully illus. in color. 215 pages. Shelter. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

**6531539 TINY HOMES ON THE MOVE: Wheels and Water.** By Lloyd Kahn. Take a tour of simple living and free spirits with this collection of charming, tiny homes. See the current trend in scaling back, reducing living expenses, and escaping bank mortgages or high rents. Details some of the buildings that have created their own little sanctuaries on land, on wheels, on the road, on the water, and in the trees. Fully illus. in color. 207 pages. Shelter. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

**6773088 TINY HOUSES IN THE CITY.** By Mirri Zeiger. Focusing on dwellings under 1,000 square feet, Zeiger aims to inspire readers to streamline their own homes and apartments. Urban infill, adaptive reuse, transformed and flexible living spaces, and micro-unit buildings make great architecture out of challenging locations and narrow sites. Fully illus. in color. 207 pages. Rizzoli. 7x7. Pub. at $29.95 $13.95

**6818234 OPEN CONCEPT HOUSES.** By Francesc Zamora Mola. Filled with gorgeous full color photographs, detailed floor plans, and before and after renovation photographs, this volume aims to provide homeowners and designers with an inspirational collection of some of the world’s most beautiful open concept home designs. 480 pages. HarperDesign. 8½x11. Pub. at $68.00 $26.95

**683390X WOOD HOUSES.** Ed. by Francesc Zamora Mola. Documents wood used in residential building with profiles of houses, illustrated with the architect’s own plans as well as hundreds of full-color interior and exterior photos. Includes over 50 examples of cutting-edge architectural design that challenges previous assumptions about wood use in construction. 504 pages. Skyhorse. 7x7. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

**684541X SMALL INNOVATIVE HOUSES.** By Philip Jodidio. Features a collection of more than 50 residential homes in North & South America, Europe, Asia and Australia. Details how to use flexible space and make the most of a narrow lot, how to use every square foot of living space, while also responding to rising ecological concerns, and energy hangs. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. Rizzoli. 8½x11/8. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

**5951844 LOG HOME LIFESTYLES.** By Tina Skinner. For those who own or dream of building a log structure, the treasure trove of steps, strategies, and advice in this book will be a welcome delight to pore over, a gold mine of visual ideas for designing and decorating log homes, with dazzling pages to inspire your dreams. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 11x9¾. Pub. at $34.95 $11.95

**6941125 AMERICAN HOUSE STYLES: A Concise Guide.** By John Minnis Baker. The author explains the historical, cultural, and technical influences that shaped more than 60 distinctive styles of houses. Elevation drawings precisely illustrate the key characteristics of each style, allowing readers to trace influences across the centuries. 180 pages. Countryman. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

**6854451 ANATOMY OF A GREAT HOME: What America’s Most Celebrated Houses Tell Us About the Way We Want to Live.** By Boyce Thompson. Offers a wide profile of extraordinary homes—from urban infill to custom homes, suburban remodeling, seaside cottages, and subdivision housing. It distills their broad patterns and refined details into practical lessons with endless applications, making it an inspirational guide for designers, builders, and anyone planning to build their dream home. Fully illus. in color. 266 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $42.95 $26.95

**6793320 CABIN LIVING: Discovering the Simple American Getaway.** By the eds. of Cabin Living Magazine. Provides prospective cabin owners with the inspiration and tools necessary to design and build a dream home. Details how to make the best of a limited budget, and how to make great architecture out of old buildings. Illus. in color. 266 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $42.95 $26.95

**5795987 500 COTTAGES.** By Douglas Keister. Fully illus. in color. 510 pages. Taunton. 6x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**6730779 THE NEW NEW HOME: Getting the House of Your Dreams with Your Eyes Wide Open.** By Boyce Thompson. Illus. in color. 250 pages. Taunton. 9x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $16.95

**660665 TASTING THE WHOLE.** By Elisabeth Gordon, Beautiful, and the Postwar American Home. By Monica Penik. 248 pages. Yale. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $65.00 $29.95

**5860168 HOUSES & APARTMENTS UNDER 1000 SQUARE FEET.** Ed. by Yuri Caravaca Gallardo. 255 pages. Firefly. 6¼x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95


**5868329 COMPACT HOUSES: 50 Creative Floor Plans for Well-Designed Small Homes.** By Gerald Rowan. Well-designed, fully planned, and carefully researched, these 50 compact homes will appeal to first-time investors as well as old pros on all aspects of making money in real estate, revealing how to analyze your needs and the needs of others to dispain to achieve their dream. The editors of Cabin Living magazine share their considerable knowledge in 30 detailed stories and more than 200 inspiring photographs, tantalizing cabin lovers to bring their vision to life. 250 pages. Firefly. 7x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95

**5860011 SMALL APARTMENTS OF THE WORLD.** By Alex Sanchez Vidiella. 295 pages. Firefly. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**5908275 COTTAGE AND CABIN.** By Linda Leigh Paul. 336 pages. Rizzoli. 9x8¾. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

---

**Real Estate**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 6864627 REAL ESTATE INVESTING FROM A TO Z, THIRD EDITION.** By Bryan H. Chavis. This updated edition offers ideas and guidance for first-time investors as well as old pros on all aspects of making money in real estate, revealing how to analyze your needs and the needs of others and plan to dispain to achieve their dream. The editors of Cabin Living magazine share their considerable knowledge in 30 detailed stories and more than 200 inspiring photographs, tantalizing cabin lovers to bring their vision to life. 250 pages. Firefly. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**5910498 BUY IT, RENT IT, PROFIT! Make Money as a Landlord in Any Real Estate Market.** By Bryan M. Chavis. This updated edition offers ideas and guidance for first-time investors as well as old pros on all aspects of making money in real estate, revealing how to analyze your needs and the needs of others and plan to dispain to achieve their dream. The editors of Cabin Living magazine share their considerable knowledge in 30 detailed stories and more than 200 inspiring photographs, tantalizing cabin lovers to bring their vision to life. 250 pages. Firefly. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**5855721 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO FLIPPING HOUSES.** By Melanie Williamson. Here is expert advice to find, fix, and flip any residential property. A successful house flipper walks you through the opportunities, the risks, the work involved, and the potential for real profits in flipping real estate. 303 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

**5667371 FLIPPING HOUSES: Idle’s Guides as Easy as It Gets!** By I.W. Leviathan & J.B. Smallguy. Offers ideas and guidance for first-time investors as well as old pros on all aspects of making money in real estate, revealing how to analyze your needs and the needs of others and plan to dispain to achieve their dream. The editors of Cabin Living magazine share their considerable knowledge in 30 detailed stories and more than 200 inspiring photographs, tantalizing cabin lovers to bring their vision to life. 250 pages. Firefly. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**6934633 FLIPPING HOUSES: Idle’s Guides as Easy as It Gets!** By I.W. Leviathan & J.B. Smallguy. Offers ideas and guidance for first-time investors as well as old pros on all aspects of making money in real estate, revealing how to analyze your needs and the needs of others and plan to dispain to achieve their dream. The editors of Cabin Living magazine share their considerable knowledge in 30 detailed stories and more than 200 inspiring photographs, tantalizing cabin lovers to bring their vision to life. 250 pages. Firefly. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

---

**See more titles at erhbc.com/652**
ARCHITECTS, 1860-1940. 198 pages. Godine. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00


6747469 THE COASTAL COTTAGE. By Ann Zimmerman. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Gibbs Smith. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $35.00

5936411 INCOMPLETE ARCHITECTURE: The Ultimate Guide to Real Estate with No (And Low) Money Down. By Brandon Turner. Written for both new and experienced investors, this book will impart years of experience through the lessons contained within. You’ll discover: why many real estate investors fail and how you can ensure you don’t, creative tips for finding incredible deals, actionable ideas for financing rentals no matter how much cash you have, and much more.

ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS. By Edward R. Ford. In this volume, Ford walks the reader through five widely accepted definitions in an attempt to find one for all. The quintessential definition of the detail in architecture. After a thorough investigation throughout architectural history, he finally reaches a conclusion, and the answer might surprise you. Well illus. 326 pages. Princeton Architectural Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99


5772656 ULTIMATE BOOK OF HOME PLANS, 3RD EDITION REVISED. An inspiring collection of full home plans from architects and designers around all over the country. This book includes special sections on home design and decorating, quick and easy ordering by phone or online, and dozens of tips. Features 730 home plans. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

6683520 THE ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL. By Edward R. Ford. In this volume, Ford walks the reader through five widely accepted definitions in an attempt to find one for all. The quintessential definition of the detail in architecture. After a thorough investigation throughout architectural history, he finally reaches a conclusion, and the answer might surprise you. Well illus. 326 pages. Princeton Architectural Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

6747120 THE BOOK ON RENTAL PROPERTY INVESTING. By Brandon Turner. Written for both new and experienced investors, this guide will impart years of experience through the lessons contained within. You’ll discover: why many real estate investors fail and how you can ensure you don’t, creative tips for finding incredible deals, actionable ideas for financing rentals no matter how much cash you have, and much more.

6766058 EVERY LANDLORD’S GUIDE TO MANAGING PROPERTY, 2ND EDITION: Best Practices, from Move-In to Move-Out. By Michael Boyer. Covers everyday skills that a landlord needs, including how to retain good tenants; limit costly tenant turnovers; track income and expenses; hire and work with contractors; balance landlordizing with a day job; and avoid conflicts over late rent, unauthorized rooms, and clutter. 440 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

6716121 FIRST-TIME LANDLORD, 4TH EDITION. By Janet Portman et al. Earn substantial profits while avoiding costly mistakes when renting out a single-family home. Advice includes how to estimate costs and profits, choose good tenants, make the most of valuable tax deductions, handle repairs and property management tasks, and handle your legal obligations. 323 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

6617204 THE BOOK ON MANAGING RENTAL PROPERTIES. By Brandon & Heather Turner. A proven system for finding, screening, & managing rental property. You’ll discover the 12 key strategies for attracting the best tenants who won’t rip you off, 7 tenant types never to rent, 19 provisions that your rental lease should have to protect you, and much more.

6617212 THE BOOK ON RENTAL PROPERTY INVESTING. By Brandon Turner. Written for both new and experienced investors, this guide will impart years of experience through the lessons contained within. You’ll discover: why many real estate investors fail and how you can ensure you don’t, creative tips for finding incredible deals, actionable ideas for financing rentals no matter how much cash you have, and much more.

6936091 AMISH HOUSES & BARNES. By Stephen Scott. Explores the history and cultural development of three Amish households—each of which has been occupied by the current family of residence for at least four generations. Photos. 174 pages.


5936411 INCOMPLETE ARCHITECTURE: The Ultimate Guide to Real Estate with No (And Low) Money Down. By Brandon Turner. Written for both new and experienced investors, this book will impart years of experience through the lessons contained within. You’ll discover: why many real estate investors fail and how you can ensure you don’t, creative tips for finding incredible deals, actionable ideas for financing rentals no matter how much cash you have, and much more.

2683209 THE ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL. By Edward R. Ford. In this volume, Ford walks the reader through five widely accepted definitions in an attempt to find one for all. The quintessential definition of the detail in architecture. After a thorough investigation throughout architectural history, he finally reaches a conclusion, and the answer might surprise you. Well illus. 326 pages. Princeton Architectural Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

6766058 EVERY LANDLORD’S GUIDE TO MANAGING PROPERTY, 2ND EDITION: Best Practices, from Move-In to Move-Out. By Michael Boyer. Covers everyday skills that a landlord needs, including how to retain good tenants; limit costly tenant turnovers; track income and expenses; hire and work with contractors; balance landlordizing with a day job; and avoid conflicts over late rent, unauthorized rooms, and clutter. 440 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

6716121 FIRST-TIME LANDLORD, 4TH EDITION. By Janet Portman et al. Earn substantial profits while avoiding costly mistakes when renting out a single-family home. Advice includes how to estimate costs and profits, choose good tenants, make the most of valuable tax deductions, handle repairs and property management tasks, and handle your legal obligations. 323 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

Hy 6643256 SELF-BUILD MANUAL: How to Plan, Manage and Build the Home of Your Dreams. By Ian Alistair Roberts. Whether you tackle the work yourself or hire it out, this book outlines how to plan, take out the necessary permits, manage contractors, and build the house of your dreams. 120 pages. New Society. 8½x11. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $31.95. 

Hy 5469393 CARPENTRY AND CONSTRUCTION, SIXTH EDITION. By Mark R. & Rex Miller. Thoroughly revised, this guide takes you through every step of home construction; how to select tools, pour foundations, build walls and floors, and install tiles—even handle electrical wiring, piping and insulation.列出木材特性、工具磨砺以及更多。112页。New Society。8½x11。Paperbound。Pub. at $24.95。 

Hy 6812880 TILING COMPLETE, SECOND EDITION: Expert Advice from Start to Finish. By Nicholas & M. Schwartz. This recently updated edition is filled with all the secrets only a tile pro would know, as well as detailed instructions and over 900 photos and drawings showing every step in detail. 296 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95。 

Hy 5877304 TILING COMPLETE: The Complete How-To Guide. By Karen Link. This guide takes you through all the steps of tiling, from selecting your site, finding the right tile, to selecting grout and cement, tiling, grouting, and maintenance. 298 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95。 

Hy 5686335 TILING STEP-BY-STEP: Better Homes and Gardens. Ed. by Ken Sidey。Extensive coverage of how to build a house, wall-by-wall, from selecting the land to laying out and putting in foundations, walls, floors, and plumbing, wiring, heating, cooling the finished product. Well illus. in color. 702 pages。Sterling。Paperbound。Pub. at $27.95。 


Hy 5684487 BUILDING SMALL: Sustainable Designs for Tiny Houses & Backyard Buildings. By David & Jeanie Stiles。Includes complete plans for 7 tiny houses; strategies for outfitting your tiny house with lighting, water, heating and waste removal; ideas for floor layout and interior design; space saving solutions; and inspirational photos of tiny homes。Fully illus。in color。207 pages。Popular Woodworking。10x8。Paperbound。Pub. at $19.95。 


Hy 5853638 TILING: For Pros by Pros。By the eds。of Fine Homebuilding。Updated for technical readers，you will have to plan，layout and install tile throughout a residence：from simple to elaborate，it covers a huge range of tiling projects。Fully illus。in color。140 pages。Taunton。8½x10。Paperbound。Pub. at $17.95。 

Hy 5696301 TRENDS AND RESOURCES IN MINING. By Paul M. Leary。Provides a comprehensive overview of the mining industry，including trends and resources。106 pages。John Wiley & Sons。Paperback。Pub. at $49.95。 

Hy 6461663 LEARN TO TIMBER FRAME: Craftsmanship，Simplicity，Timeless Beauty。By Will Beemer。This beginner-friendly guide brings the historic craft of timber framing within reach by walking you through the process of building a simple 12x16-foot structure—a starter project large enough to serve as a cabin，workshop or studio—that can be modified to suit your needs。Fully illus。in color。192 pages。Storey。Pub. at $24.95。 

Hy 5759765 TRIM MADE SIMPLE。By Gary Katz。Fully illus。in color。106 pages。Taunton。9x10½。Paperbound。Pub. at $21.95。 

Hy 3338520 LOG CABINS: How to Build and Furnish Them。By William S。Wicks。Color illus。151 pages。Skyhorse。Paperbound。Pub。at $12.95。 

Hy 6802299 CARPENTRY & CONSTRUCTION, FIFTH EDITION。By Mark R。& Rex Miller。SHOPWORN。Well illus。767 pages。McGraw-Hill。8½x10。Paperbound。Pub。at $49.95。 

Hy 6574376 THE OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL COMPLEMENTED。Ed。by Clem Labine et al。Well illus。370 pages。Overlook。8x10。Paperbound。Pub。at $21.95。 

Hy 5747442 THE ANATOMY OF SHEDS: New Buildings from an Old Studio。By Jane Field- Lewis。239 pages。Gibbs Smith。10x10。Paperback。Pub。at $16.95。
Home Building & Remodeling


6716292 GRAPHIC HOME FRAME CONSTRUCTION, REVISED EDITION: For Pros by Pros. By Rob Thallon. 244 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95


6864048 NEW BATHROOM IDEAS THAT WORK. By Scott Gibson. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Taunton. 9x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


Home Maintenance, Repair & Projects


6964354 CONCRETE FLATWORK: For Homeowners and Contractors. By George Garber. Learn all you need to know to plan and complete small concrete pavement jobs around the house. Included are footpaths, driveways, patios, sporting courts, and garden paths and slabs. Garber offers guidance for all the basics: ordering concrete, adding joints, curing, and more specialized topics as well. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


6869297 POPULAR MECHANICS HOW TO FIX ANYTHING CONCRETE: A DIY Guide for the Concrete Enthusiast. Covers do-it-yourself household repairs that homeowners need to know, from easy fixes like tightening loose door hinges to more involved projects such as bleeding your brakes. Throughout, Berendsohn answers questions about the trickiest fix-ins, including how to deal with recurring ceiling cracks and getting rid of garage disposal stench. Fully illus. in color. 190 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $19.95 $19.95

6564341 HVAC AND REFRIGERATION PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE. By Eric Kleiner. Walks you through the preventive maintenance procedures for residential and commercial HVAC and refrigeration systems, using plenty of detailed instructions and clear photos and diagrams. Useful icons throughout the book indicate the degree of difficulty for each procedure. 386 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $80.00

6574740 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO HOME INSPECTION. By M. Litchfield & R.C. Robinson. Takes you step by step through each house system, pointing out things to watch for, and helping you to identify what might call for some attention. Systematic upgrading and what might require more costly repair. Well illus. in color. 316 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

6556358 POPULAR MECHANICS WHEN DUCT TAPE JUST ISN’T ENOUGH. Many little things, both annoying and serious, can go wrong around the house. Before you call the repairman, you need to know if your handyman can handle it. You’ll also learn when to go with a pro and how to prevent disasters from occurring in the first place. Illus. 216 pages. Hearst. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

6903290 DIY PROJECTS FOR CATS & DOGS: 20 Easy-to-Build Projects for Your Best Friend. By A. Rau & P. Legrix. Shows you how to build inexpensive, practical accessories that will make your home a pet paradise. Create your own pet bowl stands, scratching posts, leashes, litter box hideaways, and more. Each of these 20 easy to build projects can be made in just one weekend and none require special skills or costly tools. Fully illus. in color. 12 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

Help for the Handyman

6935599 5-GALLON BUCKET BOOK: DIY Projects, Hacks, and Upcycles. By Chris Peterson. Contains sixty-plus ideas that show how to turn these humble and hard-working mainstays to use. Simple step by step projects for the home, garden, farm, and family make sure you will have fun and love the results of your work. Color photos. 128 pages. Voyageur. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95


6938164 THE BACK TO BASICS HANDBOOK: A Guide to Buying and Working Land. By Robert A. Gilling. Discover the pleasures of a healthier, greener, and more self-sufficient lifestyle. This handbook reveals how to: plant a vegetable garden, craft treats, raise chickens, and make treats such as Blueberry Peach Jam and cheddar cheese. Detailed, illustrated instructions walk you through each project. 268 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $14.95

6938415 THE HOMESTEADING HANDBOOK. By Abigail R. Gehring. Wherever you live–farm, weekend farmer, midwest urbanite, or just looking to do more by hand, this resource will help you hone new skills in the kitchen, garden, and great outdoors. Includes over 150 recipes, projects, and skills for modern turns to self-sufficient living. Contains sixty-plus ideas that put organic gardening; enjoy fruits and vegetables year-round by canning, drying, and freezing; build and install alternate energy devices; and more. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

6938685 THE ULTIMATE SELF-SUFFICIENCY HANDBOOK. By Abigail R. Gehring. This compact guide provides advice, tips, and step by step instructions for hundreds of projects that will make the entire family the tools they need to make the shift toward self-sufficient living. To discover how to: plant, plant and harvest your own organic garden, enjoy fruits and vegetables year-round by canning, drying, and freezing; build and install alternate energy devices; and more. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


Hand & Power Tools

598456 598456 TRADITIONAL TOOLMAKING: The Classic Treatise on Lapping, Threading, Precision Measurements, and General Toolmaking. By Franklin D. Jones. This invaluable reference provides an insight into the skills and techniques that made the mass production revolution of the twentieth century possible. Includes detailed descriptions, essential mathematical rules and calculations, and a number of illustrative figures you need to make straight-cutting tools, re-flute torn cutters, work on the bench lathe, and more! Illus. 309 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


673581 TOOL SCHOOL: The Complete Guide to Using Your Tools from Tape Measures to Table Saws. By Monte Burch. With any project, having the right tools is only half the battle— it’s knowing how to use them that can make or break a project. This volume is the all-in-one, easy to use reference for every woodworking tool there is from hammers and nails to lathes, bandsaws, portable sanders, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 239 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

684153 ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO THE STEEL SQUARE. By Ken Hoffer. Packed with clear diagrams, step-by-step exercises, and simple rules of thumb, this handy reference will show any curious carpenter, woodworker, or serious do it yourselfer how indispensable the steel square can be. Well illus. 192 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

694204 HAND TOOL ESSENTIALS: Refine Your Woodworking Skills with Hand Tool Techniques. By the eds. of Popular Woodworking Magazine. Explains how to choose and use hand tools for chopping, cutting, paring, sawing, marking, drilling and more. Rediscovering the value of these tools in your woodworking will also give you a better understanding of how your power tools work. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Popular Woodworking. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

688419 TAUNTON’S COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO ESSENTIALS FOR POWER TOOL PROJECTS. By Rob Ruck. From the earliest days, tools have helped us do so much more. Outfitted with the right blades and accessories, a bandsaw can also make crosscuts, rip stock to width, and cut useful joinery. This guide covers everything from basic safety to advanced cutting techniques. Fully illus. in color. 202 pages. Taunton. 9¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95


688397 THE HANDPLANE BOOK. By Garrett Hack. Fully illus. in color. 264 pages. Taunton. 9x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 PRICE CUT to $17.95

577380 MASTERING HAND TOOL TECHNIQUES. By Alan & Gill Klauder. 144 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95


Plumbing & Electrical

597090X ULTIMATE GUIDE PLUMBING, 4TH EDITION. By Merle Henkenius & S. Willson. Save money by making minor and major plumbing repairs and improvements with help from this complete home plumbing guide. Unclog drains and fix leaky faucets; find “Green Solutions” for saving money; install everything from sinks, faucets and bathtubs to lawn sprinklers; and much more. Fully illus. in color. 303 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

673099X THE HOME WATER SUPPLY: How to Find It, Filter It, Store, and Conserve It. By Shu Campbell. Concrete, money-saving advice that takes the mystery out of well drilling, covers the different types of wells, how to determine capacity, pump selection, reservoirs and tanks, and water treatments. Well illus. 236 pages. Storey. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95

5779573 BLACK & DECKER ADVANCED HOME WIRING, 5TH EDITION. Ed. by Mark Johanson. Intended for the serious home wiring DIYer who already knows how to change out a light fixture or install a GFCI receptacle, this guide goes beyond the basics to the often challenging projects, from upgrading a main service panel to installing those tricky “smart” thermostats. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Cool Springs. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

Stonework & Masonry

5993555 SAND CASTING CONCRETE: Five Easy Projects. By Tina Skinner et al. Starting with a pile of sand, a pile of gravel, some water, cement, and reinforcement, the author demonstrates how simple it can be to create anything from concrete countertops to a fountain. Projects include a fairy lantern, a birdbath, a toadstool seat, a bench, and even a small footbridge. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

Cabinetry & Furniture Making

579575 TRADITIONAL PROJECTS: The New Best of Fine Woodworking. Choose one of these projects, or combine several to hand it down to one of your loved ones to become an heirloom, such as a Harvest Table, Sheraton Bed, Shaker Tall Clock, or a Corner Cupboard. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 154 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

6856454 BUILT-INS, CABINETS & SHELVES. By the eds. of Fine Homebuilding & Fine Woodworking. America’s most accomplished carpenters and woodworkers offer their advice on building sturdy cabinets, built-ins, and shelves, along with step by step instructions. No matter what room of your home needs more storage, these projects are sure to deliver. Fully illus. in color. 219 pages. Taunton. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

6909128 GREAT BOOK OF SHOP DRAWINGS FOR CRAFTSMAN FURNITURE, REVISED SECOND EDITION. By Robert W. Lang. Compiles project drawings from three of Lang’s previous books: Shop Drawings for Craftsman Furniture; Shop Drawings for Craftsman Inlays & Hardware; and More Shop Drawings for Craftsman Furniture. Includes perspective views, elevations, sections, details, and building instructions for each project. Well illus. 345 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

6922945 ENGLISH ARTS & CRAFTS FURNITURE: Projects & Techniques for the Modern Maker. By Nancy R. Hiller. Offers fresh perspective on a movement whose influence continues to shape things handmade and crafted. Includes drawings from one of America’s most influential woodworkers, Gustav Stickley, and his school. Includes projects built from plans in Stickley’s magazine, The Craftsman. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Poplar. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $37.00 $27.95
**Cabinetry & Furniture Making**

**Dvd 6749631 The advanced art of veneering.** By Jonathan Benson. Widescreen. Take your veneering a notch further with professional techniques and tips from Jonathan Benson as he shows you the advanced stages of veneering. For two hours. Popular Woodworking. Pub. at $29.99  

**Price cut to $5.95**

**667409X Making Great Furniture: 25 Inspiring Projects from Top Makers.** By Ian Hall. A beautifully presented collection featuring original and extraordinary projects, covering the full range of abilities. The diverse range of step-by-step projects encompasses pieces that are both functional as well as beautiful and blends blasts to breakfast cabinets. Fully illus. in color. 180 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  

**Price cut to $13.95**


**6730523 Fine Woodworking Tables and Chairs.** Ed. by Christina Glennon. Fully illus. in color. 172 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  

**6664089 Junk Beautiful-Furniture Refreshed: 30 Clever Furniture Projects to Transform Your Home.** By Susan Wolintz. 202 pages. Taunton. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  

**17.95**

**Woodworking**

**6617433 Doormaking: Materials, Techniques, and Projects for Building Your First Door.** By Strother Purdy. Starting with the basics of design and materials, concluding with an inspiring gallery of beautiful doors, and covering eight essential step-by-step projects in between, it’s the most complete and up-to-date guide available and a must have for anyone seeking to add a custom touch to their home. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Linden. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  

**5660432 Band Saw: The Missing Shop Manual.** Filling the gaps in the band saw’s official manual, this handy reference will show you how to get the most out of your band saw by selecting the right equipment. From ripping wood and cutting circles and curves, you’ll discover the techniques and tips you need to maximize your band saw’s performance. Well illus. in color. 109 pages. Fox Chapel. 4¼x7. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  

**8.95**

**6640279 Make Your Own Handle.** By Chris Gleason. With simple construction techniques, this accessible guide covers all the basics involved in making custom handles, including selecting the wood, preparing it for the blade, and assembling your new custom knife. Sixteen projects cover a wide range of styles, from a pocket knife to a hatchet. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Spring House. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  

**6698107 Birdhouses, Boxes & Feeders for the Backyard Hobbyist.** By Paul Meisel et al. Experience the joy of working with wood and the delight of enticing birds into your yard with these 30 simple projects. Beautifully illustrated with photographs and diagrams, each design offers concise step-by-step instructions, suitable for both novice and experienced woodworkers alike. 168 pages. Dover. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  

**6951759 Crafting with Wooden Crates & Pallets.** By Natalie Wright. Offers twenty-five do it yourself projects with step by step instructions, accompanied by full-color photographs that explain how to build surprisingly simple, attractive, and inexpensive furnishings for your home. 154 pages. Dover. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  

**17.95**

**6903258 Wood Pallet DIY Projects: 20 Building Projects to Enrich Your Home, Your Heart & Your Community.** By Stephen & Diane Fitzberger. Shows how to upcycle salvaged wood into a host of practical and decorative projects. From choosing the right equipment and materials, to coloring and finishing your completed work, the authors tell you all you need to know to get started. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  

**6964494 The Why & How of Woodturning: A Simple Approach to Making Meaningful Wood.** By Michael Pekovich. Pekovich explains the basics of woodworking, from choosing lumber with care, cutting precisely to size, and planning projects, to finishing the surfaces. A simple approach to building boxes and furniture that are built to last. Includes information on building cabinets, boxes, chests, casework and tables. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Taunton. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95  

**26.95**

**6753507 Wood Pallet Wonders: DIY Projects for Home, Garden, Holidays and More.** By Becky Lamb. Packed with easy to follow instructions, this fun guide shows you how to build, paint, stencil and finish unique seasonal and holiday projects like a rustic birdhouse, a cute garden stool, a cozy harvest table, a fishing rod holder, and much more. Fuller. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  

**6375904 The Homemade Workshop: Build Your Own Woodworking Machines & Jigs.** By James Hamilton. Build an array of woodworking machines for a fraction of the cost of building brand new models. From simple sawhorses to more features and tools. Twelve detailed projects for building precise, durable shop-made machines include a Sliding-top Router Table, a Multi-function Router Lift, a Drill Press, a Band Saw, and much more. Color photos. 176 pages. Popular Woodworking. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99  

**19.95**

**6759548 The Art of Coloring Wood: A Woodworker’s Guide to Understanding Dyes and Chemicals.** By B. Miller & M. Crestani. Focuses on the six most popular woods used by woodworkers—maple, mahogany, oak, white oak, mahogany, and alder—outlining each wood’s unique coloring characteristics. Easy-to-follow and engaging chapters detail the different chemicals and dyes that will make your woodworking shine. Fully illus. in color. 116 pages. Linden. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  

**17.95**

**634798 THE MAKING OF THE CABINET: 35 Contemporary Projects for Furniture & Other Home Accessories Created from Recycled Wood.** By Hester van Overbeek. Create cool and contemporary furniture and home accessories with 35 simple projects that fully utilize the beauty of salvaged wood. The projects range in scope from easy to craft to stylish shelves, unit sets, side tables, storage ideas, and more. Includes step-by-step instructions and clear photographs, along with various techniques for organizing wood. 120 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  

**14.95**

**6684165 Selecting and Drying Wood: The New Best of Fine Woodworking.** Offers expert advice on selecting stock, matching grain, and working a wide variety of species. Includes sections on storing lumber, find market boards, selecting boards, choosing a sawhorse, proper sawing technique, sanding, finishing, and much more. 172 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  

**16.95**

**6683827 Blanket Chests: Outstanding Designs from 30 of the World’s Finest Furniture Makers.** By S. Gordon & J. Turner. No project has more universal appeal among woodworkers than the blanket chest. It’s a simple form—essentially a large box with a lid—and yet can be complex, elaborate, and intricately detailed. This collection of 30 original designs by artisans from around the globe illustrates its versatility. Fully illus. in color. 172 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95  

**21.95**

**690324X Learn to Turn, 3rd Edition. Revised: A Beginner’s Guide to Woodturning Techniques and 12 Projects.** By Barry Gross. An approachable, informative, and enjoyable guide that will have you turning in no time. This guide offers expert instruction, valuable tips, and common sense advice that will enable you to master the basics of woodturning. Clearly written, illustrated, and professionally laid out, this book is a must have for anyone looking to turn. Includes twelve attractive and very attainable step by step projects. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  

**14.95**

**693210X ScrollSaws: A Woodworker’s Guide.** By Fred & Julie Byrne. The Scroll Saw, a hand tool which has a wide range of uses, is a host of practical and decorative projects. From choosing the right equipment and materials, to coloring and finishing your completed work, the authors tell you all you need to know to get started. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  

**21.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/652 - 11 -
6581385 SMART ANTENNAS WITH MATLAB, SECOND EDITION. By Frank B. Gross. Revised to include coverage of reconfigurable antennas, vector antennas, and direction-finding antennas, this resource offers a rigorous review of the basic electromagnetic principles that drive smart antenna design and development. Case studies and realistic examples using MATLAB are provided along with useful end-of-chapter assignments. 377 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $125.00 $34.95

5831075 PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK, FIFTH EDITION. By J.J. Carr & G.W. Hippisley. Design and build your own antennas with the help of this unique guide. Updated and revised to provide clear, advanced, and authoritative discussions on antennas for electronics technicians, this reference blends theoretical concepts with hands-on experience to deliver all the information you’ll need. Illus. 767 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $52.00 $39.95

6716180 HACKING ELECTRONICS, 2ND EDITION. By Simon Monk. Shows how to wire, assemble, tweak, and re-purpose hacked devices and integrate them with your Raspberry Pi and Arduino inventions. Packed with color illustrations, photos, and diagrams, and features easy-to-follow procedures for using microcontrollers, internet-controlled hacked electric toy, ultrasonic rangefinder, audio amp, and more. 276 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

5831148 TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIRING MAJOR APPLIANCES, THIRD EDITION. By Eric Kleinert. Fully updated for current techniques and with new applications, this tip-packed guide for taking your DIY projects to the next level. Describes step-by-step procedures for using test meters, replacing parts, reading circuit diagrams, interpreting fault and error codes, diagnosing problems, and more. Well illus. 1192 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $65.00 $39.95


5955793 BUILD YOUR OWN QUADCOPTER: Power Up Your Designs with the Parallax Elev-8. By Donald Norris. Features step by step assembly plans and experiments that will have you launching fully functional quadcopters in no time. Covers building with the Elev-8 components, program the microcontroller, use GPS, and safely fly your quadcopter. Fuel your creativity with radical enhancements like return-to-home functionality, formation flying, and artificial intelligence. Well illus. 343 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $50.00 

6658201 THE BIG BOOK OF MAKER SKILLS: Tools & Techniques for Building Great Tech Projects. By C. Hackett & the eds. of Popular Science. Join the star of Science Channel’s Stuck with Hackett for the ultimate, must-have, tip-packed guide for taking your DIY projects to the next level from basic wood- and metal-working skills to plugged-in fun with power tools, from cutting-edge electronics to 3-D printing wizardry. 

PRICE CUT to $5.55


7837241 HAM AND SHORTWAVE RADIO FOR THE ELECTRONICS HOBBYIST. By Orlando N. Acosta. Filled with worked examples using MATLAB are provided, along with useful end-of-chapter assignments. 550 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $75.00 $16.95


6694002 SMALL GAS ENGINE REPAIR, FOURTH EDITION. By Paul Dempsey. 246 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/652 - 120 -
**Do-It-Yourself Advice**

- **3346994 ELECTRIC MOTOR MAINTENANCE AND TROUBLESHOOTING, SECOND EDITION.** By Augie Hand. Illus. 406 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00. $34.95
- **6694713 3D PRINTER PROJECTS FOR MAKERSPACES.** By Lydia Sloan Cline. Fully illus. 324 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00. **PRICE CUT to $23.95**

---

**Consumer Guides**

- **1874381 13 THINGS THEY WON'T TELL YOU: 375 Experts Confess Insider Secrets to Your Health, Home, Family, Career, and Budget.** By Marty Munson et al. From the popular Reader’s Digest column, here are more than 1,000 trade secrets for living smarter, richer, and happier. Packed with professional trade secrets, and insider perspectives, this guide exposes industry secrets to make an instant expert in just about anything. 352 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **$7.95**

---

**Legal Advice & the Legal System**

- **5791650 OBTAINING A CRIMINAL PARDON: Clear Your Name Legally.** By Christopher Guly. Provides a comprehensive, step-by-step guide to gaining pardons in the United States and Canada, considering the history of pardons, the reasons for them, and the process to apply for and receive them. 117 pages. Self-Counsel Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95. **$11.95**
- **6626181 REPRESENT YOURSELF IN COURT. 5TH EDITION: How to Prepare & Try a Winning Case.** By P.Bergman & S. Berman. If you are willing to learn the courtroom rites, you can successfully handle your own civil case from start to finish. Armed with these clear and thorough instructions, you’ll be able to file court papers, handle depositions, present an opening statement, cross examine hostile witnesses, deal with the court clerk and judge, and much more. 536 pages. Nolo. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99. **$29.95**
- **594077X LEGAL GUIDE FOR THE VISUAL ARTIST, FIFTH EDITION.** By Ted Crawford. This classic guide for artists is thoroughly revised and updated to provide an in-depth view of the legal issues facing the visual artist today and to give practical legal guidance for any visual artist involved with creative work: photographers, painters, sculptors, dancers, writers, and others. 278 pages. Allworth. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. **$17.95**
- **6854362 NOLO’S GUIDE TO SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY, 9TH EDITION: Getting and Keeping Your Benefits.** By David A. Morton III. This comprehensive guide covers both Social Security Disability Insurance and Social Security Income. Shows you how to prove a disability, and explains how your age, education, and work experience affect your chances. Plus, it’s packed with filled-in samples of all the forms you’ll need. 446 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99. **$29.95**
- **5822523 THE TRADEMARK HANDBOOK, THIRD EDITION: How You Can Protect and Profit from Trademarks.** By LeeWilson. Pack with authoritative explanation of the law, exhaustive treatment, and updated to provide an in-depth view of the detailed information and all the forms necessary to ensure that your legal, financial, and medical affairs are handled properly. 583 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99. **$26.95**
- **5854354 EVERYBODY’S GUIDE TO SMALL CLAIMS COURT, 17TH EDITION.** By Care O’Neill. You don’t need a lawyer to win in small claims court—you need to know how to prepare and present your own case. The author provides all the information, tips, and strategies you need to sue someone successfully or put up a winning defense in any state. 418 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.99. **$32.99**

---

**Programs & Projects**

- **5878777 REBOOTING JUSTICE: More Technology, Fewer Lawyers, and the Future of Law.** By B.H. Barton & S. Bilas. Our laws are too complex, and legal advice too expensive, for poor and middle class Americans to get help and vindicate their rights. This volume presents the answer using technology and procedural innovation to simplify and change the process itself. We need to streamline complex legal work, help people in civil and criminal cases, and make the system actually work. 231 pages. Encounter Books. Pub. at $23.99. **$17.95**
- **5983215 DON’T GO TO JAIL! Saul Goodman’s Guide to Keeping the Cuffs Off.** As told to Steve Huff. You could be breaking the law right now and not even know it. Did you know in Georgia it’s illegal to pick a cherry in a bathtub? This guide describes a complete guide for artists is completely revised and updated to provide an in-depth view of the legal issues facing the visual artist today and to give practical legal guidance for any visual artist involved with creative work: photographers, painters, sculptors, dancers, writers, and others. 278 pages. Allworth. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. **$17.95**
- **5863906 THE COPYRIGHT HANDBOOK, 15TH EDITION: An Intellectual Property Desk Reference.** By Stephen Fishman. If you work with words, you need this updated guide! Inside you’ll find information and forms to help you learn what copyright law does and doesn’t protect, register your work with the Copyright Office, deal with infringers, online and offline, transfer ownership of copyright, understand the “fair use” rule, and more. 434 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99. **$26.95**

---

**Other Guides**

- **5910904 FORMICA FOREVER.** Ed, by Ulrike Mills. Written to commemorate the Formica Group’s 100th anniversary, this account of the history of the business also explores the ways in which Formica laminate as a surfacing material has also played a part in social history, Well illus. in color. 407 pages. Metropolis. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. **$4.95**
- **6553486 FREE STUFF GUIDE FOR EVERYONE.** By Peter Sandier. Discover deals on free entertainment, prescription medicine discounts; incredible travel bargains; free educational opportunities; sports, fitness, and exercise bargains; and much much more with this invaluable guide. 213 pages. Henry Holt. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **$9.95**

---

**Titles Selected by the ERHBC Staff:**

- **5845074 THE FREE STUFF GUIDE FOR FREE STUFF LOVERS.** By Steve Ascher. As told to Steve Ascher. Answers more than 1,000 of the most frequently asked questions about everyday legal issues, including credit & debt, workplace rights, wills & trusts, buying a home, divorce, domestic violence, adoption, elder care, inheritance, businesses, tenant rights, and more. 517 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99. **$26.95**
- **5854354 EVERYBODY’S GUIDE TO SMALL CLAIMS COURT, 17TH EDITION.** By Care O’Neill. You don’t need a lawyer to win in small claims court—you need to know how to prepare and present your own case. The author provides all the information, tips, and strategies you need to sue someone successfully or put up a winning defense in any state. 418 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.99. **$32.99**
- **5878777 REBOOTING JUSTICE: More Technology, Fewer Lawyers, and the Future of Law.** By B.H. Barton & S. Bilas. Our laws are too complex, and legal advice too expensive, for poor and middle class Americans to get help and vindicate their rights. This volume presents the answer using technology and procedural innovation to simplify and change the process itself. We need to streamline complex legal work, help people in civil and criminal cases, and make the system actually work. 231 pages. Encounter Books. Pub. at $23.99. **$17.95**
- **6553486 FREE STUFF GUIDE FOR EVERYONE.** By Peter Sandier. Discover deals on free entertainment, prescription medicine discounts; incredible travel bargains; free educational opportunities; sports, fitness, and exercise bargains; and much much more with this invaluable guide. 213 pages. Henry Holt. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **$9.95**

---

**Note:** See more titles at erhbc.com/652
Personal Finance

5913296 UNSHAKEABLE: Your Financial Freedom Playbook. By Tony Robbins with P. Mallouk. A step by step playbook, taking you on a journey to transform your financial life and accelerate your path to financial freedom. Robbins and Mallouk team together to reveal how to become unshakeable, someone who can not only make a fortune in a world of rampant uncertainty, economic volatility, and unprecedented change, but who can profit from the fear that immorizes so many. Illus. 231 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

583832X ESTATE PLANNING ESSENTIALS, 3RD EDITION. An introduction to some of the ways in which you can plan your estate, using such tools as wills, trusts, powers of attorney, healthcare directives, probate free transfers of assets, and more. Also discussed are beneficiaries, children disinhered, incapacity, taxes, and other relevant topics. 324 pages. Enardea. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

5709192 THE NEW CASE FOR GOLD. By James Rickards. Drawing on historical case studies and monetary theory for this bold manifesto, Rickards defends gold as both an irreplaceable store of wealth and a standard for currency. He also provides a clear explanation as to why savers are losers, why debt and taxes make the rich richer, and much more. 289 pages. Plata. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

5661286 WHY THE RICH ARE GETTING RICHER. What is Financial Independence Really About? By Robert T. Kiyosaki. Following in the steps of her first book, Rich Dad Poor Dad, Kiyosaki takes you to the next step: learning why the gap between the rich and everyone else grows wider. He gives you the solutions as to why savers are losers, why debt and taxes make the rich richer, and much more. 289 pages. Plata. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

5993083 RICH DAD POOR DAD. By Robert T. Kiyosaki. The top personal finance book of all time, Kiyosaki classically explains what you need to earn a high income to become rich; teaches why acquiring and building assets can be more important to your future than a big paycheck; explains what to teach your kids about money; and much more. 352 pages. Plata. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

5924390 BEGINNING INVESTING: Idiot's Guides as Easy as It Gets! By Danielle L. Schultz. In easy to understand terms, this helpful guide explains various investment options and strategies, how to evaluate and choose what's best for you and your specific goals, and helps you increase your chances of success. 320 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95


6791646 MORE MONEY NOW: Use Your Existing Skills, Connections and Technology to Start Your Own Cash-Flow Business. By Thomas Zeichmann. The inspiring stories of students, retirees, parents of young children, and those with kids in college, who have cracked the financial code and come up with really interesting ways to supplement their income to meet the challenges of living in this struggling economy. 150 pages. Morgan James. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6941745 ALL ABOUT HEDGE FUNDS, SECOND EDITION. By Ezra Zask. Presents an easy to understand introduction to using hedge funds in any investment strategy. The author offers an overview of the history of the industry; criticism both fair and unfair of hedge funds; information on using hedge funds to allocate your portfolio; and more. 374 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $9.95

5893925 WHY WE WANT TO BE RICH. Two Men, One Message. By Donald J. Trump & R.T. Kiyosaki. Read by John Dossett and Skipp Sudhoff. The author of the Rich Dad Poor Dad books joins forces with one of the biggest names in business today to challenge the current entitlement epidemic, demonstrating why you can only solve money problems with financial education. Abridged. Six hours on 5 CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

6849679 READY TO RETIRE? By Lyndsay Green. An inspiring portrait of the emotional lives of men who have retired or are considering retirement, to help people understand what they and their partners are going to be doing in the new reality of life after work. 224 pages. Harper. Paperback Import. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

6860755 PROSPER! How to Prepare for the Future and Create a World Worth Inheriting. By C. Martenson & A. Taggart. Read by Chris Martenson. Martenson and Taggart advise you on the specific available to you today that can transform your vulnerability to the global trends of weak economic growth, too much debt, declining incomes, and ecological destruction. They tell you how to build true wealth and the actions to take. Over 7 hours on seven CDs. Hatchette. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

6930263 PICTURE YOUR PROSPERITY: Smart Money Moves to Turn Your Vision into Reality. By E. Rogin & L. Kuehn. If someone asked you to describe prosperity and security, what would you see in your mind's eye? Once your goal is clear, the authors show how to design your investments to create the life you envision. Soon you'll feel more control of your finances and on the road to the things that matter most. 272 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95

6888496 LOVE & MONEY: Protecting Yourself from Angry Exes, Wacky Relatives, Con Artists, and Inner Demons. By Ann-Margaret Carrozza. Through an engaging narrative, including amusing cautionary tales, readers will learn how to utilize contracts to identify and avoid costly relationship landmines, reduce personal risk, and create a joint mission statement, all while ensuring that one's wealth and values are transmitted to future generations. 226 pages. Allworth. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

6918026 LOVE & MONEY. By Ann-Margaret Carrozza. Through an engaging narrative, including amusing cautionary tales, readers will learn how to utilize contracts to identify and avoid costly relationship landmines, reduce personal risk, and create a joint mission statement, all while ensuring that one's wealth and values are transmitted to future generations. 226 pages. Allworth. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

6717905 MAKE YOUR OWN LIVING TRUST, 13TH EDITION. By Denis Clifford. Unlike a will, a living trust lets your family bypass probate court. This guide can help you make a living trust that’s valid in your state. Use it to: evaluate whether you need a living trust; learn what the benefits and costs are; ensure that o one's wealth and values are transmitted to future generations. 226 pages. Allworth. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

6814468 THE UNBANKING OF AMERICA: How the New Middle Class Survives. By Steve Keen. Delivering a stunning indictment of America's banks and paints hopeful portraits of the entrepreneurs reacting to the “unbanking” of America by designing systems likely to change how we bank and how we live our financial lives. 250 pages. MPH. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

Collectors' Advice & Price Guides

5817803 KOVELS' ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES PRICE GUIDE, 2015. 47TH EDITION. By Terry & Kim Kovel. Includes 35,000 prices and 2,500 full-color photos of antiques and collectibles that were offered for sale over the year, organized into more than 700 categories like Jewelry, Furniture, Porcelain, and Sports Memorabilia. Each category includes a short description and history. 648 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $27.95. * $9.95

6612405 ANTIQUE TRADER ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES 2016 PRICE GUIDE, 32ND EDITION. Ed. by Eric Bradley. Featuring expert advice, detailed descriptions and vetted values—plus more than 500 new color images—this new guide provides the most comprehensive and reliable resource on the market today. You’ll also find highlights, market updates, and rare and noteworthy items. Illustrated with bright, vibrant, and impressive images. 800 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. * $6.95

679964X ANTIQUE TRADER ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES 2017 PRICE GUIDE, 33RD EDITION. Ed. by Eric Bradley. Collects nearly 5,000 of today’s most important and sought-after treasures. Complete with color photos, full item descriptions and current market values, the sections include advertising, art, comic books, furniture, jewelry, reproductions, vintage electronics, toys and more. 798 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. * $5.95

7608519 THE OFFICIAL PRICE GUIDE TO POP CULTURE MEMORABILIA: 150 Years of Character Toys & Collectibles. By Tom Hake. Chronicles the most beloved and iconic American popular culture from advertising, animation, children’s literature, comic books, movies, music, posters, pulp, sports, radio, science fiction, television, and world fairs, with more than 100,000 prices and over 16,000 photos. 1163 pages. House of Collectibles. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. * $7.95


5821835 ANTIQUE TRADER BOTTLES, 7TH EDITION: Identification & Price Guide. By Michael Polak. Loaded with more than 5,000 listings and 700 full-color photographs covering more than 50 bottle categories from the 19th and 20th centuries, the book includes identification of signatures and criteria for judging age and authenticity, commercialism, miniature Japanese sculptures, including copies and original works, as well as dolls, postcards, posters, calendars and more, from 1912 to the present day. 586 pages. Texas Tech UP. Pub. at $29.95. * $9.95

6599855 COLLECTIBLE TELEVISION MEMORABILIA. By Dian Zillner. This 1996 publication contains information on over 260 television series dating from the 1940s to the 1990s. Includes program listing information the main cast members, time on the air, and networks carrying each series. Includes over 500 color photos, and a moving image source guide and index. 180 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95. * $9.95

68834X COLLECTORS' NETSUKE. By Raymond Bushell. Explores matters of special importance to the collector of these fascinating miniature Japanese sculptures, including criteria for judging, age and authenticity, commercialism, identification of signatures and criteria for judging potential purchases, and illustrates 354 outstanding netsukes in full color. 200 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Pub. at $47.50. * $16.95

6819826 GIRL SCOUT COLLECTOR'S GUIDE, SECOND EDITION: A History of Uniforms, Insignia, Publications, and Memorabilia. By M. Degenhardt & J. Kirsch. This new, expanded edition includes hundreds of illustrations, photographs, and concise information on the go to source for information on all Girl Scout uniforms, insignia, awards, and handbooks, as well as dolls, postcards, posters, calendars and much more. From 1912 to the present day. 566 pages. Texas Tech UP. Pub. at $29.95. * $9.95

6599818 ANTIQUE PHOTOGRAPHICA: The Collector's Vision. Ed. by Bryan & Page Ginns. This collection of images and cameras range from 1840-1940, and include camera obscuras; cyanotypes, autochromes, and daguerreotypes; tintypes and ambrotypes; miniature and intricate stanhopes; magic lanterns; megalochromes; zoetropes; and many more. 500+ photos, most in color. 272 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $69.99. * $18.95

5863768 FOUND, FREE & FLEA: Creating Solutions from Trash. By Teresa Surratt. When the author and her husband bought a derelict Wisconsin summer camp, they had no idea they had inherited a treasure trove of curious objects. Rather than discard it all, they set out to turn more than 150 discarded items into full-fledged collections. Here, Surratt shares her experience that encourages you to re-examine your own ideas on how to spot antique collectibles. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $32.50. * $7.95

5858921 BILLBOARDS OF THE PAST. By Randy & Sharon Littlefield. Take a trip through time, along the highways of yesteryear, as you explore the U.S. billboard scene from the late 1800s to the early 1950s. It includes program information listing the main cas t members, time on the air, and networks carrying each series. Includes over 500 color photos, and a moving image source guide and index. 180 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. * $9.95

6588840 ANTIQUE ADVERTISING: Country Store Signs & Products. By Rich Bertola. Advertising signs made of glass, tin, cardboard, and porcelain tout the benefits of everything from cigars to corsets to soaps. There are prominent figures of the favorite car, the favorite horse, even the favorite horse. The wonderful graphics showcased here from the 1880-1930 era, recall the delightful and sometimes unusual products they were meant to help sell. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95. * $9.95

659994X ELVIS PRESLEY MEMORABILIA: An Unauthorized Collector's Guide. By Sean O’Neal. The King of Rock ’N Roll is also the King of Collectibility. In this comprehensive 2001 publication, Elvis expert Sean O’Neal chronicles the history of Elvis memorabilia and its varied forms. The book includes 600 color photos. Items range from concert posters, to paint by number sets, to the Presley family bible. Each item is presented with informative text and a market price. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95. * $9.95

5858505 ANTIQUE STORE SIGNS & PRODUCTS. By Randy & Sharon Littlefield. Take a trip through time, along the highways of yesteryear, as you explore the U.S. billboard scene from the late 1800s to the early 1950s. It includes program information listing the main cast members, time on the air, and networks carrying each series. Includes over 500 color photos, and a moving image source guide and index. 180 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95. * $9.95
Collectors’ Advice & Price Guides

6587958 $2.95
6601774 $9.95
6600115 $2.95

6585776 $2.95
THE ONE-CENT MAGENTA: Inside the Quest to Own the Most Valuable Stamp in the World. By James Barron. It has been an object of obsession. Lucky collectors have literally spent millions to possess it. And when it was issued in 1856, it cost a penny. This is the fascinating global history of the one-cent magenta—a one-of-a-kind collectible that has inspired its international cult of collectors and the passion. 276 pages. Krause. 8/11x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99 $22.95

6585685 $4.95

6586584 $2.95
6584109 $4.95
6576949 $2.95
6589634 $3.95
OXFORD CANS. By Jim & Vivian Karsznitz. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8/11x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95
6583272 $2.95
6589502 $2.95
JEWEL TEA GROCERY PRODUCTS. By C.L. Miller. 750 photos. 238 pages. Schiffer. 8/11x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95
6605040 $2.95
UNAUTHORIZED GUIDE TO SMURFS AROUND THE WORLD. By Joyce & Terry Losonsky. 254 pages. Schiffer. 8/11x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $3.95
6600034 $2.95
6618014 $2.95
6600042 $2.95
GARFIELD COLLECTIBLES. By Debra S. Braun. 152 pages. Schiffer. 8/11x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95
5991870 $2.95
6604922 $2.95
4619807 $2.95
6580905 $2.95
6588893 $2.95
6550991 $2.95
4619129 $4.95
1902520 $2.95
ELGIN TRENCH WATCHES OF THE GREAT WAR. By Stan Czubemat. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8/11x11. Pub. at $69.99 $4.95
NEW! 461298X $2.95

6590151 $2.95
HANDBOOK OF UNITED STATES COINS 2015, 72ND EDITION: The Official Blue Book. By R.S. Yeoman. Offers clear, easy to follow grading information for each series, and prices dealers are paying in multiple grades per coin. Includes historical information and specifications on each coin, actual-size photographs of hundreds of coins, detailed mintage records; collectible Blue Books; and more. 270 pages. Whitman. 5x7½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95
6585631 $2.95
This volume contains political figures, candleholders, morisken, plaques, and more. Fully illus., most in color. Schiffer, 9/8x12¼. Pub. at $99.95.

PRICE CUT TO $2.95

5778204 FRAGILE DIPLOMACY. Meissen Porcelain for European Courts ca. 1710-63. Ed. by Maureen Cassidy-Geiger. 369 pages. Yale. 9/8x11¼. Ed. at $125.00. PRICE CUT TO $24.95


6721702 ALLLACH PORCELAIN 1936-1945, VOLUME 2: German Porcelain Masterpieces from a Forgotten Manufacturer, in an Unforgotten Era. By Dennis R. Porell. Presents the brief nine year history of SS Alalach Porcelain (1936-1945), the infamous Nazi run porcelain factory. Explores in detail the fascinating array of sculptures made, and the historical significance of each category. This volume contains military figures, peasants, animals, vases, dinnerware, and more. Fully illus., most in color. 488 pages. Schiffer. 9/8x12¼. Pub. at $99.95.

6839169 ARTS AND CRAFTS TILES: William De Morgan. By Anthony J. Hockenberry. Features more than one thousand illustrations of both genuine ceramic tiles and fakes being sold as genuine. Allen shows you how to distinguish the fakes from the genuine articles. The focus of this volume is ancient Chinese ceramics, covering the 5,000 years from the Neolithic period to the Ming dynasty. 340 pages. Allen’s Enterprises. 8/8x12. Import. Pub. at $149.00.

671240X CAROL BURNETT COMIC STRIP COLLECTOR’S PLATE. Celebrate one of television’s funniest women with this beautifully designed limited edition collector’s plate. Produced to the highest artistic standards of the Bradford Exchange, as well as a copy of the comedy legend in front of several of her iconic characters, embellished with her timeless catch-phrase, “I’m so glad we had this time together.” Includes a numbered Certificate of Authenticity. 8/8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

5713834 TOYS & PRICES, 20TH EDITION. By Mark Bellomo. Features 35,000 listings and more than 100,000 values in this handy comprehensive guide of post-World War II toys. 16 pages of color photos. 808 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. PRICE CUT TO $14.95

6589766 STEIFF BEARS AND OTHER PLAYTHINGS PAST AND PRESENT. By Dee Hockenberry. Features more than one thousand toys from the famed Steiff Toy Company, including the famous Steiff Bear, as well as cats, dogs, birds of every type. Puppets, dolls, and wheeled toys of every sort, large studio figures and enchanting mechanical villages are also shown. A must have for every toy collector. 560 color photos. 272 pages. Schiffer. 8/8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

6589197 COLLECTING TOY PREMIUMS: Bread, Cereal, Radio. By James L. Dundas. Presents a wide range of items including airplanes, badges, booklets, decals, pins, rings, and whistles offered to children throughout the 1950s and 1960s. Includes methods for dating premiums; brief reviews of many of the shows on which premiums were based; and descriptions of toys. 760 color photos. 151 pages. Schiffer. 8/8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95.
**6749941 GUN DIGEST GUIDE TO CONCEALED CARRY HANDGUNS.** By Dick Jones. Presents the most comprehensive and up-to-date guide forSTEN submachine guns (SMGs) and machine guns available anywhere. Includes hundreds of full-color photos; technical specifications for almost every concealed carry handgun model; expert reviews and shooting tests of some of the most popular models; and more. 224 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**4610067 WARMAN’S COLLECTIBLE FIREARMS FIELD GUIDE.** By James Card. Featuring everything from the guns of the Old West to the guns of our own time, this guide provides a fascinating, fun, and historically significant survey of collectible vintage firearms. Includes values. Fully illus. in color. 512 pages. Krause. 4x5¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**9211120 COLT SINGLE-ACTION REVOLVERS: Weapon 52.** By Martin Pegler. Featuring expert analysis and gripping firsthand accounts, this is the absorbing story of Colt’s family of single-action revolvers, covering their origins, development, use, and lasting impact on the modern firearm market. 1051 fully illus. pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**6669417 SHRAPNELLE RIFLES OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR: Weapon 56.** By Martin Pegler. The engrossing story of the innovative rifles that saw combat in the hands of sharpshooters on both sides during the Civil War. Rifles featured include the Berdan Sharps breechloader with distinctive 5-pointed star, the Enfield “musket, the Pattern 1853 Enfield rifled musket and more. Fully illus, in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6782838 GUN TRADER’S GUIDE TO BLACKSMITH SHOPPING: RIFLES OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR: Weapon 56.** By Martin Pegler. The absorbing story of Colt’s family of single-action revolvers, covering their origins, development, use, and lasting impact on the modern firearm market. 1051 fully illus. pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**


**6839320 AMERICAN SUBMACHINE GUNS, 1919-1950.** By Luc Guillou. America’s famous and influential WWII submachine guns (SMGs) are all featured in this fully illustrated volume. Accessories such as magazines, ammunition, silencers, and bags are featured as well. Includes WWII-related uniform and equipment items. 80 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $24.99. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**6839347 GERMAN SUBMACHINE GUNS, 1918-1945.** By Luc Guillou. A fully illustrated reference of Germany’s World War I and II era submachine guns. Includes accessories such as magazines, ammunition, pouches, and silencers along with rare seen World War I and II-related uniform and equipment items. 216 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $24.99. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**6724965 WEBLEY SOLID FRAME REVOLVERS: Models RIC, MP, and No.5.** By Joel Black et al. Provides new research on the Webley RIC, MP and N.5 revolvers, revealing examples never before seen in print. Includes new information on Webleys purchased by police agencies prior to the RIC model, and the 1903 catalog. This is a must for all dedicated firearms collectors and dealers. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Schiffer. 8x10¼. **PRICE CUT to $39.95**

**6724973 WEBLEY SOLID FRAME REVOLVERS: Nos 1, 1 1/2, 2, Bull Dogs, and Pugs.** By Joel Black et al. Proliferate from the late 19th through the early 20th centuries, the British Webley Pug and Bull Dog revolvers provided security for many in the home or those concealed in a coat pocket. This volume sheds detailed information on these handgun models. Fully illus, in color. 288 pages. Schiffer. 8x10¼. **PRICE CUT to $39.95**

**5838274 HIGHER GUN DIGEST GUIDE TO CONCEALED CARRY HANDGUNS.** By Dick Jones. Presents the most comprehensive and up-to-date guide forSTEN submachine guns (SMGs) and machine guns available anywhere. Includes hundreds of full-color photos; technical specifications for almost every concealed carry handgun model; expert reviews and shooting tests of some of the most popular models; and more. 224 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**5711126 THE MODEL 1918 CARCANO REVOLVER: A Detailed Development & Production History.** By Alberto Simonelli et al. Fully illus., mostly in color. 320 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x11. Pub. at $59.99. **PRICE CUT to $34.95**


**5711096 DEADLY BEAUTIES: Rare German Handguns, Volume 1, 1871-1914.** By H. Harpe & J. Vanel. Fully illus, in color. 432 pages. Schiffer. 12x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**6344554 AMERICA’S PREMIER GUNMAKERS, COLLECTOR’S EDITION.** By K.D. Kirkland. 432 pages. JG Press. 9x12. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**


**5707034 HOW SMART IS YOUR CAT?** By David Alderton. For anyone who’s ever wondered what’s going on in their cat’s head, this interactive book will guide you through a series of simple tests and tricks designed to measure feline responses and reactions, and reveal your cat’s IQ. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Quecron. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**5838274 HIGHER GUN DIGEST GUIDE TO CONCEALED CARRY HANDGUNS.** By Dick Jones. Presents the most comprehensive and up-to-date guide forSTEN submachine guns (SMGs) and machine guns available anywhere. Includes hundreds of full-color photos; technical specifications for almost every concealed carry handgun model; expert reviews and shooting tests of some of the most popular models; and more. 224 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**5711126 THE MODEL 1918 CARCANO REVOLVER: A Detailed Development & Production History.** By Alberto Simonelli et al. Fully illus., mostly in color. 320 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x11. Pub. at $59.99. **PRICE CUT to $34.95**
All About Cats

6879885 CATIFY TO SATISFY: Simple Solutions for Creating a Cat-Friendly Home. By J. Galley & K. Benjamin. The star of Animal Planet’s My Cat from Hell joins forces with a cat design wizard to provide simple yet attractive DIY design projects and hacks that can help bring harmony into your home for your feline friend—and, as a result, for you. Well illus. in color. 248 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

6855660 HOW TO TOILET TRAIN YOUR CAT: 21 Days to a Litter-Free Home. By Paul Kunkel. Goodbye litter box, hello toilet! Using this foolproof 21-day program, you can break the litter box habit and teach your cat to use a clean, high-tech, heated litter toilet. Illus. 137 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

3611051 WHAT IS MY CAT THINKING? The Essential Guide to Understanding Pet Behavior. By Gwen Bailey. There are probably times when you wished you knew what your cat was thinking. This fascinating book explains how your cat behaves the way it does, from purring and hissing and from playing to fighting to spraying. Covers social behavior, territory, fitness & hunting, reproduction, staying safe, and cats & people. 96 pages. Thunder Bay. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

6843530 FELINES OF NEW YORK. By Jim jews. As these 100 captivating photos prove, the felines of New York bathe, purr, bask languidly in the sun, and occasionally cast baleful glances at the humans who provide them food and shelter. They are proof that behind every New Yorker there lies a cat just waiting to destroy their IKEA futon. 234 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

6743706 TOTAL CAT MOJO: The Ultimate Guide to Life with Your Cat. By Jackson Galaxy et al. This comprehensive cat care guide from the star of the hit Animal Planet show My Cat from Hell covers the head to toe physical and emotional needs of cats from kittenhood to senior years. A must have cat care bible for any cat lover. Illus. 356 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

6798365 CATS: An Illustrated Miscellany. By Jules Stewart. Profiles all 417 of its facets, from cartoon characters Felix, Tom, and Sylvester to Puss in Boots or the grinning Cheshire Cat, and details the animal’s role in other works of literature, painting, music, and cinema. Cat behavior, social behavior, reproduction, and domination structures, whether Maine Coon, Manx, or even stray. Well illus., many color. 256 pages. Flammarion. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $10.95

6058064 THE CAT BEHAVIOR ANSWER BOOK. By Arden Moore. Moore explores the mysteries behind your cat’s thoughts and actions, and explains the finer points of catnip, hairballs, dead birds, lap-kneading, litter box problems, and other complexities of cat behavior. 326 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

7613059 THE MAINE COON CAT. By Liza Gardner Walsh. Provides a fun and informative look at the Maine Coon, the largest domesticated breed of cat, its history, breeds, care, health, and positive training into one gorgeous volume. Profiles all 420 internationally recognized breeds, and offers fascinating insights into the evolution of the breed and its anatomy. SHOPWORN. Well illus. in color. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x12. Pub. at $40.00 $17.95

6027454 UNDERSTANDING YOUR DOG. By David Alderton. Learn to decode your canine friend’s behavior, and how to respond according to their moods and temperament. With advice on massage, grooming, training, and communication, and a catalog of household items that can help your pet, this essential guide will show you how to bond with your pet and tackle any problems you may encounter. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

6899595 BEING A DOG: The World from Your Dog’s Point of View. By Karen Wild. Find out what it really means to be a dog with this unique look at canine behavior, and learn what you can expect at different stages of your dog’s life. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

6712819 WHY IS MY DOG DOING THAT? Dealing with Doggie Don’ts. By Gwen Bailey. This helpful guide offers clear explanations about what your dog might be thinking when he acts up, and provides him with success. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

All About Dogs

6852939 THE SECRET LANGUAGE OF DOGS: Unlocking the Canine Mind for a Happier Pet. By Victoria Stilwell. Reveals how to both interpret and improve your dog’s hidden language of body posture, odor, and voice to understanding your pooch, communicating effectively, strengthening your bond, and helping dogs learn in the most effective way possible so they can be successful navigating the human world with success. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Ten Speed. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

6772017 THE PERFECT DOG: Raise and Train Your Dog the Mugford Way. By Roger Mugford. This practical, modern and revolutionary approach will help you train your dog properly, while also teaching you the skills to raise and train a healthy, happy dog. Britain’s leading animal psychologist overturns common myths about dominance hierarchies and “untrainable” animals along the way. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Harmony. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

6839932 10-MINUTE DOG TRAINING GAMES: Quick & Creative Activities for the Busy Dog Owner. By Randy Grim with M. Roth. Do you want to dump your dog because he barks too much, doesn’t play well with others, or chewed up your favorite shoes? If so, you need this book. The founder and owner of an acclaimed shelter offers you pithy, witty, and wise advice on helping your pup. Illus. 216 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 609592X THE DOG ENCYCLOPEDIA: The Definitive Visual Guide. Ed. by Kate Johansen et al. A lavish collection ofCanineBasicschinemagazinequality photos, artwork, and facts in an engaging format that will guide you through the dog’s history, breeds, care, health, and positive training into one gorgeous volume. Profiles all 420 internationally recognized breeds, and offers fascinating insights into the evolution of the breed and its anatomy. SHOPWORN. Well illus. in color. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x12. Pub. at $40.00 $17.95

6822833 BAD DOG TO GOOD DOG: A New Approach to Dog Psychology and Training. By Quixi Sonntag. Start training by examining how dogs think and learn from you, establish a healthy social structure for an effective learning environment, teach both life skills and practical skills, manage problem behavior, and more. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

6896842 GOOD OLD DOG. Ed. by Nicholas Dodman with L. Lindner. Brings the renowned expertise of the Tufts Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine into your living room, providing you with essential advice on nutrition, health, and caretaking to see your dog through the golden years. Photos. 269 pages. HMM. Hardcover. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/652
**Pet Stories and Humor**

**270627X JAMES HERriot’S CAT STORIES.** The beloved veterinarian tells of furry friends he has known—Alfie, the cat at the sweet shop, little Emily, who lived with the gentleman tramp, Olly and Ginny, the kittens who took up residence at the Herriot household. These and many more stories are sure to make you laugh. Watercolors by Lesley Holmes. 161 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $18.99

**6727158 MY CAT IS A DICK.** By Malcolm Katz. No matter how much of a cat-lover you are, you have to admit these feline antics can be quite amusing. This collection of hilarious photos serves as evidence of one irrepressible fact: cats are jerks, and they’ll do whatever they want. Fully illus. in color. Trapeze. Pub. at $12.99

**6921051 CAT SHAMING.** By Pedro Andrade. Cats are clever—too clever for their own good at times. What do you do with these crafty felines when they’ve done you wrong? In this epic collection of photos, owners share the bizarre, frustrating antics of their furry best friends. These crimes may be all too familiar to you! 189 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**6876752 THEY CAN TALK: A Collection of Comics About Animals.** By Jimmy Craig. This funny collection of comics explores the fraught relationships between pets and owners and the surprising ways cats and dogs talk to us! 189 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**6832857 HOW TO THINK LIKE A CAT.** By Stephanie Garnier. Whether at work, at home, or in your social life, your cat can teach you how to manage stress, cultivate independence, and live life on your terms. Peppered with humorous yet fruisful advice, this book will transport you to a new way of thinking. 159 pages. HarperWave. Pub. at $19.99

**671395X WALKING WITH PEETY: The Dog Who Saved My Life.** By Eric O’Grey with M. Dagostino. Transformation can emerge from unexpected places—a visit to an animal shelter and finding a special dog ended up saving Eric O’Grey’s life. This story is ready to make a change in your life, and for anyone who knows the joy, love, and hope that a dog can inspire. Color photos. 159 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $15.99

**7915264 THROW THE DAMN BALL: Classic Poetry by Dogs.** By R.D. Rosen et al. Collects the wittiest and most wisecracking dog poetry ever written. Featuring funny photos of the four-legged authors, this volume will make you howl with joy, bark with laughter, and beg for more. 117 pages. Plume. Pub. at $15.00

**6899005 BODIE ON THE ROAD: Travels with a Rescue Pup in the Dogged Pursuit of Happiness.** By Bellinda Jones. Follow Bellinda and her rescue pup Bodie as they embark on a two-thousand mile West Coast road trip. Join them on their soul searching, feel good adventure, and you too will feel the wind in your hair and a way in your tail. Color photos. 301 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99

**6737435 CATAKISM: How to be a Moew.** By Jack Shepherd. Does your cat own you? What has caused us to enfranchise cats as the most popular pet on the planet? This volume takes a humorous approach at the premise that felines are humanity’s biological and spiritual masters. The book is told by a cat. Well illus. in color. 170 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.99

**6761844 HOW THE DOG BECAME THE DOG: From Wolves to Our Best Friends.** By Mark Derr. A look at how man and canine came to be intimately linked. The domestic dog’s descent from the wolf is an accepted part of evolution, but the question of how the wolf became the dog has remained a mystery, and Derr reveals the full story in this engaging study. 287 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $26.95

**6861018 TEDDY AND ME: Confessions of a Service Human.** By Michael Savage. Listeners know Teddy, Savage’s dog, as the silent other host of The Savage Nation. Packed with heartwarming stories of childhood memories, and hair-raising adventures, this is the story you’ve never heard about the scourge of liberal politicians and media, Michael Savage, and his constant companion Teddy. 128 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $24.00


**6868880 THE DOGS OF CAMELOT: Stories of the Kennedy Canines.** By M. Reed. 150 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $19.95


**1900137 SERGENT STUBBY: How a Stray Dog and His Best Friend Helped Win World War I and Stole the Heart of a Nation.** By Ann Brashares. 150 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $24.00

**6596797 TRAVELS WITH CASEY.** By Benoit Denizet-Lewis. 299 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00


**5774284 MR. WILSON MAKES IT HOME: How One Little Dog Brought Us Hope, Happiness, and Closure.** By Michael Morse. 282 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $35.95


**5714926 THE PUG GUIDE TO LIFE.** Fully illus. in color. Chronicle. Pub. at $12.95


**587159X LESSONS FROM A DOG.** By Patrick Moberg. Plume. Pub. at $17.00


**5726298 PETS BY ROYAL APPOINTMENT.** By Brian Hoey. 300 pages. Biteback Import. Pub. at $24.95
Your Pets in Pictures


6904963 REALLY IMPORTANT CATS. By Lisa Krueger. A collection of photographs and stories showing the cuteness of cats from the 14th through the 19th centuries. Thames & Hudson. 2004. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


Your Pets in Pictures

6662048 KITTENHOOD: Life-Size Portraits of Kittens in Their First 12 Weeks. By Sarah Beth Emrath. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. 10¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 PRICE CUT to $3.95


6733131 UNCONDITIONAL: Older Dogs, Deeper Love. By Jane Sobel Klosnky. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. National Geographic. 10x8¼x¾. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

2757532 SORRY I BARFED ON YOUR BED: (AND OTHER VOMITING CRITICS). By Robert B. Hall. Well illus. in color. Andrews McMeel. 304 pages. Pub. at $11.95


5847950 BETWEEN TWO DOGS. By Shaina Fishman. 140 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

6748144 DOG LOVE. By Ann DeVito. Penguin. Pub. at $18.00 $2.95


6601499 THE RETRONAUT GUIDE TO KEEPING PETS. By Wolfgang Wild. Fully illus. 128 pages. Import. Pub. at $12.95 $2.95


6981781 IF IT SITS, I LICKS: The Ultimate Dog Quotebook. By Erika Rigg. Familiius. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

5892279 INSTA GRAM CATS. Lannoo. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

6981793 CAT WISDOM: To Lift Your Spirits and Brighten Your Day. By Tanya Graham. Blue Angel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 PRICE CUT to $3.95

Encyclopedias & Almanacs

6884239 COUNTRY WISDOM ALMANAC: 373 Tips, Crafts, Home Improvements, Recipes, and Homemade Remedies. Compiled by Amy Rost. Divided by season, this handy book discusses such things as forecasting the weather, planting and harvesting your garden, cooking for the season, decorating and entertaining for the holidays, and much more. Subtopics under each season discuss animals, cooking, crafts, gardening, health, and home. Illus. 316 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95


5745721 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HERBAL MEDICINE. By Andrew Chevallier. Fully illus. in color. 336 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9x11. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95


Other Reference Titles

6905935 2019 DEEP SPACE MYSTERIES CALENDAR. Filled with dramatic images of nebulae, spiral galaxies, planets, star forming regions, and other mysteries of deep space. Each date details area visibility, meteor showers, conjunctions, and other observing opportunities, as well as moon phases and major astronomical events. Runs from January 2019 to December 2019. Kalmbach. 13x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

4655436 2019 AUDUBON LITTLE OWLS MINI CALENDAR. They’re a hoot! Cute, fluffy, and even wise, palm sized little owls are guaranteed to elicit an “awwww”. Featuring twelve irresistible full color photographs paired with captions providing common and scientific names, as well as information on voice, habitat, and range. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

4561325 FOR SERVICE TO YOUR COUNTRY: The Essential Guide to Getting the Veteran’s Benefits You’ve Earned. By F.S. Gaylan & M.E. Sabinson. If you’re a veteran you know how hard it is to navigate the complicated VA benefits maze. Written by a leading expert, this invaluable guide gives clear, step by step, form by form advice on cutting through the red tape to get the medical, financial, and other support you need. 496 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95


6964435 2019 ADORABLE HEDGEHOGS MINI 16-MONTH CALENDAR. The remarkable photographs of these endearing woodland creatures will charm you every month with their uniquely expressive features and adorable snuffle grunts. Runs from September 2018 through December 2019. Rock-Point. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95


ADVERTISEMENT


6878040 SIX KNOTS FOR EVERYDAY LIFE. By Phil Peterson Sr. They’re simple, they’re practical, and they’re all right here! You will be introduced to the simplest, smallest, most useful knots anyone can tie with easy to follow directions and clear step by step illustrations. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/652
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher/Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6934196 2019 LULLEYN'S ASTROLOGICAL CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6964478 2019 MATHEMATICS 12-MONTH CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6955947 2019 EDWARD WESTON AMERICAN LANDSCAPES CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6966101 2019 BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS SCENIC CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695517 2019 CAT PAGE-A-WEEK GALLERY WALL CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>677507 VINTAGE MAP PRINTS: Instant Wall Art.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6957698 2019 THE ORIGINAL 365 PUPPIES A YEAR PICTURE-A-DAY WALL CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6955398 2019 365 DAYS IN ITALY PICTURE-A-DAY WALL CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6914535 2019 FUNNY BUSINESS GARFIELD CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6955428 2019 AUDUBON ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695538X 2019 365 DAYS IN IRELAND PICTURE-A-DAY WALL CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6955529 2019 THE COLLECTIBLE TEAPOT &amp; TEA CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6941850 2019 WOLVES CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6934242 2019 SANTA MUERTE CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Llewellyn</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695556X 2019 HERBS CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695066X 2019 CRYSTAL CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6941818 2019 POLAR BEARS CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6956955 2019 EXTRAORDINARY CHICKENS CALENDAR.</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Reference Titles

- 6934196 2019 LULLEYN’S ASTROLOGICAL CALENDAR.
- 6964478 2019 MATHEMATICS 12-MONTH CALENDAR.
- 6955947 2019 EDWARD WESTON AMERICAN LANDSCAPES CALENDAR.
- 6966101 2019 BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS SCENIC CALENDAR.
- 695517 2019 CAT PAGE-A-WEEK GALLERY WALL CALENDAR.
- 677507 VINTAGE MAP PRINTS: Instant Wall Art.
- 6957698 2019 THE ORIGINAL 365 PUPPIES A YEAR PICTURE-A-DAY WALL CALENDAR.
- 6955398 2019 365 DAYS IN ITALY PICTURE-A-DAY WALL CALENDAR.
- 6914535 2019 FUNNY BUSINESS GARFIELD CALENDAR.
- 6955428 2019 AUDUBON ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR.
- 695538X 2019 365 DAYS IN IRELAND PICTURE-A-DAY WALL CALENDAR.
- 6955529 2019 THE COLLECTIBLE TEAPOT & TEA CALENDAR.
- 6941850 2019 WOLVES CALENDAR.
- 6934242 2019 SANTA MUERTE CALENDAR.
- 695556X 2019 HERBS CALENDAR.
- 695066X 2019 CRYSTAL CALENDAR.
- 6941818 2019 POLAR BEARS CALENDAR.
- 6956955 2019 EXTRAORDINARY CHICKENS CALENDAR.
**6955479** 2019 BAD DOG MINI CALENDAR. Man’s best friend? As if! Behind their warm brown eyes and wagging tails, these pups are bad boys and girls whose bad behaviors can’t be restrained. Every month, hilarious photos of naughty dogs, cranky cats, smart aleck dogs, and more. Runs from September 2018 through December 2019. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $11.95

**6955603** 2019 POCKET PIGS CALENDAR. Squeal with delight with this instant day brightener! The teacup pigs of Pennywell Farm in Devon, England are plump, pampered, and full of charisma—and they’re back for another playful year. Features heart melting portraits and captions that heighten the cuteness. Runs from September 2018 through December 2019. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**6955657** 2019 REALLY IMPORTANT STUFF MY CAT HAS TAUGHT ME CALENDAR. A year of life lessons perfectly paired with heartwarming photographs of cats doing what they do best. Packed with wisdom, humor, and style in equal measure, it’s a joyful yearlong reminder to seize each moment as if we humans had nine lives, too. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**6942999** 2019 MODERN WITCH WALL CALENDAR. The modern witch is outspoken, savvy, and stylish. Each colorful monthly spread features a witch flaunting her mystical, street style threads, accompanied by her animal companion and all the tools needed to practice her uplifting and transformative craft. This 16 month calendar runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Andrews McMeel. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**69420X 2019 LLEWELLYN’S TAROT CALENDAR.** These twelve stunning photographs capture the array of environments in which these animals are found, while informative captions provide interesting details. Runs from September 2018 through December 2019. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**6941834** 2019 TURTLES CALENDAR. This twelve month calendar celebrates the work of one of Canada’s best-loved artists with twelve high-quality reproductions of some of her finest works from the gallery. Runs from September 2018 through December 2019. Workman. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**6955533** 2019 DOG PAGE-A-WEEK GALLERY WALL CALENDAR. A love song to the lively charms of everyone’s best friend in 52 poster style portraits that capture the irresistible character of each adorable canine. Week to week enjoy unleashed affection and unprecedented quality. Runs from January 2019 to December 2019. Workman. 10x12. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**6942424 2019 LLEWELLYN’S MAGICAL FAERY CALENDAR.** Illus. by Emily Fiegenschuh. Featuring the beautiful and color drenched art of Emily Fiegenschuh, this twelve month calendar will fill your year with all the magic and wonder. Includes major holidays. Runs from January through December 2019. Llewellyn. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**6956114 2019 PAINT BY STICKER CALENDAR.** From the bestselling Paint by Sticker series, create a year of masterpieces. Includes 24 pages of silhouettes and gorgeous images ready to be filled in. Simply find the numbered sticker, peel it, place it in the right space, and watch your art come to life! Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6955606 2019 MOM’S FAMILY CALENDAR.** Combining impressive organizational heft with those captivating Sandra Boynton characters–this is a joyful and hard working addition to any family’s wall. This clever calendar meets your family’s wall calendar f eatures images of cute kittens wearing regal Japanese robes that will warm your heart and tickle your funny bone every month with hilarious charm. Runs from September 2018 through December 2019. Workman. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**694401 2019 MOM’S FAMILY CALENDAR.** From the bestselling Paint by Sticker series, create a year of masterpieces. Includes 24 pages of silhouettes and gorgeous images ready to be filled in. Simply find the numbered sticker, peel it, place it in the right space, and watch your art come to life! Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6956963 NORMAN ROCKWELL POP UP CALENDAR.** Each day in December, open one of twenty-four windows to reveal a different holiday illustration by Rockwell, all surrounding a New York Times bestseller, this dazzling calendar features a luminously illustrated destination to discover each month. It’s a year of wonderlust. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6955401 2019 ATLAS OBSCURA TRAVEL POSTER CALENDAR.** Journey through some of the world’s most extraordinary windows to reveal a different holiday illustration by Rockwell, all surrounding a New York Times bestseller, this dazzling calendar features a luminously illustrated destination to discover each month. It’s a year of wonderlust. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**69641826 2019 TOM THUMPOS CALENDAR.** This 16 month calendar celebrates the work of one of Canada’s best-loved artists with twenty high-quality reproductions from the finest galleries in the country. Runs from September 2018 through December 2019. Finally, 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95
Sports & Leisure

6899498 50 SUPER BOWLS: The Greatest Moments of the Biggest Game in Sports. By A. Makl & D. Naylor. From its inauspicious beginning as the first World Championship Game between the AFL and the NFL in 1967 to the raucous worldwide cultural event that was Super Bowl 50, the authors recount the greatest moments of the Americas biggest game in this fully illustrated collectors edition. 160 pages. $6.95

690680X FRANCONA: The Red Sox Years. By T. Francona & D. Shaughnessy. Opens up to readers the inner workings of the Red Sox clubhouse, from the battles with the World Series to the lows of the final months of the 2011 season the most epic collapse of a team in baseball history. Includes never before told stories about Sox fans favorite players, moments, wins, and losses. Photos. 360 pages. HMH. $14.95

6884682 CARDINAL AND GOLD: The Oral History of USC Trojans Football. By Steve Delsohn. Now, for the very first time, the full and unvarnished story of the USC program at its best and worst. From Backward U years of the 1970s, to the dominance of the Pete Carroll years, right through the upheaval of the modern era. This volume is crammed with behind the scenes insights into all of USCs most iconic moments. Color photos. 325 pages. Crown. Pub at $27.00

6857396 100 THINGS COWBOYS FANS SHOULD KNOW & DO BEFORE THEY DIE. By Ed Hinton. Housewright has collected every essential piece of Cowboys knowledge and trivia, as well as must-do activities, and ranks them all from 1 to 100, providing an easy to follow checklist as you progress on your way to fan supremacy. Photos. 243 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub at $14.95

6852044 THE MOUTH THAT ROARED: My Six Outspoken Decades in Baseball. By D. Green & A. Mairon. Dallas Green reflects on his six decades in baseball as a no holds barred style that is wholly his own. An inspiring and poignant look back on his playing days, managing the Phillies to a World Series berth and much more. Photos, some in color. 342 pages. Triumph. Pub at $26.95

689945X HOW BASEBALL EXPLAINS AMERICA. By Hal Bodley. Bodley argues that baseballs most unusual love affair with the baseball and the man who made it possible. This work sheds light on topics such as the role Jackie Robinsons signing with the Dodgers played in the civil rights movement, how baseballs westward expansion reshaped the national economy, labor strife, baseball families and much more. Photos. 243 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub at $24.95


6895298 PERFECT: The Inside Story of Baseballs Twenty Perfect Games. By James Buckley Jr. The perfect game is a baseballs ultimate achievement. Using extensive interviews, contemporary accounts, and in-depth research into historical records, Buckley has created an amazing you are there record of historys greatest performances. From 196. Lee Richmond in 1880 to Roy Halladay in 2010. Photos. 310 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub at $16.95

6892744 ECHOES OF NOTRE DAME FOOTBALL: The Greatest Stories Ever Told. Ed. by John Heisler. More than a scrapbook of Notre Dames finest moments, this absorbing examination is also a look at sports writing over the past century and how the games, the players, and the coaches, and finally the mystique of Notre Dame football have been recorded over time. Photos. 232 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub at $19.95

6837239 THE YUCKS! Two Years in Tampa with the Losingest Team in NFL History. By Jason Vuic. An unforgettable and hilarious account of athletic futility and despair, the Tampa Bay Buccaneers twenty-six games in a row. But the players worked their way into their fans hearts and were a team that, by losing, did more to generate attention than they could have otherwise. 16 pages of photos some in color. 238 pages. S & S. Pub at $26.00

687660S GORDIE: The Legend of Mr. Hockey. By Detroit Free Press. Combining skill with storytelling and history, the authors of this no other hockey player starting right after World War II and lasting into the 1980s. Relive the legend of Gordie Howe. Mr. Hockey, and how he changed the Red Wings forever. Fully illus., some in color. 126 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub at $15.95

6762794 BASEBALL FIELD GUIDE, REVISED THIRD EDITION. By D. Formosa & P. Hamburger. Explaining every rule in plain English and designed for quick and intuitive searches, this entertaining reference will help you understand every aspect of the game and add to your enjoyment of the sport... some color. 246 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub at $14.95

6857167 THE ST. LOUIS CARDINALS FANS BULLET LIST. By Dan O'Neill. From visiting Ballpark Village and learning how to do an Ozzie Smith flipbook, to learning the insider stories about the team's biggest moments and personalities, O'Neill provides ideas, recommendations, and insider tips for must-see places and can't miss activities near Busch Stadium. Color photos. 258 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub at $16.95

6857043 THE OTHER WAY BUCKEYES FANS BULLET LIST. By Zack Meisel. From visiting Buckeye Grove to learning what an O-H-I-O sign is, Meisel provides ideas, recommendations, and insider tips for must-see places and can't miss activities near campus. Whether you're attending every home game or supporting the Buckeyes from afar, there's something for every fan to do in this guide. Some color. 245 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub at $16.95


6892671 THE CODE: Football's Unwritten Rules and Its Ignore-at-Your-Own-Risk Code of Honor. By Ross Bernstein. Pulls back the curtain on footballs tacit rules regarding retaliation, sportsmanship, and intimidation. The result of dozens of interviews with some of the biggest names in the game, this volume is a systematic description of every major unwritten rule in the game today. 246 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub at $24.95

6912540 THE COOPERSTOWN CASEBOOK. By Jay Jaffe. Since its founding in 1936, the National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum has been the ultimate authority on who gets recognized. 446 pages. St. Martin's Press. Pub at $25.99

6596274 A NICE LITTLE PLACE ON THE NORTH SIDE: Wrigley Field at One Hundred. By George F. Will. The author takes a deep personal look at his hapless Chicago Cubs and their often beatified home, Wrigley Field, as it turned 100 years old. Will reexamines both the unforgettable stories that forged the field's legend, and the characters behind its glory, heartbreak, and scandal. Photos. 223 pages. Crown. Pub at $25.00

690609S THE FIRST TOUR DE FRANCE: Sixty Cyclists and One Hundred Days on the Road to Paris. By Peter Costello. From its inception, the 1903 Tour de France was a colorful affair. The author takes us on the path that led to its inception, the vigorous marketing ploy that enabled it, and the colorful mixture of participants that ended up competing in the 19 day race. 356 pages. Nation Books. Pub at $37.00

5683103 FOOTBALLS GAME CHANGERS: Icons, Record Breakers, Scandals, Super Bowls, and More. By B. Winer & K. Rappoport. With more than 50 photographs, plus fascinating pieces from the text, this guide takes readers trailblazers, magnificent players, legendary coaches, brilliant innovators, commissioners and owners, controversies, scandals, and more that forever altered the game. 226 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub at $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/652
Sports & Leisure

684040 PENNANT RACE. By Jim Brossan. Brossan recounts his days playing for the Cincinnati Reds and how the team went from not being a contender, sending a shot at the 1961 National League pennant. Although the Reds ultimately lost the Series, for Brossan and his teammates it was a winning season. 250 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95

685565 WHAT IT MEANS TO BE FIGHTING IRIISH: Ara Parseghian and Notre Dame’s Greatest Players. Ed. by Tim Frister. There’s nothing quite like wearing the blue and gold of Notre Dame football, and only the chosen few can comprehend the feelings of pride, loyalty, and honor that define the experience. This volume captures those feelings through first-person accounts from Ara Parseghian and the greatest players to ever wear the Fighting Irish uniform. Well illus. 365 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $27.95

683065 DEREK JETER: Excellence and Elegance. Compiled by Tyler Keprier. Jeter hung up his spikes at the conclusion of the 2014 campaign. This full color pictorial keepsake collection of the greatest stories and most unforgettable moments from Derek Jeter’s 19 years in the major leagues. Includes a 48 minute audio CD.

Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

684435 DIVER DOWN: Real-World Scuba Accidents and How to Avoid Them. By Michael R. Ange. This unique guide explores the gamut of diving situations, including cave and wreck diving, deep-water dives, river and drift diving, and much more. 210 pages. International Marine. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

$4.95

685504 BICYCLING ESSENTIAL ROAD BIKE MAINTENANCE HANDBOOK. By Todd Downs with B. Fiske. This handy guide will save you money and aggravation—and maybe a trip to your local bike shop—by distilling the bike maintenance fundamentals into a portable, easy-to-reference format. Well illus. 166 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

$4.95


$3.95

6850637 THE GAME MUST GO ON: Hank Greenberg, Pete Gray, and the Great Days of Baseball on the Home Front in WWII. By John Klima. Tells the story of American baseball during WWII—of both the players who left to join the war, and the ones who struggled to keep the game alive on the home front. While Detroit Tigers MVP Hank Greenberg represented the athletes who left to serve, Pete Gray, a one-armed outfielder who defied insurmountable odds to join the game, symbolized the stalwart players who remained. Photos. 418 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.97

$9.95

695183X A SCOUT’S BOOK OF SIGNS, SIGNALS AND SYMBOLS. By Daniel Beard. A republication of the work originally published in 1918 under the title The American Boy’s Book of Signs, Signals and Symbols. By Boy Scouts co-founder “Uncle Dan” Beard compiled this comprehensive resource of pictographs and other emergency communication symbols to help Boy Scouts in their adventures of hunters, campers, backpackers, and other outdoor pursuits.

$3.95

695478 THEN WAYNE SAID TO MARIO...: The Best Stanley Cup Stories Ever Told. By Kevin Allen. A collection of the greatest stories from the NHL’s championship trophy in this entertaining new compilation of stories. Dozens of the game’s greatest stars share their memories of pursuing, winning, and celebrating with the Stanley Cup, and the 150 stories exactly what the aficionados mean to them. Includes a 48 minute audio CD. Triumph. Pub. at $22.95

$4.95

682619 TRUMP AND TRAGEDY IN MUDVILLE: A Lifelong Passion for Baseball. By Stephen Jay Gould. Science meets our national pastime in this account of the work originally published in 1918 under the title The American Boy’s Book of Signs, Signals and Symbols. By Boy Scouts co-founder “Uncle Dan” Beard compiled this comprehensive resource of pictographs and other emergency communication symbols to help Boy Scouts in their adventures of hunters, campers, backpackers, and other outdoor pursuits.

Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

$9.95

5906372 THE GAME MUST GO ON: Hank Greenberg, Pete Gray, and the Great Days of Baseball on the Home Front in WWII. By John Klima. Tells the story of American baseball during WWII—of both the players who left to join the war, and the ones who struggled to keep the game alive on the home front. While Detroit Tigers MVP Hank Greenberg represented the athletes who left to serve, Pete Gray, a one-armed outfielder who defied insurmountable odds to join the game, symbolized the stalwart players who remained. Photos. 418 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.97

$7.95


$4.95

6856887 STANLEY CUP SEASONS. By Bob Emolo. Presented in narrative and 사진.
683163X WILD PITCHES: Rumblings, Grumblings, and Reflections on the Game I Love. By Tom Stank. From lighthearted, inside the home run derby to “big picture” features on the future of the game, Stank has gathered the best of his writings in this volume. The result is a unique and unforgettable collection sure to entertain and enlighten the baseball fan willing to take a look through the box. 334 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $22.95 $4.95

692476X HOW HITLER HIJACKED WORLD SPORT. By Christopher Hilton. Examines not only Hitler’s use of the 1936 Olympic Games for propaganda purposes, but also at the 1938 football World Cup, the boxing matches between Joe Louis and Max Schmeling, Grand Prix racing, and more. Illus. 134 pages. History Press, Import. Pub. at $32.95 $5.95

684844X AFTER FURTHER REVIEW: My Life Including the famous, Controversial, and Unforgettable Calls That Changed the NFL. By Mike Pereira with B. Falk. Pereira (who has both professional experience and his personal life, as well as his years of work at the pinnacle of the officiating world and his upbringing as the child of longtime official Al Pereira. There is no one who knows the complexities and struggles of the NFL rules better than Pereira. This book is a collection of his thoughts and insights into one of his most unforgettable volumes of all time. Well illus., most in color. 144 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

144 pages. Pavilion. 11/9x41/4. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 6799027 THE GAME OF GOLF. By Willie Park, Jr. First published in 1896, this is considered a milestone in golf history, the first book on the game by a professional, and the most reliable and through instruction book for golfers ever printed. The clubs and balls may have changed, but the technique and mental challenge remain the same. Illus. 224 pages. Luath. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

6857426 100 THINGS ROYALS FANS SHOULD KNOW & DO BEFORE THEY DIE. By Matt Fulks. In this revised and updated edition, Fulks compiles all the essential facts, stories, and knowledge, as well as must-do activities and ranks them all from 1 to 100, providing an enlightening and easy to follow checklist as you progress on your way to fan superstardom. Photos. 285 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95


6851919 STRIKING GOLD: The Penguins’ Amazing Run to the 2016 Stanley Cup. By Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. Packed with stunning photography and expert analysis from the Post-Gazette, this volume tells the thrilling story of the Penguins’ amazing journey, from a closed door meeting in November, to Bryan Rust’s thrilling goal to win Game 7 against the Lightning, to the final minutes against the Sharks. 128 pages. Triumph. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95
6895050 LAMAR HUNT: The Gentle Giant Who Revolutionized Professional Sports. By David A. F. Sweet. Through his involvement with the AFL and NFL, two pro soccer leagues and pro tennis, Lamar Hunt changed the way games are watched by fans in stadiums, the amount of money made by athletes and owners, the rules governing contests, and the overall importance of pro sports. The author delves deep into Hunt's revolutionary impact on pro sports. Photos. 228 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95
6899633 BIZARRE COMPETITIONS: 101 Ways to Become a World Champion. By Richard Happer. Profiles over one hundred of the most bizarre and eccentric events that call themselves "World Championships." Bog snorkelling, stone skipping, extreme ironing, coal carrying and cockroach racing, to name just a few. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Voyager. 8½x11. Pub. at $35.00 $11.95
6855160 THE BIOGRAPHY OF THE BIKE. By Chris Boardman. Examines the evolution of the modern bicycle from the invention of pedals to recent innovations in electronic gear. Compact and portable, the book offers complete stories of each development that have helped to make bike design forward. Full color. 224 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95
689741X THE COMIC BOOK STORY OF BASEBALL. By Alex Irvine. Now in this complete graphic novel history of America's favorite pastime, the writer and artist team up to present the origins and evolution, intrigue and celebration of America's favorite sport. The history and trivia will entertain everyone from rookies to the most die hard fans. 172 pages, Ten Speed. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95
6895182 MOOKIE: Life, Baseball, and the ‘86 Mets. By Mookie Wilson with E. Sherman. One of baseball’s all-time good guys, New York Mets legend Mookie Wilson, tells his side of the story from the ground ball through Bill Buckner’s legs that capped the miraculous 1986 World Series Game Six rally against the Boston Red Sox to the rise and fall of a team that braved some of the most stressful moments in history. Photos. 298 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95
★ 6886523 BUILDING WOOD FIRES. By Annette McGivney. Whether you’re tanning the flames in your fire pit or fireplace, you’ll want this guide with everything you need to know about the learn- ing process. From the basics of combustion to selecting the best wood, and from cooking outdoors to minimizing smoke and removing ash, this is a great resource. Well illus. in color. 172 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95
6897410 THE PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF WALKING & ORIENTEERING. By Peter G. Drake. The essential guide to making adventurous trips in all kinds of terrain for the intrepid explorer and competition walker. Includes basic training advice on technique and navigation skills; how to use a map and compass correctly; orientation using the sun, moon and stars; and understanding natural navigational signs in the landscape. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Southwater. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $13.95 $6.95
★ 6885239 MY GIANT LIFE. By Lawrence Taylor with W. Wyatt. Lawrence Taylor (L.T.) tells the story of the Giants’ most memorable players and coaches, including Phil Simms, Ray Perkins, Carl Banks, Harry Carson, and Bill Belichick, to name a few. L.T. looks back at the best games, best moments, and behind the scenes stories of the men who played for and coached the team. Photos. 245 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95
6894852 THE GAME PLAN: The Art of Building a Winning Football Team. By Bill Polian with V. Caruccio. Bill Polian, architect of the dynastic Bills of the 90s, the expansion Panthers that went to the NFC Championship their second year, and the Peyton Manning led Colts team that won Super Bowl XLI, shares his more than 40 years of football wisdom. Photos. 265 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $34.95 $11.95
6838766 FASTPITCH: The Untold History of Softball and the Women Who Made the Game. By Erica Weston. Brings to life the ecstatic mix of characters who make up softball’s vibrant 129 year history. A celebration of this unique American sport and the sport that plays in our culture today, it is as entertaining as it is inspiring. Photos. 291 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95
6898949 CAMP SUNSET: A Modern Camper’s Guide to the Great Outdoors. By Elaine Johnson et al. Contains everything you need to boost your outdoor skills to the next level. Learn to build a fire, take nature photos, and make delicious camp-stove meals and mix a cocktail to match. Packed with essential advice and checklists along with ingenious activities for campers of all ages. Fully illus. in color. 8½x11. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95
6581099 LEGENDS OF THE PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES. By Bob Gordon. First published in 2006 and newly updated, this is an in-depth look at the legends who have shaped the Phillies’ identity over the last seventy years. Each of these legends played a unique role in shaping one of sports’ greatest franchises. Well illus. in color. 159 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95
6897634 GAME FACE: A Lifetime of Hard-Earned Lessons on and Off the Basketball Court. By Bernard King with J. Preiser. King finally opens up about his life on and off the court. He talks about matching up against the archrivals of the Giants’ most memorable players and coaches, people, and moments in Georgia football history. Includes a 65 minute audio CD. Photos. 274 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95
6558299 THE GEORGIA BULLDOGS PLAYBOOK: Inside the Huddle of Georgia Football. By Patrick Garbin. From legendary coach Vince Dooley to superstar, featuring dozens of photographs from the archives of the Charlotte Observer, it provides fans a glimpse into Cam’s life. This keepsake captures the meteoric rise and incredible history. You’ll feel like a part of the action thanks to play diagrams out of the stands and onto the field for the greatest moments in the Dawgs’ history. A celebration of this unique American sport and the role it plays in our culture today, it is as entertaining as it is inspiring. Photos. 291 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95
6895468 THEN VINCE SAID TO HERSHEY:... The Best Georgia Bulldog Stories Ever Told. By Patrick Garbin. From legendary coach Vince Dooley to star quarterback Fran Tarkenton, from Heisman Trophy winner Herschel Walker to head coach Mark Richt, Garbin gives you an inside look at the greatest players, people, and moments in Georgia football history. Includes a 65 minute audio CD. Photos. 245 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95
6855120 RED RHYMES: Verses and Curses. By Dick Flavin. A collection of humorous and nostalgic poems celebrating the plays in our culture today, it is as entertaining as it is inspiring. Photos. 240 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95
6856829 THE GEORGIA BULLDOGS PLAYBOOK: Inside the Huddle of Georgia Football. By Patrick Garbin. Takes you out of the stands and onto the field for the greatest moments in the Dawgs’ incredible history. You’ll find a parting gift from each player that explains the Xs and Os that led to these unforgettable moments. Photos. most in color. 298 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95
**6846513** YANKIES 1936-39, BASEBALL’S GREATEST DYNASTY. By Stanley Cohen. Starring the best team of all time, and featuring little known anecdotes of players such as Lefty Gomez and Joe DiMaggio, it tells the legend-packed tale of this storied sport forever. Photos. 291 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**6804683** BASEBALL AMERICA 2018 ALMANAC. By T. Haudricourt & J. Perrotto. Contains all the major league news and statistics, an overview of each organization’s season, the minor league in review, comprehensive college coverage, a full recap of the 2017 draft and foreign and winter league coverage. 528 pages. Baseball America. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

**677212** SCHWINN: The Best Present Ever. By Don Raut. Takes readers on a ride through 120 years of American history to tell the story of our nation’s favorite bicycle. From its early years as the Wiggle-Wheeler to the Easy-Steer and Roadster trikes, Schwinn’s tale unfolds in copious photos and text. 142 pages. Lyons. 11½x8¼. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**695531** THE TOTAL BICYCLING MEGA-BOOK of Bicycle Times. Essential skills for the everyday cyclist. Comprehensive guidance on buying the right bike and getting the most out of your ride wherever it may take you. Beyond techniques and diagrams, instructions illustrated to guide you through a wide range of DIY repairs. Weldon Owen. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

**6895425** HERE COMES DUKE: The Drive for Five. By The Herald-Sun. The official championship week guide to the University at Durham, this commemorative edition is packed with insider analysis and special photography from the school’s archives. It takes fans through Duke’s amazing journey and captures the moments, the stories, and the people of key team members who led to the championship run. 144 pages. Triumph. 8½x11. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

**688072X** BASEBALL AMERICANA: Treasures from the Library of Congress. By Harry Katz et al. This entertaining volume of more than 530 fabulous illustrations and photos from the Library of Congress presents the best of the best from that treasure trove. From baseball’s biggest stars to its street urchins, it examines baseball’s hardscrabble origins, rich cultural heritage, and uniquely American character. 240 pages. HarperPerennial. 9x12. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**6846601** WIE ENCycLOPEDIA Of SPORTS ENTertainment, 3RD EdITion: The Definitive Guide. By Kevin Sullivan et al. The most expansive, all-encompassing chronicle ever unleashed on the WMW universe. With over 400 full-color pages, the WMW all-time roster has been expanded to unprecedented proportions, now featuring all your favorite heroes from the modern era, as well as classic promotions and finally putting their due. 416 pages. Horizon. 8½x11. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

**683000X** EAT MY SCHWARTZ: Our Story of NFL Football, Food, Family, and Faith. By Geoff Schwartz et al. Geoff and Mitchell Schwartz are the NFL’s most improbable pair of offensive linemen. Here, they talk about the things that have made them the extraordinary people that they are: their close-knit and supportive family, their Jewish faith, their love of the game, and last but not least, the food they love to eat. 16 pages of color photos. 270 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $30.00 $17.95

**698831X** FALCONRY BASICS, REVISED EDITion: A Handbook for Beginners. By Tony Hall. This is the ultimate newcomer’s guide to the popular and exciting field sport, explaining all the facets of the sport, from selecting the right bird to purchasing a hawk, feeding and handling hawks; basic first aid for illness and injury; external and internal hawk anatomy; quarry techniques, and much more. Illus. 271 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $37.50 $26.95

**6873952** THE TREASURES OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES. A unique interactive guide that includes a leader’s guide and basic hunting techniques, and can hold and study facsimiles of historic documents, enabling them to get closer to the Games, through over 200 photographs and 21 removable historic documents, 384 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**696219X** LEGENDARY MAPS FROM THE HIMALAYAN CLUB: Commemorating 90 Years of the Iconic Institution. Ed. by Harish Kapadia et al. An exploration of some of the iconic maps that have allowed us to discover the Himalaya, the Himalayan Club has played a pioneering role in chronicling their expeditions for posterity. The accompanying maps in this handsomely bound volume from the Himalaya Journal are a historical treasure capturing various facets of exploration over time. 240 pages. Holt. Import. Pub. at $39.95 $29.00

**6999021** ONCE UPON A TEAM: The Epic Rise and Historic Fall of Baseball’s Wilmington Quickssteps. By Jon Springer. The forgotten true story of the worst team in Major League history, the Wilmington Quickssteps. Loaded with colorful characters, highflying plays and behind the scenes drama this volume tells the true stories of three wonderful summers; a team driven and suddenly destroyed by its own dream of success. Photos. 217 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**6900541** INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL KITS: The Illustrated Guide. By John Garth. Charts the evolving designs of the world’s most famous teams, from the early days of simple strip design of the world’s leading national football teams, from 1966 to the present day. This carefully curated collection features more than 1,300 never before published artwork, as well as a detailed history of manufacturers and remarkable controversies of international football fashion. 240 pages. Bloomsbury. Import. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

**6780237** PAPER LION: Confessions of a Last-String Quarterback. By George Plimpton. Living out every football fan’s fantasy, Plimpton trained with the NFL’s most improbable pair of offensive lineman, and endured a month on the professional football scene. He played football with the pros, but there is one major sport Plimpton thought he would never find himself involved in as a participatory journalist, Ice hockey. Follow along as he joins the players in places and events that every hockey fan dreams of going, and celebrate the fastest game on earth. Photos. 270 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $20.00 $15.95

**6831486** OPEN NET: A Professional Amateur in the World of Big-Time Hockey. By George Plimpton. He’s boxed, golfed, and played football with the pros, but there is one major sport Plimpton thought he would never find himself involved in as a participatory journalist, Ice hockey. Follow along as he joins the players in places every hockey fan dreams of going, and celebrate the fastest game on earth. Photos. 270 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $20.00 $15.95

**6831230** MAD DUCKS AND BEARS: Football Revisited. By George Plimpton. Following defensive tackle Alex Karras (The Mad Duck) and offensive guard John Gordy (The Bear) from the locker room to the field and into their private lives, Plimpton reveals the code of unwavering courage these men must adopt to survive, the boyish antics and fragile egos beneath their armor, and the terror and brutal reality behind the pageantry of professional football. 251 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

**6780210** ONE FOR THE RECORD: The Inside Story of Hank Aaron’s Chase for the Home Run Record. By George Plimpton. Focusing on Aaron’s experience as well as those of pitcher Al Downing, announcer Milo Hamilton, and the other principals in the drama, this is a compelling portrait of the great American pastime and one man’s historic etching of himself into its story. Photos. 193 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

**6830528** THE BOGGEY MAN: A Month on the PGA Tour. By George Plimpton. With his 18 handicap and grizzled, perennially wheezing caddy, Plimpton is the underdog in the 18th hole of the great American pastime and one of country club courses of the PGA, but that’s not going to stop him. So begins his month on the professional golf tour, where he would compete in three tumultuous and remarkable tournaments under the scrutiny of pros and crowds. 284 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95
Sports & Leisure


P R I C E C U T TO $5.95

6770746 THE SPLENDID BOOK OF THE BICYCLE: From Boshershakers to Bradley Wiggins. By Daniel Tansley. A history of the bike in all its glory, from the early days of the “Pedestrian Hobby Horse” to today’s super-stylish “fixies.” Meet the intrepid adventurers who put the spotlight on this humble hobby, and learn all about the science of balance and aerodynamics that makes it so fascinating. Well illus., many in color. 192 pages. Portico. Import. Pub. at $29.99

P R I C E C U T TO $27.99


695461X NFL CONFIDENTIAL: True Confessions from the Gutter of Football. By Johnny Anonymous. An offensive lineman for the NFL gives you an insiders look into a year in the life of a player. He’s the guy on the roster who is gutting it out through training camp up to the end of the season, wondering every minute if he is going to get playing time or get cut. He gives you everything you would want to know about being a pro-football player.

P R I C E C U T TO $4.95

124 pages. Dey Street. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

692610X NFL CONFIDENTIAL: True Confessions from the Gutter of Football. By Johnny Anonymous. An offensive lineman for the NFL gives you an insiders look into a year in the life of a player. He’s the guy on the roster who is gutting it out through training camp up to the end of the season, wondering every minute if he is going to get playing time or get cut. He gives you everything you would want to know about being a pro-football player.

P R I C E C U T TO $4.95

239 pages. Dey Street. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

6539959 THE SPORTS OF YOUR LIFE: Winning Wisdom from the Hall of Fame. Includes all the stats, all the vitals, all the plaques, and all you need to know about everyone in the Hall. 560 pages. Baseball America. Paperback. Pub. at $29.45

P R I C E C U T TO $19.95


P R I C E C U T TO $19.95


P R I C E C U T TO $19.95

657100X THE NATIONAL BASEBALL HALL OF FAME ALMANAC, 2017 EDITION. By Ben Badler et al. Brings history to life on every page with bold, larger-than-life photographs of every player inducted into the Hall of Fame. Includes all the stats, all the vitals, all the plaques, and all you need to know about everyone in the Hall. 560 pages. Baseball America. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

P R I C E C U T TO $19.95

6894534 THE NATIONAL BASEBALL HALL OF FAME ALMANAC, 2018 EDITION. By Ben Badler et al. Brings history to life on every page with bold, larger-than-life photographs of every player inducted into the Hall of Fame. Includes all the stats, all the vitals, all the plaques, and all you need to know about everyone in the Hall. 572 pages. Baseball America. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

P R I C E C U T TO $19.95

6575265 KANSAS CITY CITY CHIEFS ENCYCLOPEDIA, 3RD EDITION. By Matt Maiocco with D. Fuicillo. Chronicles the Kansas City Chiefs franchise from its beginning in Dallas with head coach Hank Stram and includes every noteworthy part of the Chiefs’ history. A complete reference that all true Kansas City fans must have. Well illus. 557 pages. Sports Publishing. 8½x11½. Pub. at $34.95

P R I C E C U T TO $21.95


P R I C E C U T TO $9.95


P R I C E C U T TO $19.95

6860745 101 REASONS TO LOVE ALABAMA FOOTBALL. By Ron Green Jr. 120 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95

P R I C E C U T TO $14.95

6856942 THE LEADERBOARD GOLF ACADEMY HANDBOOK. By Sean Hogan et al. Well illus. in color. 218 pages. Triumph. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

P R I C E C U T TO $14.95


P R I C E C U T TO $19.95


P R I C E C U T TO $9.95


P R I C E C U T TO $9.95


P R I C E C U T TO $14.95


P R I C E C U T TO $19.95


P R I C E C U T TO $12.95

6872624 TWO MINUTE WARNING. By Mike Freeman. 260 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $23.95

P R I C E C U T TO $12.95


P R I C E C U T TO $9.95


P R I C E C U T TO $14.95


P R I C E C U T TO $16.95


P R I C E C U T TO $13.95

6867847 KNOWING THE SCORE. By David Papineau. 285 pages. Basic. Pub. at $27.00

P R I C E C U T TO $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/652

$27.99

$24.99

$3.95

$6.95

$9.95

$5.95

$3.95

$6.95

$6.95

$3.95

$6.95

$9.95

$5.95

$8.88

$7.95

$4.95


7573170  THE DALLAS COWBOYS: The Outrageous History of the Biggest, Loudest, Most Hated, Best Loved Football Team in America, By Bart Paloski. 1.6 pages of photos, some in color. 805 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.99.  $7.95

5786659  THE DIE-HARD FAN’S GUIDE TO BUCKEYE FOOTBALL, By Mark Rea. Fully illus., in color. 301 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.  $4.95

592460X  THE SECRET OF GOLF: The Story of Tom Watson and Jack Nicklaus, By Steve Eubanks. 16 pages of photos. 276 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $22.95.  $3.95
WALKING THE AMERICAS: 1,800 Miles, Eight Countries, and One Incredible Journey Across Mexico to Colombia. By Tom Wood. British author and travel writer Tom Wood brings you along on his latest exhilarating adventure: an 1,800 mile four month long trek, through eight countries from Mexico to Colombia. A thrilling personal tale and a captivating journey across some of the most diverse and unpredictable regions on earth. 16 pages of color photos. 291 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $27.00. $19.95

MY JOURNEY IN MYSTIC CHINA: Old Pu’s Travel Diary. By John Blofeld. The reveries and reminiscences contained in the travel diary of English-born John Blofeld cover every aspect of his life in China over 15 years. Translated here by Daniel Reid, they provide a vivid glimpse of “old” China as it existed in elegance and grace before the Communist Revolution. 247 pages. Inner Traditions. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT TO $4.95

A BOOK OF VOYAGES. Ed. by Patrick O’Brien. Honoring O’Brien’s centenary, this collection of his favorite travel pieces, most from the 17th and 18th centuries, is replete with perils, discomforts, and exotic pleasures. These riveting tales offer glimmers into a world that few readers would ever see for themselves, now gone forever. 310 pages. Norton. Pub. at $25.95.

LASSOING THE SUN: A Year in America’s National Parks. By Mark Woods. On the eve of turning fifty and feeling a little burned-out, Mark decided to reconnect with the great outdoors and write About The Sun: A Year in America’s National Parks. By Mark Woods. On the eve of turning fifty and feeling a little burned-out, Mark decided to reconnect with the great outdoors and write

LASSOING THE SUN: A Year in America’s National Parks. By Mark Woods. On the eve of turning fifty and feeling a little burned-out, Mark decided to reconnect with the great outdoors and write

LASSOING THE SUN: A Year in America’s National Parks. By Mark Woods. On the eve of turning fifty and feeling a little burned-out, Mark decided to reconnect with the great outdoors and write
Travel Guides

6878369 GETTING OUT, REVISED EDITION: Your Guide to Leaving America. By Mark Erikman. Takes you through the world of the expatriate, the reasons, the rules, the resources, and the tricks of the trade. Includes compelling stories and expertise from expat Americans on every continent. This new edition offers updates regarding new rules and regulations, as well as recent observations from all vantage points of political opinion. 456 pages. Process Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6900836 THE ROUTE 66 PHOTO ROAD TRIP. By Rick & Susan Sammon. The perfect companion to enjoying and photographing everything that the country's most famous highway has to offer. This book includes recommendations for dining and lodging, lists of attractions, hour by hour road itineraries, and essential tips for capturing memorable photographs by day or night, stopped or in a moving car. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

5984911 LITHUANIA: Culture Smart! By Lara Tucci. An illuminating and practical guide to Lithuanian culture and society. Contents include: local customs and traditions; the history, religion, and politics; Lithuanians at home, work, and eating and drinking; dos, don'ts, and tabus; communication, spoken and unspoken; and more. 168 pages. Kuperard. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

6793797 WORLD WAR I BATTLEFIELDS, EDITION 2: A Travel Guide to the Western Front. By J. Ruler & E. Thomson. The only compact travel guide to the Western Front covering all the major battlefields, including major cemeteries and museums to help you get the most from your journey to the past. Includes in-depth information on key battles; lists of commemorative events and services; expert tips and itineraries; and more. Well illus. some color. 106 pages. Kuperard. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

69264X BOOK TOWNS: Forty-Five Paradises of the Printed Word. By Alex Johnson. Combining practical advice and illuminating history, this colorful directory details the best havens of books around the world is a must-have for literature-lovers the world over. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Frances Lincoln. Import. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

6885582 COLORS OF FALL ROAD TRIP GUIDE: 25 Autumn Tours in New England. By Jericho Bereznay. Takes you through the world of the expatriate: the reasons, the rules, the resources, and the tricks of the trade. Includes recommendations for dining and lodging, lists of attractions, hour by hour road itineraries, and essential tips for capturing memorable photographs by day or night, stopped or in a moving car. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

5934439 CHILE: Culture Smart! By Caterina Perrone. An illuminating and practical guide to Chilean culture and society that includes local customs and traditions, eating and drinking Chilean style, the dos, don’ts, and tabus while there; and communication: spoken and unspoken. Illus. 168 pages. Kuperard. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

6569417 RICK STEVES IRELAND, 2016. With Rick Steves. An O’Connor: Explore Dublin, quaint Kilkee, and the moss draped ruins of Kerry, and more. Steves will guide you to good-value hotels and restaurants and help you plan where to go and what to see, depending on the length of your trip. We’ll learn which sights are worth your time and money, and how to get around by train, bus, and car. Well illus., some in color, 577 pages. Avalon Travel. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $19.95

5714977 BARBECUE LOVER’S TEXAS. By J. Griffin & B. Walker. From roadside stands to legendary joints, this is the best guide to Texas that has to offer. Written by seasoned food experts, this guide takes you to the juiciest brisket and smokiest sausage you’ll ever taste, complemented with colorful stories, the history of the cuisine, and coloful recipes and tips. Illus. in color. 266 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $18.95

6719627 COLLINS EUROPE HANDY ROAD ATLAS. A compact road map guide of Europe. Makes for easy journey planning with scenic routes identified. Also provides a guide to international road signs. Includes maps of major cities, 152 pages. Collins. Spiralbound. Pub. at $20.95 $15.95

6885710 LONDON’S STATUES & MONUMENTS. By Peter Matthews. The streets and public spaces of London are rich with statues and monuments commemorating the city’s great figures and events. This guide takes account of many of these landmarks—from Nelson’s Column in Trafalgar Square and Sir Christopher Wren’s Great Fire Monument to the charming Peter Pan statue in Kensington Gardens. Fully illus. in color. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

6872264 BACKROADS & BYWAYS OF ALASKA. Two Trips & Weekends Excursions. By Taz Tally. A vast and remote region of pristine nature, Alaska is a destination best explored by vehicle, and then on foot. Tally provides turn by turn directions, scenic drives, shopping, photography, and a wealth of information for the very best drives and detours in the state in this comprehensive guide. 336 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

6889874 ALASKA: Insight Guides. Ed. by Sarah Sweeney. With hundreds of evocative color photographs and local writers bringing to life the state's history, culture, festivals, flora and fauna, this comprehensive guide is all you need to plan your itinerary. Includes maps and travel tips. 386 pages. APA Publications. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.99 $16.95

6794114 THE GREAT TOURS: Experiencing Medieval Europe. By Kenneth R. Bartlett. Professor Bartlett offers an extensive multimedia course taking students through regions of Europe bursting with medieval history. Twenty-four lectures on 12 CDs cover regions from Barcelona to Prague, while the accompanying 208-page course guide offers in-depth tips for travel, studying, reading, and more. The Great Courses. $19.95
**6804662 WILD GUIDE SCOTLAND: Hidden Places, Great Adventures and the Good Life.** By Kimberly Grant et al. In this intriguing guide you will find the best of Scotland’s unspoiled Highlands and islands. Featuring stunning photography and engaging travel writing, this is the perfect resource for those seeking wild, almost unvisited places. 312 pages. Wild Things. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95

**6954421 NO ACCESS NEW YORK CITY: The City’s Hidden Treasures, Haunts, and Forgotten Places.** By Jamie McDonald. A collection of little known and/or not easily traveled places in New York. This rare view of New York’s hidden corners of the city, and many are completely off limits to the public. All of these spots evoke a hidden metropolis tht is lost in time and harboring deep mysteries. Fully illus., in color. 216 pages. Wilderness. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95

**6888380 RAIL-TRAITS: Southern New England.** By Rails-to-Trails Conservancy. The experts from Rails to Trails Conservancy present the best of these rail trails as well as other multiuse pathways in Southern New England. Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Includes detailed maps; icons indicating the activities each trail can accommodate; and succinct descriptions written by rail trail experts. Fully illus. in color. 204 pages. Wildlife. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95

**6888372 RAIL-TRAITS: Northern New England.** By Rails-to-Trails Conservancy. The experts from Rails to Trails Conservancy present the best of these rail trails as well as other multiuse pathways in Northern New England: Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont. Includes detailed maps; icons indicating the activities each trail can accommodate; and succinct descriptions written by rail trail experts. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Wilderness. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

**6919693 WALES–WILD GUIDE: Hidden Places, Great Adventures and the Good Life.** By D. Stat & T. Pascoe. This inspiring travel companion reveals the most exciting hidden places in Wales, and the Herefordshire and Shropshire Marches. With over 600 secret adventures and 300 places to eat and sleep it takes you on a journey to the other side of Wales. Fully illus. in color. 321 pages. Wild Things. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95

**5964792 GERMANY: Culture Smart!** By Barry Tomalin. An illuminating and practical guide to German culture and society. Contents include: local customs and traditions; the impact of history, religion, and politics; German homes, work, and play; eating and drinking; dos, don’ts, and taboos; communication, spoken and unspoken; and more. Illus. 168 pages. Kuperard. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $16.95. $9.75

**6804659 WILD GUIDE PORTUGAL: Hidden Places, Great Adventures and the Good Life.** By Edwina Pitcher. Discover the hidden treasures of Portugal’s better known tourist areas, as well as its incredible lesser known coastal and mountain regions. Find magical places to stay and enjoy the best local and artisan food. Featuring stunning photography and engaging travel writing. For those dreaming of the ultimate wild escape. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Wild Things. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**6851305 GHOST TOWNS OF NEW JERSEY: A Tour of Our Forgotten Places.** By Timothy Regan. Explore over eighteen beloved ghost towns through over 200 photographs, historic images, and engaging information. These are some of the oldest and best- preserved ghost town in America, from the Revolutionary Ironworks of Forcht’s Forge to the more modern, Long Pond to the forgotten Village of Chestnut Neck. Fully illus. in color. 110 pages. Schiffer. $21.95

**6920748 THE MAINE PLAY BOOK: A Four-Season Guide to Family Fun and Adventure.** By Jennifer Heil. Whether you’re planning a trip to Maine this season, this is the ultimate family guide to Maine. From the rugged coast to the northernmost reaches of the state, it’s a detailed source for trails, family-friendly farms, nature preserves, and parks as well as events and outdoor activities for families. Includes maps, annual events calendar and recommended day trips. Well illus. in 193 pages. Islandport. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**6904053 FIFTY PLACES TO CAMP BEFORE YOU DIE.** By Chris Santella. Offers fifty must- visit camping destinations from around the world. Camping experts reveal the rich history of each destination and what makes each camping spot unique and includes tips on where to stay, what to do and what to bring. Finally, all the essentials: what to bring, when to visit; and where to stay. Color photos. 224 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

**6802111 TRAVELS THROUGH THE FRENCH RIVIERA: An Artist’s Guide to the Storied Coastline, from Menton to Saint-Tropez.** By Virginia Johnson. This pretty cloth-covered edition captures the magic of one of the world’s most beloved regions through the singular marriage of artist’s sketchbook and insider’s guide. Learn about the sublime joys of places like Nice, Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat, Vence, Saint Paul-de-Vence, and Antibes. Read fascinating local lore to bring to life the pastime for fans and families of outdoor recreation. Explore the park’s mountain views, clear running waterways, old growth trees, flowering fields, wild, winding trails, and old settlements through strolling photographs and informed writing. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**6853827 ULTIMATE SMOKEY MOUNTAINS: Discovering the Great National Park.** By Andrew Kyle Sauder, photos by T. Sweet. Visiting Great Smoky Mountain National Park is a lifetime pastime for families and fans of outdoor recreation. Explore the park’s mountain views, clear running waterways, old growth trees, flowering fields, wild, winding trails, and old settlements through strolling photographs and informed writing. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Globe Pequot. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**6835899 GUIDE TO STATE PARKS OF THE UNITED STATES, FIFTH EDITION.** Features 950 of the best parks. 32 detailed maps highlighting sites, trails, and campgrounds, profiles that include history, natural features, and visitor tips, and recreational activities. Includes 300 full-color photographs. 479 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95

**6933932 UAE: Culture Smart!** By J. Hill & J. Walsh. An illuminating and practical guide to Emirati culture and society that will help turn your visit into a memorable experience. Includes local customs and traditions; the Emiratis at home, work, and play; business practices, and eating and drinking, Emirati style. Fully illus. 168 pages. Kuperard. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $11.99. $9.95


**6817491 STROLLING THROUGH FLORENCE: The Definitive Walking Guide to the Renaissance City.** By Mario Erasmo. To walk among the great sights of one of the most memorable cities in the history of any European city. The city of Dante and Boccaccio, Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo, the Medici, Botticelli, Donatello and the ‘Mad Monk’ Savonarola–explore all this and more with the help of expert local writer. 209 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $18.00. $12.95

**6939414 ZAMBIA: Culture Smart!** By Andrew Loryman. An illuminating and practical guide to Zambian culture and society that will help turn your visit into a memorable and enriching experience. Revel the secret life of the Zambians at home, work, and play; eating and drinking, Zambian style; and communication, spoken and unspoken. Illus. 168 pages. Kuperard. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $18.00. $12.95

**6877559 THE ENGLISH HERITAGE GUIDE TO LONDON’S BLUE PLAQUES.** Ed. by Howard Spencer. Whether they be musicians, scientists, sports stars, actors, artists, inventors or politicians, this compact guide to the blue plaques in London, reveals the stories of the city’s most extraordinary men and women and the homes in which they lived. Illus., some in color. 512 pages. September Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. $16.95
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**Puzzles & Games**

**6920969** AMAZING PUZZLE QUESTIONS: More Than 200 Visual Challenges! Whether you’re comparing crowds of people, busy cityscapes, or curious animals, these visual puzzles will challenge your powers of observation and entertain for hours. Are you up for the challenge? Fully illus. in color. 267 pages. Thunder Bay. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 * $7.95

**658067X** MANDALAS: Connect & Color. Dot-to-dot images create surprising pictures when all of the dots are connected, but these are also incredibly colorable. Each of these intricate images has more than four hundred dots, so you’ll uncover intricate images and then be able to relax with an array of beautiful mandala designs to fill with color. Printed on single-sided, perforated pages. Racehorse. Import. Pub. at $9.99 * $7.95

**6910106** GABBIT OPENING REPertoire For BLACK. By Eric Schiller. Play exciting, aggressive chess by learning the secrets of seizing the initiative from White’s hands, usually by investing a pawn, to begin powerful attacks that can send White to an early defeat. Well illus. 176 pages. Cardoza. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 * $8.95

**6910145** GABBIT OPENING REPertoire For WHITE. By Eric Schiller. Versatile gambit repertoire shows you how to take charge with aggressive, attacking moves to use against the most popular defenses including the Sicilian, French, and more. Well illus. 192 pages. Cardoza. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 * $5.95

**6923275** DOUBLE DOTS. Each page features dots that you need to connect, color and create. Simply join the first double dots to complete the first illustration, then connect the second dots to transform the picture and discover the hidden word of art on each page. Solutions included. 96 pages. Studio Press. 8¼x11”. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95 * $11.95

**6882005** NATURE DOT-TO-DOT: Creative Haven Coloring Book. The glory of nature shines bright in this fabulous collection of 30 unique puzzles, that when finished, offer a canvas for the colors of your choice. Printed on perforated pages for easy removal and display. 8¼x10” Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 * $6.95

**6907690** PICTO MAZES: Find 72 Hidden Animals! By the eds. at Nikolii Publishing with K. Yuzawa. Ordered by level of difficulty, easy to hard, these mazes combine brain stretching concentration with a meditative workout of your short term memory. Start to follow the maze, and as the line of your pencil twists and turns, a hidden image of an animal comes into focus. 116 pages. Workman. 8x10”. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 * $6.95

**6363186** PLANET EARTH: The Interactive DVD Game. Fullscreen. Test your knowledge of the natural world with this interactive DVD game featuring stunning footage from the world’s most exciting TV series. You’ll witness amazing sights, learn the performances of Harry Blackstone, Sr., Charlie Miller, Harlan Tarbell, and others. Illus. 55 pages. Thunder Bay. 9½x11”. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 * $11.95

**6919634** CHESs LESSONS: Solving Problems & Avoiding Mistakes. By Mark Dvoretsky. In this, his penultimate work, legendary chess instructor Mark Dvoretsky explores identifying and dealing with problems and mistakes in exciting chess games and positions. Illus. 274 pages. Thunder Bay. Import. Pub. at $24.95 * $19.95

**5787388** PATHFINDER ROLEPLAYING GAME CORE RULEBOOK. Ed. by Christopher Carey et al. Experience Pathfinder, the imaginative tabletop game that puts you in the role of a brave adventurer fighting to survive in a world beset by magic and evil. This comprehensive rule book provides everything you need to embark on your adventure, including all the rules for players and Game Masters; complete rules for magic, combat, and many other robust challenges to flex your mental muscles. Illus. in color. 576 pages. Paizo. 8¼x11”. Pub. at $49.99 * $39.95

**6574100** 1001 DOT-TO-DOT: Classic Pinups by Gil Elvgren. The 42 intricate dot-to-dot puzzles in this collection provide hours of enjoyment, and rely on the contemplation for fans of Gil Elvgren, the finest pin-up artist in the history of American illustration. Each puzzle is accompanied by informative text, and when you've completed the puzzles, you can color them! Thunder Bay. 9½x11”. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 * $9.95

**6575825** DOT-TO-DOT OF TOLKIEN. Watch the pictures form as you connect the dots to uncover iconic characters from the fantastical world of J.R.R. Tolkien. Perfect for relaxation, you will be amazed at what you can create with your pen. Thunder Bay. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 * $11.95

**6708088** SCARECROW FESTIVAL: 500 Pieces. Set against a brilliant and creepy orange sky, this comified-set Halloween scene welcomes us to Billy Bob's Family Farm, populated by scarecrows, trick-or-treaters, and lots of pumpkins! This 500-piece puzzle finishes at 16x20 inches. Dowdle Folk Art.
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6731133 THE LIFE & GAMES OF AKIVA RUBINSTEIN, 2ND EDITION REVISED, VOLUME 1: Uncrowned King. By J. Donalson & J. Lasker. Focuses on the years 1882-1920, covering Rubinstein’s rise from a modest upbringing to his emergence as Emanuel Lasker’s chief challenger in the last years leading up to World War I. The author also examines the effects WWI had on his sensitive psyche and the way it influenced his play in the post-war years. Illus. 405 pages. Russell Enterprises. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95

NEW! 2779471 PATHFINDER ROLEPLAYING ADVENTURER’S GUIDE: PLAYER’S GUIDE. Ed. by Judy Bauer et al. Whether you’re designing your own monstrous helpers as an enigmatic summoner, brewing up troubles with a grimy urban alchemist, or simply teaching an old rogue a new trick, this volume has everything you need to make your heroes more heroic. Well illus. in color. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

NEW! 2779501 PATHFINDER ROLEPLAYING VILLAGER CODEX. By Alexander Augunas et al. Villagers are at the heart of every great adventure, but creating a convincing and detailed group of antagonists is no easy task. This volume serves up 20 groups of vile miscreants waiting to menace your player characters and foil their evil plans. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Paizo. 8½x11. Pub. at $44.99 $19.95

NEW! 2779488 PATHFINDER ROLEPLAYING GAME ULTIMATE WILDERNESS. By Alexander Augunas et al. When untamed lands hold a wealth of mystery and danger, providing the perfect backdrop for heroic adventure. Whether adventurers are climbing mountains in search of a dragon’s lair, carving their way through the jungle, or seeking out uncivilized cities spiced with danger by desert hands, this volume gives them the tools to survive the wilds. Well illus. in color. 253 pages. Paizo. 8½x11. Pub. at $44.99 $11.95

NEW! 277948X PATHFINDER ROLEPLAYING GAME ADVENTURER’S GUIDE: THE THREATS. By James Groves et al. The threats that harmadventurers never go it alone—they not only bring allies to help explore the dangerous reaches of the world, but also seek aid in the form of support, supplies and secrets from powerful organizations. This guide represents several such organizations, each with its own suite of benefits and boons to grant those affiliated with it. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Paizo. 8½x11. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95

NEW! 2779484 PATHFINDER ADVENTURE PATH: The Lost Outpost. Ed. by Jim Groves et al. This volume launches the Ruins of Azlant Adventure Path and includes: “The Lost Outpost,” a Pathfinder adventure for 1st-level characters, a detailed look at some of the other colonists who made up the colony of Talmendor’s Bounty and the roles they play in the campaign; a deep dive into the bizarre and alien ecology of the alghollthus; much more. Well illus. in color. 92 pages. Paizo. 8½x11. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

★ 8198904 LARGE PRINT PUZZLES. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Set down hours for fun with this tabuluous collection of puzzles and challenges that will exercise your creativity and brainpower! Solutions included. Thunder Bay. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

6763758 HOW TO WIN GAMES AND BEAT PEOPLE. By Tom Whipple. Funny, smart and endlessly useful, a must-have guide for anyone who takes games too seriously and the bible for sore losers everywhere. A mathematician explains how to approach Connect 4, a racecar driver guides you through the corners in slot car racing, a Scrabble champion reveals his secret strategies and more. Illus. 168 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $2.95


★ 6703666 THE PERFECT BET: How Science and Math Are Taking the Luck Out of Gambling. By Adam Kucharski. For the past 500 years, gamblers—led by mathematicians and scientists—have been trying to figure out how to win the tables on the house. This text tells the story of how the experts have done it, revolutionizing mathematics and science in the process. 271 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $11.95

★ 6705677 SHERLOCK HOLMES’ CUNNING PUZZLES: Riddles, Enigmas and Challenges Inspired by the World’s Greatest Crime-Solver. By John Watson. Join the world’s greatest fictional detective, learn from his methods, and apply your own powers of deduction to solve the masterly mysteries in this collection. Over 70 puzzles in all, each with solutions provided at the back. Well illus. Import. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

★ 6751423 SEARCH FOR SPOCK, A Star Trek Book of Exploration. By Robb Pearlman. Ilus. by C. Boldman. A hidden intergalactic adventure! Travel through space and time to find Spock among over 100 other characters, aliens, villains, crew members, and more. Includes 15 different secret holy city codes spiced by descent hands, this volume has everything you need to make your party into heroes more heroic. Well illus. in color. Cider Mill. 9x12¼. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

★ 6738904 THE JOHN WAYNE ULTIMATE PUZZLE BOOK. See how much you remember about John Wayne’s family and films, test your knowledge of the country he loved so dearly, and give your brain a good workout with all kinds of Duke-themed activities. Includes crosswords, word-searches, jigsaw puzzles, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 316 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

★ 6752799 FANTASTIC OPTICAL ILLUSIONS. Ed. by Margaret Parrish. Fool your brain into seeing what’s not really there with eye-bending illusions, and further your mental muscles with brain teasers and fantastic facts with this mind-bending edition of 130 optical illusions, tricks, and puzzles. Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Pub. at $13.99 $6.99

★ 6706134 YORKTOWN: 500 Pieces. The history of Yorktown is brought to life by artist Eric Dowdle with this colorful and detailed 500-piece jigsaw puzzle. Featuring historic naval ships, muskets, cannons and more, it’s a puzzler’s journey back to the birth of America. Completed size 16½x20 inches. Dowdle Folk Art. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95


★ 6706002 CALGARY: 500 Pieces. Amidst Eric Dowdle brings incredible detail to this 500-piece jigsaw puzzle, capturing the Canadian city’s splendor. In the foreground is a rodeo and carnival; and in the background are Alberta’s snow-capped mountain tops. Completed size 16½x20 inches. Dowdle Folk Art. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95
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## Crosswords & Word Games

**Puzzle** 653411 CAT-OLOGY: Nelson. MasterPieces. 7x7/¾. $14.95


**6839194** ALICE’S PUZZLE CLASS. By P. Dennis & A. Callan. 84 pages. Helion & Company. 8x11¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $29.95 $16.95


## Crosswords & Word Games

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 6967086 WORD SEARCH: Over 200 Word-Finding Puzzles. This fantastic collection contains a variety of subjects that will keep your puzzling and knowledge center challenged and keenly entertained for hours! Solutions provided. 256 pages. Parragon. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

**5899710** ABSOLUTELY NASTY CROSSWORDS LEVEL 1. By Bob Klahn. These 72 small but mighty fun crosswords are perfect for a speedy solving session. Each puzzle features a mini-theme and each puzzle has a title to amuse and entertain. As a bonus, the unused letters in each puzzle spell out a message appropriate to the puzzle’s theme. Solutions included. 160 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**6889262** IT’S A WONDERFUL WORD SEARCH: 68 Topnotch Puzzles. By Dan Feyer. You’ll find words hidden in every direction, and each puzzle has a theme and a title to amuse and entertain. For the easy or Sunday size crossword. Each puzzle features a mini-theme and each puzzle has a title to amuse and entertain. Solutions included. 160 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**6852600** U.S. PRESIDENTS & FIRST LADIES WORD SEARCH PUZZLES. By Frank J. D’Agostino et al. All of the 88 puzzles and the solutions that follow offer a brilliant approach to American history, and every page contains clues to interesting tidbits about the life and times of Presidents and First Ladies, from George and Martha Washington to Donald and Melania Trump and everyone in between. Solutions provided. 114 pages. Dover. 8x10¾. Paperback. $6.95

**6735479** MIND-BOGGLING WORD SEARCHES. By Kim Chamberlain. This volume includes 366 astounding word searches for a year’s worth of brain training. The searches are in order of difficulty, with the easier ones at first and the more challenging ones as you work your way through. Simply grab a pen or pencil and off you go! Solutions provided. 448 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**6692172** STRESS LESS WORD SEARCH PEACEFUL PUZZLES. By Charles Timleiman. Your jaws will smile! Here are 100 engaging word search puzzles, featuring serene themes like The Natural World, Relaxing Hobbies, and Favorite Literary Characters. Solutions provided. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $4.95

**6812716** THE TRAIN YOUR BRAIN MIND GAMES. By P. De Schepper & F. Couvreur. Don’t just sit there, train your brain to be sharper and more agile. Improve memory and keep mentally fit with these 156 unique puzzles and games that will give your brain a real workout! Solutions provided. 176 pages. Imagine! Paperback. $9.95

**685513X** DIABOLICALLY HARD FIREBALL CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Peter Gordon. Beware! These crosswords are so hard, they may scorch your brain! Of course, some people like to get burned, especially by brilliantly executed crosswords with fiendishly difficult clues. The crosswords are made tough by tricky cluing but obscure answers. Solutions are included. 64 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. $5.95

**691313X** SCORCHingly HARD FIREBALL CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Peter Gordon. These are brilliantly executed crosswords with wickedly difficult clues. Included are explanations for the toughest clues, along with the complete answer grids. Solve with a pen at your own risk! 64 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95

**6998807** MAVERICK CROSSWORDS. By Andrew J. Ries. These 72 crosswords range from easy to hard and have lively fill, current vocabulary, and first rate themes. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 8x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

**6939948** WORDS GONE WILD: Fun and Games for Language Lovers. By Jim Bernhard. This thoroughly disconcerting volume will delight readers who prefer large type, than 100 easy to read oversized puzzles, this new book features clever themes and witty clues, but there’s more! Every fully solved crossword contains a tricky meta-puzzle, each one with a secret twist. To complete the meta-puzzle you’re given a hint – a tip for how to get the answers, and the solution may or may not be in the grid. Includes solutions. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 8x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95

**6716364** MUNCHIN CROSSWORDS. By Pete Naish. Packed with small but mighty fun crosswords that are perfect for a speedy solving session because of their easy to carry size. Solutions provided. 160 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

**6749143** MENTAL FLOSS CROSSWORDS: Rich, Mouthwatering Puzzles You Need to Unwrap Immediately! By Matt Gaffney. Sure, these words feature clever themes and witty clues, but there’s more! Every fully solved crossword contains a tricky meta-puzzle, each one with a secret twist. To complete the meta-puzzle you’re given a hint – a tip for how to get the answers, and the solution may or may not be in the grid. Includes solutions. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 8x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95

**6716372** MUNCHIN CROSSWORDS #2. By Matt Gaffney. Packed with small but mighty fun crosswords that are perfect for a speedy solving session because of their easy to carry size. Solutions provided. 160 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

**6869289** PINT-SIZE CROSSWORDS. By Matt Gaffney. Perfect for when you want a little mental diversion or you don’t have hours to solve a challenging or Sunday size crossword. Each puzzle features a mini-theme and getting one answer will often help with others. Solutions provided. 160 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**5936101** RANDOM HOUSE CASUAL CROSSWORDS, VOL. 7. Ed. by Mel Rosen et al. No chunky erasers, heavy reference books, or pencil sharpeners. Simply grab a pen or pencil and off you go! Solutions provided. 60 pages. Random. 9x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95
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**6935490** THE GREAT BOOK OF WORDSEARCH. If you love words and testing your powers of observation, this is the companion for you. It contains more than 250 themed wordsearch puzzles and their solutions. 304 pages. Arcarius. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.99

**7617135** BET YOU CAN’T DO THIS! WORD SEARCH: 115 Really, Really, Really Hard Puzzles. By John Samson. Challenging, entertaining, and tear-your-hair-out hard; these puzzles take word search to new heights of difficulty. By J. It doesn’t get more fun than this, with super themes that range from 1970s Song Hits to Super Bowl Host Cities, from Harry Potter to Bruce Springsteen. Solutions included. 176 pages. Imagine! Paperback. $5.95

**6752378** THE CHAMBERS BOOK OF CRUDE CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Eddie James. Put your foot up and escape from it all with this collection featuring a range of cryptic challenges to give your brain a workout. Designed to provide a fair challenge for seasoned experts, but also gives everyone else a chance of competing to the top. Includes solutions. 228 pages. Chambers. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95

**6855156** EASY AS PIE CROSSWORDS: Easy as Can Be! Ed. by Stanley Newman. Chow down on crosswords to please the puzzle palate. Whether you’re a beginner or just want to take a break with an easy mental challenge, set the table with this tasty mix of 72 crosswords. Solutions included. 96 pages. Puzzlemight. 8½x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95

**6855172** EASY AS PIE CROSSWORDS: So Easy! Ed. by Stanley Newman. The crossword diner is back open for business with an assortment of 72 easy as pie puzzles to satisfy your appetite for a gentle mental challenge. These crosswords are perfect for beginners, and anyone who just wants to relax with some simple puzzles. Solutions included. 96 pages. Puzzlemight. 8½x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95

**6855164** EASY AS PIE CROSSWORDS: Nice & Easy! Ed. by Stanley Newman. Sometimes we crave a simple but delicious dessert like a slice of pie. And just like a simple slice of pie, this book is simple, filled with easy but delicious crosswords that will hit the spot. The 72 crosswords are perfect for beginners, or pros looking to brush up on the basics. Solutions included. 96 pages. Puzzlemight. 8½x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95

**5862833** TRIVIA CROSSWORDS TO KEEP YOU SHARP! Ed. by Stanley Newman. Are you a trivia titan? Then these jam packed puzzles are for you. Filled with great trivia clues on subjects ranging from history to music, each puzzle also has a theme. You never know which type of knowledge you’ll need to know when it comes to solving these classic conundrums. Solutions provided. 64 pages. Puzzlemight. 8½x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95


**6733417** THE NEW YORK TIMES INSOMNIA CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Can’t sleep? Grab a crossword puzzle when insomnia strikes. Stay up all night with these easy to hard crossword puzzles. These fresh, fun puzzles are perfect for solving on the go. Solutions included. 150 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**6564227** THE NEW YORK TIMES MINI CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 3. By Joel Fagliano. Now available in print for the first time, these hugely popular pint sized puzzles have taken the puzzle world by storm. They are fun, portable, easy to solve—and impossible to resist! Solutions provided. 150 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**5786983** THE NEW YORK TIMES EASY CROSSWORD PUZZLE OMNIBUS, VOLUME 1. Ed. by Will Shortz. Features eye-popping shapes in which words don’t just go across and down, but may twist and turn in all directions! Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlemight. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.00

**5987199** EVERYTHING SCRABBLE, THIRD EDITION REVISED. By J. Edley & J.D. Williams, Jr. Here’s the way to improve your game with the experts’ scrabble secrets. Includes more than 100 fully illustrated sample boards for easy practice. O words with and without U, help from J, X, and Z, and much more. 416 pages. Pocket. Paperback. $12.95

**6898728** GREAT WORDPLAY CROSSWORDS. You’ll enjoy testing your wits on variants like Marching Bands, Rows Garden, Some Assembly Required, and more—featuring grids with eye-popping shapes where the words may twist and turn in all directions. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlemight. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95


**5786984** THE NEW YORK TIMES EASY CROSSWORD PUZZLE OMNIBUS, VOLUME 2. Ed. by Will Shortz. Features eye-popping shapes in which words don’t just go across and down, but may twist and turn in all directions! Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlemight. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.00

**5987198** EVERYTHING SCRABBLE, THIRD EDITION REVISED. By J. Edley & J.D. Williams, Jr. Here’s the way to improve your game with the experts’ scrabble secrets. Includes more than 100 fully illustrated sample boards for easy practice. O words with and without U, help from J, X, and Z, and much more. 416 pages. Pocket. Paperback. $12.95

**6898734** GREAT WORDPLAY CROSSWORDS. You’ll enjoy testing your wits on variants like Marching Bands, Rows Garden, Some Assembly Required, and more—featuring grids with eye-popping shapes where the words may twist and turn in all directions! Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlemight. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.00

**5987199** EVERYTHING SCRABBLE, THIRD EDITION REVISED. By J. Edley & J.D. Williams, Jr. Here’s the way to improve your game with the experts’ scrabble secrets. Includes more than 100 fully illustrated sample boards for easy practice. O words with and without U, help from J, X, and Z, and much more. 416 pages. Pocket. Paperback. $12.95

**6709206** THE NEW YORK TIMES PRESENTS THE RIGHT WAY TO DO A CROSSWORD PUZZLE. Ed. by Will Shortz. Offers up 100 puzzles for left-handed solvers: every crossword is printed on the left-hand side for easy solving! When you get to the end, flip the book over and solve more lefty-friendly puzzles. Solutions provided. 100 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99


**6594611** THE NEW YORK TIMES HOLIDAY SPIRIT CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Catch the holiday spirit with this fun edition of 200 easy to hard crosswords featuring big grids that make solving a snack! Solutions provided. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99
Pub. at $14.99  
$11.95

5719461 EPIC MAD. By “The Usual Gang of Idiots” Ripped from the pages of the magazine that inspired the hit Cartoon Network show, this collection features some of the oddest, stupidest, and most ridiculous MAD articles ever written! Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. MAD Books. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  
$2.95

5865588 EXTRA CHEESEY ZITS. By J. Borgman & J. Scott. A hilarious collection from the strip that celebrates the generation gap, wherein beleaguered parents and hipster kids specialize in driving each other nuts. Fully illus.. some in color. 205 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10½x8½. 
$13.95

5989469 FLASH GORDON DAILIES, VOLUME 1: The City of Ice. By Dan Barry. Reprints the first seven complete daily strips from November 11, 1951 to October 10, 1953. Flash, his long term partner Alan Arden, and a mysterious gas giant Neptune. Includes a feature on Dan Barry and Harvey Kurtzman, as well as a gallery of rarely seen art. Fully illus. 222 pages. Titan 11½x10¼. Import. Pub. at $39.99  
$9.95

6960030 FOWL LANGUAGE: The Struggle Is Real. By Brian Gordon. Another collection of hilarious comic strips, ripped from the handlines of the author’s own fowl-mouthed struggles in parenting. Starring a pair of clueless duck parents and their rambunctious ducklings, these strips will have you laughing, crying, and swearing in equal measure. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  
$4.95

$19.95

6728790 WHAT WAS THAT ALL ABOUT? ZITS: 20 Years of Strips and Stories. By J. Scott & J. Borgman. Looks back at the 20 year whirlwind life of the Duncan family, the inhabitants of possible weekly television show, Real Housepets. But between Bucky’s misguided attempts at innovation and Satchel’s unwilling participation in the Siamese cat’s schemes, Rob’s dysfunctional household is as chaotic as ever. Fully illus. in color. 254 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8¾x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  
$17.95

$13.95

6924971 THE STORY OF SEX: A Graphic History Through the Ages. By Philippe Geluck. Human sexuality has been a dominant force in our brain since pre-civilization, either for pleasure, power or procreation. The first graphic history of its kind, with hilarious commentary, this book brilliantly and humorously uncovers the most fascinating details of our sexual ancestry and forecast the future of virtual gratification. Adults only. Fully illus. 193 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $27.99  
$21.95

3844967 THE SUGAR AND SPIKE ARCHIVES, VOLUME 1. By Stephan Pastis. From the Silver Age of comics are issues #1-10 of Sheldon Mayer’s colorful and hilarious children’s classic, all following the mischievous exploits of two precocious youngsters. 262 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $59.99  
PRICE CUT TO $11.15

699221X UNSPORTSMANLIKE CONDUCT: A Pearls Before Swine Collection. By Stephan Pastis. Rat, pig and the rest of the animal crew from Pearls Before Swine are doing their best to make the American comic great again. They dare to tell the hard truths that the country needs to hear—these funny cartoons should not be missed! Fully illus., some color. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99  
$9.95

5995212 WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK, VOLUME 3: The Daily Newspaper, 1934-1945. By Al Taliaferro. Throughout WWII, Al Taliaferro and Bob Karp worked hard to give readers a humorous respite from the overseas headlines, as these 750 consecutive comic strips from the Golden Age, gags revolve around his insatiable “growing boy” appetite, lip-locking with squeeze Sarah, keeping his just-repaired vehicle roadworthy, and playing with his band, Goat Cheese Pizza. Featuring both daily black and white and Sunday color strips. 206 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10½x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  
$13.95

$9.95

569587X WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK, VOLUME ONE: The Complete Sunday Comics, 1939-1942. By Al Taliaferro. Starting from the very beginning, here are more than seven full years of Donald Duck Sunday comics, reproduced from pristine original material in the Disney Vaults. A hit from the very start, Donald’s adventures with nephews Huey, Dewey, and Louie are essential to any Disney fanatic’s library. 167 pages. IDW Publishing. 11½x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99  
$19.95

655444X PEARLS HOGS THE ROAD: A Pearls Before Swine Treasury. By Stephan Pastis. The series’ first book returns with characteristic misanthropic humor. No self-aggrandising is too flagrant for Rat, no subject is too silly for Pig. Motivation of Pig is often too basic for Pig. All topics are fair game. Comic strip censors, apathetic baristas, and IRS employees are all strongly advised to laugh or get out of the way. Fully illus.. some color. 253 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  
$13.95
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- **6937152** THE COMPLETE COSMO: The Merry Martian. By Sy Rell et al. This collection features the full six-issue Cosmo the Merry Martian mini-series, as well as four bonus Archie stories and the complete issue #1 of the recent Archie Comics series. Color. 224 pages. Archie Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99. **$8.95**

- **6791727** THE COMPLETE DICK TRACY, VOLUME 23, 1966-67: Dailies & Sundays. By Chester Gould. Brings together every black and white strip published from December 27, 1965 to July 2, 1967. The intrepid detective is on the trail of the artfully named Mr. Britney and his shrewish wife, Christine in a story that also heads, and much more. Fully illus. 242 pages. Fantagraphics. 10¾x9. Pub. at $34.95. **$29.95**

- **6886072** THE GOAT GETTERS. By Eddie Campbell. An arresting narrative of the origin of the comic strip told from a new perspective by one of the leading cartoon storytellers of our time. This volume features a wild bunch of early Twentieth Century cartoonists' characters, these strips capture the essence of the series' most pivotal black and white strips. Featuring all your favorite characters, this comic book reprints some of the most memorable stories and the changing colors, start up a very large leaf strip. Fully illus. 318 pages. IDW Publishing. 11x8½. Pub. at $49.99. **$39.95**

- **688184X** MANDRAKE THE MAGICIAN—THE WEEKEND, VOLUME 1: The Meeting of Mandrake and Lothar. By L. Falk & F. Frakes. This volume, of comic strips, brings together the first four years worth of Fred Fredericks' Mandrake the Magician Sunday newspaper strips, from The Traveler's Tale (3/21/65) to To The Galactic Rumble (09/07/69), including over 250 strips. Fully illus. 254 pages. Titan. 11x8½. Import. Pub. at $19.99. **$17.95**

- **5855675** GASOLINE ALLEY: Daily Comics 1964-1966. By F. King & D. Moores. Starting in a momentous year—when Gasoline Alley creator Frank King officially handed the inkpot to Dick Moores—this compendium reprints some of the series' most pivotal black and white strips. Featuring all your favorite characters, this comic book reprints some of the most memorable stories and the changing colors, start up a very large leaf strip. Fully illus. 318 pages. IDW Publishing. 11x8½. Pub. at $49.99. **$39.95**

- **6921248** HEART AND BRAIN: An Awkward Yeti Collection. By Nick Seluk. From paying taxes and getting up for work in the morning, to dancing with kittens and starting a band, readers everywhere will relate to the ongoing struggle between Heart and Brain. Fully illus. in color. 142 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

- **6921256** HEART AND BRAIN: Gut Instincts—An Awkward Yeti Collection. By Nick Seluk. Features emotional Heart and analytical Brain and introduces a host of other vital organs, such as insatiable Tongue, irritable Bowels, and abused Stomach. Fully illus. in color. 142 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

- **5922267** MAD PRESENTS SPY VS. SPY: The Top Secret Files! By Peter Kuper. Secretly snog on the Black Spy and White Spy as they wage war with their ridiculously ingenious weapons, bombs, rockets and gadgets in this special “dynamite” collection! Fully illus. in color. MAD Books. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **PRICE CUT to $1.99**

- **4608189** HOW TO TELL IF YOUR CAT IS PLOTTING TO KILL YOU. By Matthew Inman. From the author of 15 Very Good Reasons to Punch a Dolphin in the Mouth comes a hilarious, brilliant offering of cut comics, cat facts, and cat trivia. Includes a pull-out poster. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**


- **4626613** MUTTS—A SHINTYK LITTLE CHRISTMAS. By Patrick McDonnell. Celebrate the holiday with a collection of some of the beloved characters in the pantheon of Sunday comics. Mooch the cat and Earl the dog star in a charming, fully illustrated Christmas tale, unfolding image by image in one continuous full-color strip. 80 pages. Andrews McMeel. 5½x8½. Pub. at $9.99. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**


- **5676801** PLAYTIME: A Mutts Treasury. By Patrick McDonnell. Enjoy a year’s worth of hilarious color Sunday and black and white daily strips starring Earl the dog and Mooch the tuxedo cat. Whether they are replacing the cosmos or curling up for a nap, these lighthearted pals blend rambunctious humor and heartwarming charm with the greatest of ease. SHOOPWORN. 208 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

- **6794226** THE MUTTS SPRING DIARIES. By Patrick McDonnell. Celebrate spring with the Mutts gang as they go on egg-decorating sprees, dodge playful rain showers, and welcome home the birds from their winter vacation. Check out the “More to Explore” section to find that Mooch and Earl’s feathered friends have some surprising secrets. Fully illus., some in color. 174 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

- **6732933** THE MUTTS AUTUMN DIARIES. By Patrick McDonnell. It’s finally fall for Earl and Mooch! Follow along as these furry pals enjoy the changing colors, snow up a very large leaf, and celebrate the best time of year. Fully illus., some in color. 174 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

- **5831474** WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK: The Ghost Sheriff of Last Gasp. By Carl Barks. The town of Last Gasp has been deserted for years—except for one stubborn ghost who has his sights set on Donald, Huey, Dewey, and Louie. Then Uncle Scrooge hustles Donald and the boys into his private submarine to recover a sunken treasure on Christmas Eve. And when Donald becomes stationmaster for a tiny railroad station, his first delivery is 10,000 baby turkeys—and they’re hungry! Fully illus., some in color. 242 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

- **6684424** WALT DISNEY’S MICKEY MOUSE, VOLUME 11: Mickey vs. Mickey. By Floyd Gottfredson. Coming home from a trip, Mickey borrows Donald’s house. One that could be his twin, an evil twin that is! The dastardly Miklos has been committing crimes in Mickey’s name. Here comes a fight to the finish. This comic collection includes issues #28 and 29, 60 pages of extras, plus a preview from Disney’s original proof sheets. Fully illus., some in color. 294 pages. Fantagraphics. 10½x8¼. Pub. at $34.99. **$26.95**

- **5705878** GARFIELD CHICKENS OUT. By Jim Davis. Garfield’s 61st collection of hilarious strips! Garfield’s always hatching a new plan to prank his poor owner. Whether he’s garnishing Jon’s soup with cat hair, putting a goldfish in his shoe, or hiding the car, Garfield rules the roost! 94 pages. Ballantine. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00. **PRICE CUT to $6.95**
**#692786 AGE HAPPENS: Garfield Hits the Big 4-0.** By Jim Davis. Join the party as celebrity cartoonists and fans alike pay homage to the famous feline. Even Broadway legend Lin-Manuel Miranda, a lifelong Garfield lover, is inspired and forward to this volume! This commemorative collection of birthday comic strips is a perfect collector’s edition for all fans. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Ballantine. 9½x11. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**#578711 AL CAPP’S L’il ABNER, VOLUME ONE, 1934-1936: The Complete Dailies & Color Sundays.** Ed. by Dean Mullaney. Al Capp’s comedy masterpiece introduced the Shmoo, Lena the Hyena, the Baldiggle, General Bullmooze, and scores of other colorful characters to over 60 million readers. Collecting all the color dailies and meticulously restored color Sundays, this lavish volume is the first of many to revive and reprint this beloved comic series. Fully illus., some color. 270 pages. IDW Publishing. 9½x12½. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

**#694194X GARFIELD HOGS THE SPOTLIGHT.** By Jim Davis. The witty kitty is back in the spotlight with a re-illustrating of strip! And this portly performer has an ego as big as his legendary appetite, and in this collection of strips, Garfield always makes sure he’s the center of attention. Fully illus. in color. 93 pages. Ballantine. 8½x9. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00 $9.95

**#684087 GARFIELD FACT CAT 3-PACK, VOL. 20.** By Jim Davis. Garfield triples your fun with his latest voluminous collection of comics. Whether he’s snoring for gravy, inventing a new dessert or simply humming Jon’s latest ballad, Garfield will do whatever it takes to feed his face and satisfy his hungry fans. Fully illus. in color. 284 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**#665951 ONWARD AND DOWNWARD: The SempeR Sherman’s Lagoon Collection.** By Jim Toomey. In this collection of Sherman’s Lagoon comic strips, readers meet some of the residents of the dark, deep, underwater world: blowfish, mermaid monsters, and blowfish—all of which, in fact, really do live in the ocean. Includes black and white and Sunday color strips. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 PRICE CUT TO $7.95

**#692138 LUNCH WORE AWAY THE PAST: The Nineteenth Century’s Greatest Louse.** By Al Capp. Here in a caustic, sea-floor look at popular culture, as showcased through the lives of the lovable shark and his oceanic cronies. Toomey’s characters attempt new business ventures, go on disastrous dates, try fast food, and read the latest best-selling books, as well as dealing with problems like should you bring shrimp to your holiday party? Will shrimp eat you? Fully illus., some in color. 126 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x9. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99

**#659471 SHMOO: The Complete Comic Books.** By Al Capp. First appearing in Al Capp’s L’il Abner comic strip in 1948, the oddly shaped (and happily arm-wrestles the “Masked Marvel,” sponsoring a merchandising frenzy. In addition to every issue of Shmoo Comics from 1949 and 1950, rare bonus stories, and Shmoo related advertisements from yesteryear, this volume also includes the 20-page essay by Al Capp himself. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $49.95 PRICE CUT TO $11.95

**#592773 L’il ABNER, VOLUME 4: The Complete Dailies & Color Sundays 1941-1942.** By Al Capp. That must-read comics sensation transforming with barbed satire is brought back to life with another meticulously restored selection of strips from the world’s longest-running Sunday strip. Compiles more than 700 sequential comic strips, along with an introduction by Bruce Canwell that places the strip—and Capp himself—in perspective. Fully illus., some color. 253 pages. IDW Publishing. 9½x12½. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

**#176579 XILLY SYMPHONIES, VOLUME 7: 1932-1933: The Sunday Newspaper Comics.** By Earl Davis et al. After more than 80 years, the Disney vaults re-open to give us this Silly Symphony anthology, each page meticulously colored from the original file copies that belonged to Walt Disney himself. In these spectacular Sunday funnies, meet Bucky Bug, the first Disney character to be originated in newspaper comics, see Donald Duck’s newspaper comics debut, and more. 205 pages. IDW Publishing. 12½x9⅛. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

**#678049 L’il ABNER, VOLUME NINE: Complete Sundays and Dailies 1951-1952.** By Al Capp. This strip event in America on its ear: the wedding of L’il Abner and Daisy Mae! But that’s not all that happens in these 700-plus sequential comics. Our hapless hero gets tangled up with the Octopus”, has a close shave at “Scalp University,” and invents his “Taboodle,” a cologne that smells like money; and more! Fully illus. some color. 248 pages. IDW Publishing. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95

**#659721 SKIPPY, VOLUME 1: Daily Comics, 1925-1927.** By Percy Crosby. The spiritual successor to Peanuts, Calvin and Hobbes, and more, Skippy became a sensation after its 1923 debut in LIFE magazine. This premiere volume contains the earliest black and white daily comics from the series, as well as an exhaustively researched biography and rare artwork from the collection of the late Charlie Brown. Fully illus. 336 pages. IDW Publishing. 9½x6¼. Pub. at $49.95 $31.95

**#677152X SKIPPY, VOLUME 2: Daily Comics 1928-1930.** By Percy Crosby. The spiritual successor to Peanuts, Calvin and Hobbes, and more, Skippy debuted in LIFE magazine in 1923, before becoming a nationwide comic strip sensation. Collected here are three years of daily comic strips from the series, plus an entry in the continuing biography of its creator. Fully illus. 336 pages. IDW Publishing. 9½x6¼. Pub. at $49.95 $24.95

**#677859X SILEY SYMPHONIES, VOLUME 3: The Complete Comics, 1939-1942.** By M. de Maris & H. Karp. Direct from the Disney Vaults comes all the spectacular Silly Symphonies Sunday pages from 1939 to 1942, including the original comic strip adaptation of Pinocchio, an exclusive run of Pluto comics, The Ugly Duckling, and an extended series starring Little Hiawatha. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. IDW Publishing. 12½x8¾. Pub. at $49.95 PRICE CUT TO $27.95

**#464605 THE COMPLETE PEANUTS, 1999 TO 2000.** By Charles M. Schulz. This volume collects the last year of the most beloved comic strip ever created. Roofle learns to swim, Woodstock becomes a “underground” comic book artist, and Snoopy’s siblings Andy, Olaf, and Spike appear. This volume is rounded out with the complete Li’l Folks, which Schulz produced for his hometown paper and predecessor peanuts. Fully illus. in color. Fantagraphics. 8½x6¼. Pub. at $29.99 PRICE CUT TO $15.95

**#688773X PEANUTS EVERY SINGLE DAY 1971-1975, VOLUME 5.** By Charles M. Schulz. In this volume of Charles Schulz’s imaginative comic strip—presented in lush color—heads into the 1970s. Charlie Brown and Sally, Linus and Lucy, Snoopy and Woodstock, Patty Schroeder, and Franklin are all here. To start off the decade two new members join the crew: the bookish Marcie and Ronen Venet Peit. 272 pages. Fantagraphics. 13x9¼. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95


**#693029 THE COMPLETE PEANUTS, 1967-1968.** By Charles M. Schulz. Snoopy runs for office on the “Paw Power” ticket, Lucy attempts to be a movie star, the “Masked Marvel” and Linus finally gives up his security blanket. Plus, Franklin makes his first appearance in this beloved collection. Fully illus. 314 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $17.95
JOLLY TITLES FOR OLDER FOLKS. By Bob Phillips. Enjoy this fresh collection of good clean jokes for the young at heart that will provide much entertainment at get-togethers or as you sit down to coffee with your good friends. 170 pages. Harvest House. Paperback.

$5.95

WHY GOD MAKES BALD GUYS. By Lennie Peterson. Forget the weave or the comb-over. Stand tall and shout “I’m bald as a cockroach and I’m not gonna hide it anymore.” All you need is this guide. OK, maybe a hat would help, too, after all, bald isn’t that beautiful. Illus. 66 pages. CCC Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

$3.95

THE TOTALLY UNSCIENTIFIC STUDY OF THE SEARCH FOR HUMAN HAPPINESS. By Paula Poundstone. In her wildly and wisely observed work, the comedy legend takes on that most intelligible of rights—the pursuit of happiness—and offers herself up as a human guinea pig in a series of thoroughly unscientific experiments. 290 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $25.95

$6.95

TEST YOUR TODDLER’S IQ. By Rachel Federman. Work your way through this comprehensive quiz to determine whether your toddler is at heart a scholar, philosopher, entertainer, explorer, or entrepreneur. Color drawings. 128 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.99

$3.95

* HORACE & AGNES: A Love Story. By L. Dowling & A. Kepka. A whimsical story that captures the love story of Horace the horse, and Agnes the squirrel, an unlikely pair but a perfect partnership, told in an extraordinary collection of photographs and accompanying narrative. Fully illus. in color. Blue Rider, 10¼x8¼. Pub. at $25.00

$4.95

WRINKLIES JOKE BOOK. By M. Haskins & C. Whichello. The hundreds of gags in these pages are designed to make you feel better about growing old. So sit back and relax on your favorite chair, find your bifocals (they’re on your head), and celebrate the hilarity of aging. 192 pages. Prioron Import. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95


$4.95

THE COMPLETE GEEZER GUIDEBOOK: Everything You Need to Know About Being Old and Grouchy By Charlie F. Adams. You may be old. You may be grumpy. But do you want to do. 256 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $25.95

$11.95


$3.95

HOW TO GET FREE FOOD IN COLLEGE. By Ron Ben-Meir. Contains many anecdotes and examples of where to go and what to do to eat for free. Whether you are a single person or have roommates, this guide will help you get free food. Illus. 108 pages. CCC Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$3.95

THE BEST OF THE HARVARD LAMPOON: 140 Years of American Humor. This anthology offers selections from the Lampoon’s storied history as one of the most influential comedic forces in the country. Features art and writing by such comedy and literary luminaries as Andy Borowitz, Patrick Raftery, John Updike, Conan O’Brien and others. Illus. 254 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $26.00

$6.95

IRISH WIT, WISDOM & HUMOR. Compiled by Gerd de Ley. Featuring the wit, wisdom and humor of Samuel Beckett, Bono, Keneth Branagh, Pierce Brosnan, Tim Daly, Colin Farrell, Richard Harris, James Joyce, Denis Leary, Oscar Wilde, George Bernard Shaw, and many more. 216 pages. Hatherleigh. Pub. at $15.00

$11.95

ET TU, BRUTE? The Deaths of the Roman Emperors. By Jason Novak. An irreverent, illustrated compendium of the deaths of all the Roman emperors, from Augustus to Romulus Augustulus. Here in all their glory are Nero (stabbing himself in the throat), Tiberius (smothered in his sleep by his successor), Caligula (killed by his own praetorian guards) and more. Norton. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95

BRIT WIT: The Perfect Riposte for Every Social Occasion. Ed. by Susie Jones. Presents wonderful one-liners from such formidable figures as Churchill and Shakespeare to more recent luminaries of British stage, screen and society including Michael Caine, Victoria Wood and Eddie Izzard. 191 pages. Summersdale. Import.

$14.95

ARE YOU A SPORTS NUT? By Eric Schuman. Have you ever tried to convince yourself that the snow outside isn’t too deep for golf? Did you ever try to comb your hair like King? Or do you cut your hair, and then, when your book’s for you? Full of laugh out loud nutty sports facts. Illus. 120 pages. CCC Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

$3.95

GOLF IS PUNISHMENT FOR NOT TAKING UP ANOTHER SPORT. 175 Jokes for All 18 Holes. By Gene & Linda Perret. Whether you are laughing at the other player or yourself, the best way to have fun playing golf is to simply have fun playing golf. Share these side-splitting jokes with your fellow players at home or on the golf course. 178 pages. Familias. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

GUIDEBOOK: Everything You Need to Know About Growing Old and Grumpy! By Adam Resnick. A hilarious look at the challenges that grebe those who are facing old age. The hundreds of gags in this book are designed to make you feel better about growing old. So sit back and relax on your favorite chair, find your bifocals (they’re on your head), and celebrate the hilarity of aging. 192 pages. Prioron Import. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95

ACADEMIA OBSCURA: The Hidden Silly Side of Higher Education. By Glen Wright. An irreverent glimpse inside the ivory tower, exposing the eccentric and slightly unhinged world of university life. The author invites you to step inside the academy and discover what academics are up to when no one’s looking. Welcome to the hidden silly side of higher education. 266 pages. Unbound. Import. Pub. at $16.95

$13.95

DON’T LET THEM GET YOU DOWN. By Zachary Auburn. Today’s cats face a brave new world of threats to their nine lives: liberals, online predators, post-apocalyptic survival, and detaching from the human world at large. His mind shaped by such touchstone experiences, he shares his observations on the world and what life means to him. "The Usual Gang of Idiots" Another ridiculous MAD magazine product! Set includes the fully illustrated MAD Neumamans: More Half-Wit & Wisdom of Alfred E. Neuman; a fully poseable Alfred E. Neuman action figure; a full page of magnetic MAD words; and four full-color limited edition MAD postcards. MAD Books. Pub. at $25.95

$13.95

HOW TO TALK TO YOUR CAT ABOUT GUN SAFETY. By Adam Resnick. A hilarious look at the challenges that grebe those who are facing old age. The hundreds of gags in this book are designed to make you feel better about growing old. So sit back and relax on your favorite chair, find your bifocals (they’re on your head), and celebrate the hilarity of aging. 192 pages. Prioron Import. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95

WHY GOD MADE EDDIE IZZARD. By Paula Poundstone. In her wildly and wisely observed work, the comedy legend takes on that most intelligible of rights—the pursuit of happiness—and offers herself up as a human guinea pig in a series of thoroughly unscientific experiments. 290 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $25.95

$6.95


$9.95

If you have a question about the reference quality, please let us know at erhc@erhc.com.
**767812 WORMS EAT MY GARDENAGE: How to Set Up and Maintain a Worm Composting System**
*By Richard Rotstein. Use a little help from a family of worms, you can turn all your kitchen scraps and leftovers into rich, valuable vermicompost for your garden and houseplants. This classic guide details how to create a well-maintained worm bin to handle your composting waste. Produces 184 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**5540836 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO AQUAPONIC GARDENING**
*By Meg Stout. Learn how to raise two crops (fish and vegetables) in a single, self-contained, eco-friendly space. The fish provide nutrients for the plants while the plants clean the water for the fish. This guide provides all you need to know to build and care for an aquaponic garden. Illus. 334 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6818501 DEEPROOTLOUTH AT SOIL & MANURE 2ND EDITION REVISED**
*By Rhonda Massingham Hay, 120 projects and techniques for your landscape, garden investments with environmentally responsible homemade deterrents or commercial repellents that really work. Reveals how to design your garden or landscape to make the most of everything that nature’s designed to do. This guide will show you how to have the right plants, choose the right equipment, maximize yield, increase potency, and much more. Illus. in color. 510 pages. Quick American. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

---

**Gardening Fundamentals & Techniques**

**6563678 SHALLOW-PIT GARDEN COMPOSTING: The Backyard Renaissance Collection.** By Caleb Warnock. Compost the easy way with this composting method. There is no digging or turning, and no need to turn the compost, no need to buy any equipment and no garden space is lost. Illus. 68 pages. Familius. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**6553619 NO-TILL GARDENING: The Backyard Renaissance Collection.** By Caleb Warnock. Provides a no-till method that will keep your tiller and have the best garden in the neighborhood. Includes tips on how to make your own organic fertilizer, create a self-seeding garden and much more. Illus. 75 pages. Familius. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**6755382 BUG BUSTERS, THIRD EDITION:** Poison-Free Pest Controls for Your House and Garden. By Bernice Litton. Covers every pest of the house and garden, from ants to wasps, and explains how to shut, starve, or wipe out bug and rodent invaders. Presents dozens of inexpensive, safe solutions using common materials. Even guides you in attracting beneficial insects to your garden. Illus. 291 pages. Square One Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**6917208 PRUNING MADE EASY: Storey’s Gardening Skills Illustrated.** By Lewis Hill. A user-friendly guide to all aspects of pruning for all the major types of plants, from adult trees and small shrubs to old, neglected fruit. Also includes recommendations on tools and equipment. Illus. 218 pages. Storey. 8 5/10 x 10 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**3603350 MARIJUANA DAILY GARDENING: How to Grow Indoors Under Fluorescent Lights.** By Henry Woodward. Guides you through the set up and day-to-day operation of a personal marijuana garden. Learn how to: germinate seeds; clone plants; grow dank buds; avoid common problems; have a successful harvest; run your own garden, stress-free; and more. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. Green Candy. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

---

**Humor**

**6743227 LIFE IS A JOKE: 100 Life Lessons (with Punch Lines).** By the Jayna Brothers. 237 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**6510129 WORKS WELL WITH OTHERS.** By Ross McAmmon. 263 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.95

**5871360 HOW TO BE A HUSBAND.** By Tim Dowling. 274 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $26.95

**5997133 MAD’S GREATEST WRITERS: Frank Jacobs–Five Decades of His Greatest Works.** Fully illus., some in color. 272 pages. Running Press. Slightly off-center to the left of the page. Pub. at $29.95

**6353100 HOW TO APPEAR NORMAL AT SOCIAL EVENTS: And Other Essential Wisdom.** By Lord Birthday. 112 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**759867X BASIC SKILLS CAUCASIAN AMERICANS WORKBOOK.** By Beverly Hope Slapin. Illus. 118 pages. PM Press. Pub. at $18.95


**5860989 I JUDGE YOU WHEN YOU USE POOR GRAMMAR.** By Sharon Eliza Nichols. 146 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**5861071 MORE BADDER GRAMMAR!** By Sharon Eliza Nichols. 117 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 PRICE CUT TO $5.05

**6553524 GRIS GRIMLY’S WICKED NURSERY RHYMES III.** Fully illus. 32 pages. Baby Tattoo. Pub. at $6.95

**5957665 REAL ARTISTS HAVE DAY JOBS: And Other Awesome Things They Don’t Teach You in School.** By Sara Benincasa. 259 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

**5954096 UNFRIENDING MY EX: Confessions of a Social Media Rodent Invader.** Presents dozens of inexpensive, easy to build, yet effective DIY solutions to killer rodent invaders. Includes tips on how to make your own organic fertilizer, create a self-seeding garden and much more. Illus. in color. 510 pages. Quick American. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**6767101 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTING COMBINATIONS, REVISED EDITION.** By Tony Lord, photos by A. Lawson. Presents a comprehensive lists of plants that deer most like and dislike. Revised and updated. 200 pages. Stonehedge. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6943160 HOW TO PROPAGATE 375 PLANTS.** By Richard Rosendorf. Step by step instructions for creating plants for free, from propagating seeds and cuttings to dividing, layering and grafting. Includes a directory of 375 flowers, herbs, vegetables, fruits, veggies, shrubs and landscape plants. Guides about how to improve your soil and make compost. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**6563300 BIODYNAMIC GARDENING FOR HEALTH & TASTE.** By Hilary Wright. Discover how to create a beautiful garden with the least effort, with the most imaginative and visually effective planting combinations–over 4,000 in all! Includes detailed information on which plants go best together as well as advice on how to re-create the combinations of the most innovative designers. Over 1,000 color photos. 464 pages. Firefly. 8x11 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

**667263X ED ROSENTHAL’S MARIJUANA GROWER’S HANDBOOK.** Contains the latest knowledge, tools, and methods to grow great marijuana-indoors and out. Uses the most efficient technology and time-saving labor-saving equipment to ensure your marijuana successes. Choose the right plant, choose the right equipment, maximize yield, increase potency, and much more. Illus. in color. 510 pages. Quick American. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**6767114 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTING COMBINATIONS, REVISED EDITION.** By Tony Lord, photos by A. Lawson. Presents a comprehensive lists of plants that deer most like and dislike. Revised and updated. 200 pages. Stonehedge. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6943160 HOW TO PROPAGATE 375 PLANTS.** By Richard Rosendorf. Step by step instructions for creating plants for free, from propagating seeds and cuttings to dividing, layering and grafting. Includes a directory of 375 flowers, herbs, vegetables, fruits, veggies, shrubs and landscape plants. Guides about how to improve your soil and make compost. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Lorenz. 8x11 1/4. Import. Pub. at $35.00

**6637256 THE CANNABIS GROW BIBLE, 3RD EDITION: The Definitive Guide to Growing Marijuana for Recreational and Medical Use.** By Greg Green. Designed for beginning gardeners and experienced cultivators alike this guide will teach you how to grow big, potent buds quickly and efficiently. Covers everything in depth from the smallest closet gardens to commercial warehouse operations and even greenhouse projects. Fully illus. in color. 690 pages. Green Candy. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00

**6605923 ATTRACTING BENEFICIAL BIRDS TO YOUR GARDEN.** By Jenny Mollen. Through straightforward advice and illustrations, this book reveals how to attract and entice birds to your garden. Contains the latest knowledge, tools, and methods to grow great marijuana-indoors and out. Uses the most efficient technology and time-saving labor-saving equipment to ensure your marijuana successes. Choose the right plant, choose the right equipment, maximize yield, increase potency, and much more. Illus. in color. 510 pages. Quick American. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

---

*See more titles at erhbc.com/652 – 75 –*
**WEEDLESS GARDENING:** The Hassle-Free All-Organic System. By Lee Reich. Explains planning the garden, mulching, differentiating where doing the work and up working over and up working of the soil. Reich introduces Jacob a system of gardening from the top down with a edible cover that protects the soil, eliminates heavy work, and reduces water needs. 176 pages. Workman. Paperbound. $17.95

5918278 NEW WILD GARDEN: Natural-Style Planting and Practicability. By lan Hodgson. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Frances Lincoln. 9x110%. Import. Pub at $35.80

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**


**$21.95**

**590357X GARDENING WITH FOLIAGE I:** 127 Dazzling Combinations That Pair the Beauty of Leaves with Flowers, Bark, Berries, and More. By K. Chapman & C. Salzwitz. Fully illus. in color. 340 pages. Timber. 8x10%. Paperbound. $24.95

**$17.95**

**Vegetable Gardening**

**6872448 GROW ALL YOU CAN EAT IN 3 SQUARE FEET, Ed by Tia Sarkar. No matter how small your space, get every inch of it growing with tasty fruit and vegetables. This guide proves you can grow food anywhere. Learn what to grow, how to use your space efficiently and how to maximize your yield. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. $22.95

**$19.95**

**6904467 MICROGREENS, SECOND EDITION: How to Grow Nature’s Own Superfood.** By Fiona Hill. Provides detailed information from planting to harvesting for 35 popular varieties along with recipes and ideas on how to use them. Includes troubleshooting, the nutritional value of microgreens, and how to encourage children to grow and eat their own. Illus. in color. 120 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. $19.95

**$6.95**

**GARDEN PLANS & PLANTING SCHEMES**

**686290X FIVE-PLANT GARDENS: 52 Ways to Grow a Perennial Garden with Just Five Plants.** By Nancy J. Ondra. Take the guesswork out of designing and planting perennial beds with plans for 52 gardens, each one featuring just five perennials that grow well together and with plans for 52 gardens, each one featuring just five perennials that grow well together and offer more than 30 recipes to use your harvest. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Quirk. Pub at $16.95
Vegetable Gardening


5715121 STRAW TUMBLE GARDENING: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as Two Feet! By John Tullock. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$7.95

DVD 5916392 THE ART OF GARDENING: Homestead Blessings. Stonefly-Wolf. $4.95


6832377 CHARLES DOWDING’S VEG JOURNAL: Expert No-Dig Advice, Month by Month. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Frances Lincoln. Import. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95


Specialty Gardening

6906524 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS HERB GARDENING. By Karen Weir-Jimerson. Provides a comprehensive guide to planning, planting, creating, and caring for a beautiful and delicious herb garden. Become inspired to begin a large backyard herb garden or a small windowsill set-up by the 575 full-color photos of herbs and their uses. Includes 36 recipes. 224 pages. Wiley. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

6907337 TURNING A WOODLAND IN TO A BUTTERFLY GARDEN. By Christopher Kline. Design a beautiful butterfly garden and learn to recognize butterfly species! Illustrated with over 150 color photographs, this guide covers gardening basics, garden designs, common butterflies in the garden, native nectar, a host plant guide, and sources for native plants. 124 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

5917282 CANNABIS SATIVA, VOLUME 1: The Essential Guide to the World’s Finest Marijuana Strains. Ed. by S.T. Oner. Take a trip through the damkest, fattest, sickest buds this side of Durban. This guide to 100 amazing strains from 100 great breeders features information about the genetic history, growing traits, taste, and effects of the very best marijuana from across the globe. Color photos. 208 pages. Green Candy. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $6.95

683664X INDOOR BONSAI. By Paul Lesniewicz. Looks at species of bonsai that can be kept indoors all year round. There are sections on choosing a plant or growing it from seed, planting, general care, pests and diseases, shaping, wiring, and pruning, and many other aspects, simply explained to help the gardener create their own individual work of art. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Cassell. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

6553478 BUILDING NATURAL PONDS: Creating a Green, Alpine, Free-Flowing Water Garden Without Filters, Pumps, or Chemicals. By Robert Pavlis. Whether you’re a backyard gardener looking to add a small serene natural water feature or a homesteader with visions of a large pond for fish, vegetables, and livestock, this detailed volume is the complete guide to building ponds in tune with nature–where plants, insects, and amphibians thrive in blissful serenity. Photos, some in color. 159 pages. New Society. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ 6929003 STRESS SUCCUMENTS: Japanese Inspired Container Gardens for Small Spaces. By TOKIIRO. Applying the simple principles of Japanese ikebana and bonsai to succulent gardening, the authors have created gardening works of art that can be pulled apart, displayed in groups or one by one, sculpted. Included are tips on combining colors, shapes and textures; selecting, and modifying containers, finding the most pleasing spaces for growing, and maintaining a healthy succulent garden. Fully illus., most in color. 96 pages. Little. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 6950752 HYPERTUFA CONTAINERS: Creating and Planting an Alpine Trough Garden. By Lon Chips. Hypertufa containers, made from a mix of cement, perlite, peat, and water, are rustic, versatile, and a charming addition to every garden. This guide provides all the information you need to make your own hypertufa troughs at home and how to choose plants that are suited to these rock like containers. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Cool Springs. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 6958020 DIY HYPERTUFA GARDENS. By Tyler Baras. Featuring practical information aimed at home do-it-yourselfers, Baras shows exactly how to build, plant, and maintain over a dozen unique hypertufa garden designs, some costing just a few dollars to make. Includes the information you need to get started including complete crop selection charts. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ 6881522 WINTERING WITH MY MARIJUANA PLANTS. By D. Deardorff & K. Wadsworth. Identify, repair, and prevent the problems that plague your pot plants with this practical problem-solving resource. In a easy-to-use diagnostic system, guided questions written in understandable, non-technical language are made even more effective through over 100 outstanding color photos. 182 pages. Ten Speed. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 6784640 THE BONSAI BEGINNER’S BIBLE: The Definitive Guide to Choosing and Growing Bonsai. By Peter Chan. This compact guide provides everything you need to know to grow bonsai successfully, including selecting your pot, wiring, styling, staging, care and maintenance, tackling common ailments, choosing the right container, feeding and repotting. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Mitchell Beazley. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 6922449 HEALING HOUSEPLANTS: How to Keep Plants Indoors for Clean Air, Healthier Skin, Improved Focus, and a Happier Life! By Michelle Polk. Houseplants add vibrancy to any home or office, but many also have significant health benefits you may not even know about. Learn which plants have which health benefits and then find out how to care for them effectively in your home or office. Fully illus., detailed guide. Color photos. 165 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 68945OX GARDENING WITH JUNK: Simple and Innovative Planting Ideas Using Recycled Pots and Containers. By Adam Caplan. Demonstrates how you can turn all sorts of junk containers and recycle them into fun and practical pots. Learn which plants are best suited to which pots, make great containers for little nooks and crannies, and create stunning garden features for your yard or for your friends and family. Fully illus., 144 pages. CICO Books. Pub. at $19.95 $17.95

★ 7564973 GROWING AND MARKETING GINSENG, GOLDSENSEAL AND OTHER WOODLAND MEDICINALS, REVISED. By J. Davis & W.S. Persons. Now fully revised and updated, this is your authoritative source for practical information on the cultivation of more than a dozen sought-after shade-loving native species, from popular medicinal roots like ginseng and goldenseal to other popular botanicals and nutritious wild food. Well illus., some in color. 508 pages. New Society. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $39.95 $27.95


6905048 THE WINTER GARDEN. By Emma Hardy. Discover what to plant for colorful blooms, interesting foliage, and beautiful berries, with this beautiful guide that features inspiring ideas for indoor gardens and displays of bulbs as well. Hardy also includes over 35 easy step by step projects for gardening projects for your home or your friends and family. Fully illus., 144 pages. CICO Books. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

6883212 MINIATURE TERRARIUMS. By Fourwords. Filled with ideas for creating the perfect little garden using repurposed glass containers–a lab flask, a wine glass, a mason jar, or an inexpensive glass box or hanging vase. With this complete guide you’ll learn how to create moss and fern terrariums; air plant terrariums; terrariums with succulents; and captivating combinations of plants. Fully illus., color. 96 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95
6906599 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS STEP-BY-STEP LANDSCAPING. By D. Haupert & B. Lawry. Featuring more than 1,200 inspirational photos that show exciting ideas and clear step by step instructions, this all new edition makes it easy for you to plan, plant, and build the landscape you’ve always wanted. 407 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

$6.95

★ 6805982 PRACTICAL BAMBOOS: The 50 Best Plants for Screens, Containers & More. By Paul Whitaker. Recommends the best 50 landscape bamboos for a wide range of purposes, sites and conditions. Bamboos are unbeatable garden plants boasting attractive culms, year-round foliage and rustling charm. They are perfect for adding style, creating an exotic mood, or screening eyesores. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

★ 680544X BEAUTIFUL NO-MOW YARDS: 50 Amazing Lawn Alternatives. By Evelyn J. Hadden. Now you can liberate yourself from your lawn with eco-friendly alternatives to that demanding green turf. Trade your lawn for a lively prairie or replace it with a runoff-reducing rain garden. You’ll find lots of ideas and inspiration to help you plan, plant, nurture, and at the perfect time, cut back your yard. Fully illus. in color. 156 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

★ 6805009 LANDSCAPING FOR PRIVACY: Innovative Ways to Transform Your Outdoor Space into a Peaceful Retreat. By Marty Wingate. The area around your home is your haven, your sanctuary, your refuge from the noise and irritation of traffic, everyday life, and nosy neighbors. This guide brims with creative and inspiring ideas for creating the perfect haven, whether it’s creating a wheelbarrow, or the textures of a pathway. A wonderful inspirational and practical guide to gardening. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. 11x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

$9.95

6915507 YOUR FIRST GARDEN: A Landscape Primer for New Home Owners. By Judith Adam. A primer on transforming the empty yard of a newly built home into a well-designed outdoor living area. Covers the basic elements of landscape design and garden creation: planning for scale and balance, color selection, and architectural features. Recommended plants are suitable for all North American climates. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Firefly. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$6.95


$27.95

★ 6832939 DESIGNING WITH PALMS. By Jason DeWeese. This comprehensive guide reveals the many ways palms can transform courtyards, gardens, and landscapes. Detailing the most important characteristics of each species and highlighting stunning photos, this volume is packed with vital advice on making the most of these plants. 368 pages. Timber. 8x10/14. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00

$37.95

★ 6762778 BACKYARD BLUEPRINTS: Design, Furniture and Plants for a Small Garden. By David Stevens. Filled with inspirational black and white, as well as offering hundreds of full color photos, and creative ideas, this splendid volume is a guide for successful garden design to suit every lifestyle and ability. 144 pages. Timber. 8x10/14. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

PRICE CUT to $2.95

★ 6812864 NEW LANDSCAPING IDEAS THAT WORK. By Julie Moir Messervy. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Taunton. 9x10/14. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

$24.95


$24.95


$17.95


$17.95

★ 6837313 SEEDS: Time Capsules of Life. By R. Kesellett & W. Slumpy. Presents a fascinating natural history of seeds, illustrated with close-up photographs and scanning electron micrographs. These intricate images afford an unprecedented view into a most astonishing microcosm, where even the tiniest examples are exquisitely beautiful and sophisticated. 264 pages. Earth Aware. 9x8/14. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

$8.95

★ 6886425 APPLES, REVISED. By Roger Yepsen. Profiling more than 100 varieties of apples, this small and elegant revised guide incorporates fifteen newly popular apple varieties along with Honeyslip, Pink Lady. Also included are recipes for Apple Leather, Apple Brandy, Apple Pie and more. Illus. in color. 288 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$16.95

★ 6948865 URBAN FORESTS: A Natural History of Trees and People in the American Cityscape. By Jill Jonnes. This title is a celebration of trees and the Americans who have passionately promoted the greening of our cities. Ranging from Jefferson’s day to the present, Jonnes author tells the captivating stories of these arboreal advocates. A revelation of one of the greatest, most productive, and most beautiful of our natural resources. 394 pages. Viking. Pub. at $32.00

$18.95

★ 7865444 THE WILD WISDOM OF WEEDS: 13 Essential Plants for Human Survival. By Katrina Blair. The global “survival plants”—dandelion, mallow, purslane, plantain, thistle, amaranth, dock, mustard, grass, chickweed, clover, lambsquarter, and knotweed—regenerate the earth while supporting human survival. Blair teaches you how to maintain a state of optimal health and incorporate wild weeds into your daily practices. Includes 100 unique recipes. Well illus. in color. 358 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

$19.95

★ 6848393 HOW TO GROW YOUR OWN NUTS: Choosing, Cultivating and Harvesting Nuts in Your Garden. By Martin Crawford. Designed to help you discover what nuts are available, and how to grow, harvest, and process them, resulting in your own delicious and nutritious crops. After a multi-chapter explanation of cultivation and processing, it offers a useful Nut Trees A-Z guide, packed with invaluable diagrams, charts, and color photos. 320 pages. Clarkson Potter. Imperial. Pub. at $34.99

$27.95

★ 6866469 A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO RECOGNIZING TREES OF THE NORTHEAST. By Mark Mikolas. For year-round tree identification, Mikolas’s secret is to focus on the key characteristics of each tree—black cherry bark looks like burnt potato chips, spruce needles are pointed while balsam fir needles are soft and rounded at the ends. Includes location maps for the 40 species he covers in this volume. Well illus. in color. 205 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95


$11.95
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- **680698 DOGWOODS: The Genus Cornus.** By P. Cappelletti & D. Shadow. Dogwood trees and shrubs are unquestionably among the superstar elements of the perennial garden. This reference provides a solid overview of all dogwoods of horticultural merit, with specific information on cultivation, combating pests and diseases, and the fundamentals of breeding. Fully illus. color. 224 pages. Timber. Pub. at $39.95

- **681846 ESSENTIAL NATIVE TREES AND SHRUBS FOR THE EASTERN UNITED STATES.** The Guide to Creating a Sustainable Landscape. By T. Dove & G. Woolnough. Designed for easy plant selection, this comprehensive guide is a valuable resource for gardeners, landscape architects, and other designers interested in creating sustainable and attractive landscapes. Fully illus. in color. 312 pages. Imagine! 8/4x10/1/2. Pub. at $35.00

- **684901 DIRR’S ENCyclopedia OF TREES & SHRUBs.** By Michael A. Dirr. With Dirr's signature style. Provides all the essential details for identification, planting, and care. Fully illus. in color. 951 pages. Timber. 8/4x11. Pub. at $74.95


- **578642X THE MAN WHO MADE THINGS OUT OF TREES.** By Robert Penn. 245 pages. Norton. Pub. at $19.95

**Garden Features & Furniture**

- **659470 BUILD IT! DIY Projects for Farmers, Smallholders and Gardeners: 20.** By Kate Asper. Using recycled materials wherever possible, Jacobs provides clear, step-by-step instructions for over 50 do-it-yourself projects for both inside and outside the house. From a polygonal greenhouse to solar panels, each project covers materials and plans, instructions, and templates, where necessary. Fully illus. in color. 264 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

- **6741533 HAND-MADE OUTDOOR FURNITURE: 20 Projects Anyone Can Build.** By Kate Asper. Create gorgeous, contemporary furniture for your outdoor space. With minimal investment, standard tools, and readily available materials from your local lumberyard, you can outfit your yard with 20 one of a kind projects that are better than anything you can buy. Complete with detailed step-by-step instructions. Fully illus. 24 pages. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $15.95

- **6860290 QUICK & EASY HANDMADE GARDEN FURNITURE: 23 Step-by-Step Weekend Projects.** By Philip & Kate Hasel. With twenty-three easy to make projects for more than 125 hand-crafted gardeners’ equipment, this guide offers every garden the perfect touch. Each design is illustrated with clear step by step photography, full instructions, and templates, where necessary. 128 pages. Cico Books. 8/4x10. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**GARDENING FOR MINDFULNESS.** By Holly Farrell. Gardening, like mindfulness, is a way of finding a sense of calm in an otherwise chaotic world. Farrell, a horticulturist and mindfulness practitioner, provides a blueprint for a more contemplative way to garden, including projects, meditations and inspiration. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Mitchell Beazley. Ed. by Mark Hitchcock. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**6755666 INSTANT WALL ART: Butterfly Botanical Prints.** Presents 45 ready-to-frame vintage illustrations for your home decor. Each print captures the intricate details and vibrant colors of the world’s most beautiful butterflies. Each print is sized to fit an 8x10-inch frame and is printed on perforated pages for easy removal. Adams Media. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**680729 GARDENING FOR MINDFULNESS.** By Holly Farrell. Gardening, like mindfulness, is a way of finding a sense of calm in an otherwise chaotic world. Farrell, a horticulturist and mindfulness practitioner, provides a blueprint for a more contemplative way to garden, including projects, meditations and inspiration. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Mitchell Beazley. Ed. by Mark Hitchcock. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**6600212 LILIES MAGNOLIAS: Botanical Watercolors of Deborah passmore.** A project for hand-crafted gardeners, this volume comes to light for the first time since it was created by Gillingham in the mid 1870s. A celebration of the lilies and magnolias of the South, it will be a treasure for all who love antique botanical art. Features 49 exquisite renderings of lilies, each printed on perforated parchment paper. Schiffer. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99

**RUSTIC CARPENTRY:** Woodworking with Natural timber. Ed. by Paul N. Hasluck. A superb resource for woodworkers, furniture makers, and carpenters of all skill levels. Create tables, chairs, gates, porches, aviaries, tool sheds, and more with the detailed advice and color illustrations included in this guide. 160 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.99

**RUSTIC GARDEN PROJECTS.** By Marianne Svard Hagvig. Here are step-by-step instructions for making concrete vases, tree swings, fountains, stained glass plant supports, and so much more to make any lawn look comfortable, decorative and a delight to linger in. For crafters and gardeners alike, this collection has everything you need to transform any yard into a flowing oasis. Fully illus. in color. 250 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**6833991 JUNK BEAUTIFUL, OUTDOOR EDITION.** By Sue Whitney with K. Meleandt. Demonstrates how to transform patios, outdoor kitchens, pools and gardens into a front-door-to-back-yard haven with trademark junk market flair. Features more than twenty new projects and countless trade secrets. Fully illus. in color. 202 pages. Taunton. 9/4x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95


**More Works on Gardening**

**6756735 GARDEN BLESSINGS: Poems, Prose and Prayers Celebrating the Love of Gardening.** By June Coliner. A one of a kind treasury of uplifting prayers, prose and poems that share a common appreciation for the love of gardening and the many messages that gardening brings to our lives. 219 pages. Inscribed Editions. Pub. at $16.95

**266724X BOTANICAL PRINTS: Instant Wall Art.** Featuring 45 ready to frame vintage illustrations for your home decor, these prints captures the intricate details and vibrant colors of the world’s most beautiful butterflies. Each print is sized to fit an 8x10-inch frame and is printed on perforated pages for easy removal. Adams Media. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**6889573 JUNK BEAUTIFUL, OUTDOOR EDITION.** By Sue Whitney with K. Meleandt. Demonstrates how to transform patios, outdoor kitchens, pools and gardens into a front-door-to-back-yard haven with trademark junk market flair. Features more than twenty new projects and countless trade secrets. Fully illus. in color. 202 pages. Taunton. 9/4x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**6805728 HANDMADE GARDEN PROJECTS.** By Lorene Edwards Fowler. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


---
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188 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

Choose the right housewrap; and buy the best attic insulation; install replacement windows; to: conduct an energy audit; upgrade your

Become more energy smart by learning how
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6819672 ABRACADABRA: Mexican Toys. Text by Guillerme Aceves. Features over one hundred handcrafted toys made in Mexico, including carved and painted wood figures, puppets, and pinwheels. Among the materials used are cardboard, gum, tree bark, and mud. Fully illus. in color, 120 pages. Museum of New Mexico. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

★ 6955622 2019 POCKET PIGS MINI CALENDAR. Squeal with delight with this instant day brightener! The teacup pigs of Pennywell Farm in Devon, England are plump, palm size, and full of charisma—and they're back for another playful year. Features heart-melting portraits and captions that heighten the cuteness. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 6955452 2019 AUDUBON SWEET SONGBIRDS MINI CALENDAR. From the experts at Audubon, a year of birds that alight in your garden and show off their plumage. Provides common and scientific names, as well as information on habits, range, and voice. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 6955451 2019 SPOOKY SONGBIRDS MINI CALENDAR. From the experts at Audubon, a year of birds that alight in your garden and show off their plumage. Provides common and scientific names, as well as information on habits, range, and voice. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 6955364 2019 POCKET PIGS MINI CALENDAR. Squeal with delight with this instant day brightener! The teacup pigs of Pennywell Farm in Devon, England are plump, palm size, and full of charisma—and they're back for another playful year. Features heart-melting portraits and captions that heighten the cuteness. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 6955453 2019 AUDUBON SONGBIRDS MINI CALENDAR. From the experts at Audubon, a year of birds that alight in your garden and show off their plumage. Provides common and scientific names, as well as information on habits, range, and voice. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 6955450 2019 AUDUBON SONGBIRDS MINI CALENDAR. From the experts at Audubon, a year of birds that alight in your garden and show off their plumage. Provides common and scientific names, as well as information on habits, range, and voice. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 6955449 2019 SPOOKY SONGBIRDS MINI CALENDAR. From the experts at Audubon, a year of birds that alight in your garden and show off their plumage. Provides common and scientific names, as well as information on habits, range, and voice. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 6955448 2019 AUDUBON SONGBIRDS MINI CALENDAR. From the experts at Audubon, a year of birds that alight in your garden and show off their plumage. Provides common and scientific names, as well as information on habits, range, and voice. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
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